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Abstract 
The main theme of the thesis is the study of continuity and approximation prob- 
lems, involving matrix-valued and vector-valued Hardy spaces on the unit disc 
ID and its boundary T in the complex plane. The first part of the thesis looks 
at the factorization of square matrix-valued boundary functions, beginning with 
spectral factorization in Chapter 2. Then ideas involving approximations with 
inner and outer functions are used to solve a matrix analogue of the Douglas- 
Rudin problem in Chapter 3. In both cases, considerable extra difficulties are 
created by the noncommutativity of matrix multiplication. 
More specifically, we show that the matrix spectral factorization mapping is 
sequentially continuous from LP to H2p (where 1<p< co), under the additional 
assumption of uniform integrability of the logarithms of the spectral densities to 
be factorized. We show, moreover, that this condition is necessary for continuity, 
as well as sufficient. Concerning the Douglas-Rudin problem in Chapter 3, we 
show that any log-integrable essentially bounded square matrix-valued function 
f can be written in the form h*g, where lt and g lie in H. Extensions to other 
LP spaces, with norni bounds on the factors of f, are also provided. 
The final part of the thesis takes a somewhat different direction. In Chapter 
4, we consider the problem of weighted H°° approximation of vector-valued L°° 
functions on the unit circle, subject to a weighted sup-type constraint on the 
size of the approximant. This involves the development of a suitable theory of 
vector-valued L°° and H°° functions on T, taking values in an arbitrary Banach 
space equipped with a separable predual. We establish existence of a solution 
under mild assumptions, and characterise some of its properties. We also show 
that in the scalar case, the unconstrained version of this problem is not well 
posed in general. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Notation and conventions 
Let ID denote the open unit disc in the complex plane and let T denote its 
boundary, the unit circle. Let it denote normalized Lebesgue measure on T. We 
will be working with Hardy spaces of vector-valued and matrix-valued analytic 
functions on ID, together with their measurable boundary functions. 
Throughout the thesis, we work exclusively in the disc. However, analoguous 
results will in most cases hold for the half-plane. This conversion can be achieved 
in the standard way, by means of a conformal mapping between the disc and the 
half-plane. 
1.1.1 Schatten p-norms and matrix-valued. functions 
Let nEN and let pE [1, oo]. Throughout the first three chapters of the thesis, 
we will be working almost exclusively with nxn matrix-valued functions and 
there n shall be kept fixed. We shall write LP(L(C')) to mean the Lebesgue 
space of measurable functions from T to the space of nxn complex matrices, 
1 
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£(C' ), with finite 11 " Ilp norm, given by: 
1 \1 (- f27 II f (eo) IIde I if 1p< / 
ifllp 
ess sup Il. f (ei*©) II. if p= oo , OE [0,27r) 
where f: T- , C(C') is any measurable function. In this definition, we choose 
to use the 11 " I' norm on G((C' ), rather than an arbitrary norm. This makes the 
above norms easier for us to work with, but it makes no difference to the norm 
topology. For any index pE [1, oo] we define the Schatten p-norm on £(C) by: 
'Il"(i1I*jtf)n/2 p< o0 
IIIIIIIn 
= 
sup II11IV112/11V112 P=007 
OOVEC' 
for all nxn matrices Al E L(C). This norm satisfies the relations: 
IIn*Ilv = II4IIP 
ITrAI IJAII1 
IIB*4I! p ý IIhIIq! IB! Ir 7 
(1.1) 
for all A, BE £((C') and indices p, q, rE [1, oo] satifying 1/p = 1/q + 1/r. For a 
proof of the above three relations, together with the fact that II - I1 is a norm as 
claimed, see Chapter 5 or [4, ch. 11], for example. Alternatively, see [16, section 
11.9] for a proof of inequality (1.1) in the well known case p=1. 
We shall let LP denote the usual scalar Lebesgue space of measurable complex- 
valued functions on T with finite 11 " Ilp norm, given with respect to /I. 
For p, qE [1, oo] conjugate indices and functions f and g in LP(G(C")) and 
Ln(G(Cf)) respectively, we define the inner product: 
1 
(f, g) = 2, 
f2" 
T (9(ezo) f (eye)) dO 
0 
The above integrand is dominated by the mapping 0' II f(et°)Iip 1ig(e: A)l1q, Which 
is integrable, and so this inner product is well defined. 
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By combining the earlier matrix relations with the usual (scalar) formulation 
of Hölder's inequality, we obtain the following analogue of Hölder's inequality: 
I(f79)I ý ll9*flll llfllnII9IIg7 
where g*, the hermitian conjugate of g, is taken pointwise, i. e. g*(z) = g(z)* for 
all zET. We will frequently use expressions such as det g, 'Pr g, f g, g-1, etc. 
These are always intended to be taken pointwise. 
1.1.2 Hardy spaces 
For any pE [1, oo], let Hp denote the Hardy space of measurable complex-valued 
Hardy class functions on T with finite 11 " 11p norm, regarded as a closed subspace 
of L. In other words, Hp consists of those functions in Il whose harmonic 
extension to D is analytic. 
For pE [1, oo], we write HP(G((Cn)) to mean the Hardy space of matrix-valued 
functions in LY(G(C")), with an analytic extension to D. Thus HP(G(C")) is re- 
garded as a closed subspace of LP(G((C")). Vector-valued and rectangular matrix- 
valued Hardy spaces HP ((C") and HP(G(C', (C")) can be defined analogously and 
they will make a brief appearance in the following subsection. We will always be 
referring to the analytic extension implicitly, when we evaluate Hp functions at 
points in D. 
Let P((Cn) denote the vector space of C"-valued trigonometric polynomials 
on T. This is dense in LP(C'E) for all pE [1, oo). Similarly, we define P+((C") 
to be the space of (C"-valued polynomials over C, considered as a subspace of 
P(C z). We shall only use these spaces briefly in the following subsection. 
Some additional function spaces will also make an occasional appearance: 
Let C denote the Banach space of complex-valued continuous functions on 'IC, 
equipped with the uniform norm. Let ACC denote the disc algebra, consisting 
of those continuous functions on T which extend continuously to an analytic func- 
tion on ID. The Wiener algebra W (resp. positive Wiener algebra W+) consists 
of those functions in C (resp. A) with an absolutely convergent Fourier series. 
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The space Hö , of pointwise complex conjugates f of those scalar H°° functions 
f which satisfy f (0) = 0, will also make a brief appearance in Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 4, we shall encounter more general classes of vector-valued func- 
tions on T, and they will be denoted analoguously, such as L'(E), H°° (E), C(E), 
etc., taking values in a given Banach space E. Such function spaces will be 
defined later in Chapter 4. 
1.1.3 Spectral factorization 
Definition 1.1.1 A matrix-valued function pE H2(, C(C z)) is said to be outer if 
the set of products pP+((Cn) is dense in H2(C"). 
For any 0< in < n, we say that a matrix-valued function 0E H°°(G((Cm, C")) is 
inner if it is an isometry almost everywhere on T. 
A matrix-valued function bE H2(G(C")) will be outer if and only if every 
inner factor of b is constant and unitary almost everywhere on T. To show this, 
we consider the H2 closure of the set bP+((C"). This is a shift-invariant subspace 
of H2 ((C"), so by the vector-valued Beurling-Lax theorem [24, page 14], it is equal 
to 0H2(Cm) for some 0< in <n and an inner function 0E H°°(G(C n, C")). So 
if b is not outer then 0 cannot be constant and unitary. But 0 is clearly an inner 
factor of b. Conversely, suppose b has an inner factor 0 which is nonconstant or 
nonunitary. Then 0 has no H°° inverse, which implies that 0H 2((C") is not dense. 
Since this space contains bP+(C"), b cannot be outer. 
Any outer function pE H2(G(C")) is almost everywhere invertible. This 
assertion follows because the set pP(C") is dense in L2(Cit), which implies that 
p(z) has dense range for almost all zET. 
We will also occasionally need to use the following fact about outer functions. 
If p and p' are outer functions in H2(G((C")) such that p'p-' lies in L2(L(C")), 
then p'p-' lies in H2(G(C")) and it is also outer. We prove this as follows: 
Let V= pP+(C"). The set (p'p-1)V is clearly a dense subset of H2(C"). But 
V is also dense in H2((C"), so by taking H2 limits of points in V, we find that 
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(p'p 1)H2((C") is a dense subset of H1((C"). This shows that p'p-1 E HZ(G((C")). 
We also know that H2((C") fl (p'p-')H2((C") is dense in H2((C"), since it contains 
(p'p-1)V. This implies that p'p-' has no nontrivial inner factor, and is therefore 
outer. (In particular, p-1 is an outer function in H2(G((C")), whenever it lies in 
L2(G((C' ))") 
Definition 1.1.2 A positive matrix-valued function wE LI(. C((Cn)) is said to be 
a spectral density if it can be written in the form p*p, for some matrix-valued 
outer function pE H2(G(C)). We call this a spectral factorization of w and the 
functions p and p* are called the spectral factors of w. 
If w is a spectral density, then its spectral factors will be unique up to 
some unitary constant. Indeed, if w= p*p = p'*p' for outer functions p, p' E 
H2(, C((C")), then the function pp-1 is seen to be an isometry almost everywhere. 
It therefore lies in L2(, C((C")), proving that it is an outer function in H2(G((C")). 
Hence p'p-' is both inner and outer. This implies that it is an almost everywhere 
unitary constant. 
There will always be a unique spectral factor pE H2(G((C")) for which p(0) 
is a positive matrix. We shall call this the canonical spectral factor of w and 
denote it (D(w). This defines a mapping 
w i-* (I) (w) , 
called the spectral factorization mapping. 
At the start of Chapter 2, we shall establish the well known fact that a 
positive matrix-valued function wE L'(G(C )) is a spectral density if and only 
if it is lob integrable, that is w is almost everywhere nonsingular and log det w is 
an integrable function. 
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1.2 Continuity of the spectral factorization map- 
ping 
Spectral factorization [11] [28, chap. 6] is the process by which a positive matrix- 
valued function w, on the unit circle in C, is expressed in the form w(ex°) = 
p(eiO)* p(eiO), for a certain complex matrix-valued function p, where 0E [0,2; r ). 
There are many contexts in which this factorization naturally arises, for example 
stochastic processes, linear quadratic control design, and H°° robust control. 
We require the function p to have a certain analytic extension to the open 
unit disc in C, and with a suitable constraint on p(O) we can ensure that the 
spectral factor p is unique. In this way, we obtain a mapping from w to this 
canonical choice of p, which we term the spectral factorization mapping. (It is 
also possible to define this mapping for functions on the imaginary line in C, for 
which the spectral factors are required to have analytic extensions to the right 
half-plane. ) 
There are many situations in which it is desirable to know the continuity 
properties of this mapping. One reason for this is that for applications it common 
to use approximation methods, when working with spectral factors, and this 
makes it important to be able to provide error estimates. In Chapter 2, we will 
address some of the continuity issues. 
Our work will improve on some results of earlier authors. Specifically, we show 
that LP convergence of a sequence of positive matrix-valued functions is necessary 
and sufficient for HIP convergence of their spectral factors, where 1<p< 00, 
provided a certain uniform lob integrability condition is placed on this sequence. 
This condition is fairly weak, and it turns out to be satisfied automatically in 
many situations. 
In the case p= oo, it is already well known that continuity of the spectral 
factorization mapping fails. (The extra condition above is redundant here. ) This 
is shown by Anderson [1], who provides a counterexample. However, it is also 
shown in [1] that L°° continuity can be recovered by placing a suitable constraint 
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on the derivatives of the functions to be factorized. Additionally, L°° -; H2 
continuity is established in [1]. This latter result also follows as a corollary of 
our results, as we shall observe in the penultimate section. 
In [21], Jacob et al. work in the half-plane rather than the disc, and consider 
spectral factorizations of functions oil the imaginary line, which extend analyti- 
cally to some vertical strip about that line. Amongst other things, they establish 
an LP -> Hp type continuity result, under the additional assumption that the 
functions concerned and their inverses are uniformly bounded. However, they 
deal exclusively with scalar-valued functions. 
Other continuity results have been obtained by Jacob and Partington [20], 
who look at spectral factorization on decomposing Banach algebras. This class 
includes the Wiener algebra of all absolutely convergent Fourier series. There 
they establish local Lipschitz continuity of the spectral factorization mapping for 
such algebras. This provides a rather different class of results to ours. 
1.3 The Douglas-Rudin problem 
In Chapter 3, we provide an extension to Bourgain's result [6], which character- 
izes the set of pointwise products hg on the unit circle T, for nonzero functions 
g, It E H°°. It is a simple observation that any function fE L°° which takes this 
form must be log-integrable, that is f is almost everywhere nonzero and log f 
lies in L'. The Douglas-Rudin problem asks whether the converse is true. This 
hypothesis was originally raised in [14], where it was conjectured not to be true. 
However, Bourgain provides a construction for such a factorization hg, showing 
that the log -integrability condition is indeed sufficient. 
The problem may be generalized to square matrix-valued functions on T as 
follows: One may easily show that a necessary condition for fE L°°(G(C")) to 
take the form h*g, for g, hc H°°(G(C")) almost everywhere invertible, is for 
the function log I det fI to be integrable. Is this lob integrability condition also 
sufficient? In Chapter 3, we provide an affirmative answer to this question. 
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Our methods follow the steps of Bourgain's constructive proof. Before out- 
lining them, we shall illustrate why obtaining such a factorization is a nontrivial 
problem, which leads on to the idea behind our construction. For simplicity, 
let us consider the scalar case: In Bourgain's paper [6], it is observed that any 
lob integrable function fE L°° admits a factorization of the form ¢p, for some 
outer pE H°° and some a. e. unimodular L. Hence the problem reduces to 
that of factorizing unimodular functions 
The two simplest kinds of factorizations we may consider are those of the form 
6201 for inner functions 01,02 E H°°, which are manifestly unimodular, and those 
of the form Pzpl for outer functions p1i p2 E H. However, it turns out that these 
two classes of products do not suffice to cover every unimodular function. In the 
last section of Chapter 3, we exhibit a uniformly dense subset of unimodular 
functions which do not admit a factorization of either form. One such example 
is the function f: T -* C given by: 
Ii if Im(z) >0 f(z) _ 
-i if Irn(z) <0, 
for all zET. 
It turns out, however, that each kind of factorization is able to provide a 
good approximation to any given unimodular function. It is shown in [14] and 
[17, ch. 10], for example, that ratios of inner functions form a uniformly dense 
subset of the unimodular functions. In the case of outer approximation, observe 
that for any unimodular 0 lying in the Wiener algebra WC L°°, with winding 
number zero, there exists fEW such that f (z) = arg ¢(z) for all zET. But now 
f has an orthogonal projection a= Pfl2 f, onto W+ C L°°, the positive Wiener 
algebra of functions in W with an analytic extension to 1B. Setting p= eia/2 E H°° 
outer, we have: 
p-lp = ei(a+4)/2 = e=f =¢ 
giving the desired factorization of ¢ with outer functions in H. But such ¢ form 
an LP-dense subset of the unimodular functions, for any p< oo. We therefore 
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obtain good uniform approximation of unimodular functions with inner factors, 
and good 11 approximation with bounded outer factors. 
This suggests a possible iterative approach to obtaining an exact factorization 
for a larger class of unimodular functions: Given some 0E L°° unimodular, we 
can find a good uniform approximation 9000 to ¢, for inner functions Bo, e0 E 
H. This gives rise to a uiiimodular error: 
Bo¢OO-1 1. 
Nov we may find a good LP approximation Ti -pi to the above function, for outer 
functions p, 'r E H°°. We then obtain a unimodular error: 
LP 
Now we look for a good uniform approximation OTO, to this new error, for inner 
functions ©1i O1 E H°°, giving rise to the error: 
01(Ti -18oOE)0'p 1)oi 1 
Lý 
1. 
We proceed iteratively, finding a good LP approximation Tkf. pk to the error, with 
outer functions Pk, rk- E H°°, then finding a good uniform approximation BkeJ to 
the new error, with inner functions Ok, ek E H°°, for each 1<kEN. By taking 
successively better and better approximations at each step, we obtain an infinite 
product, 
1 
... 
OkTý -1 ... 
01- TI -1©o4'ýOo 1P1 101 1 ... Pk 
lpk 
converging in measure. Now by setting: 
g= lira(ekPk"-'OIPl)'eO; 
k 00 
It = IlITn (Okýrk. "" BITT) " 90 , k-oo 
we have the formal identity: It 
1 
g-i = 1. Thus provided that the above limits 
converge in H°°, we obtain the desired factorization lag of 
The point of using the above iterative construction is the fact that by alter- 
nating between approximation with outer functions and approximation by inner 
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functions, it is possible to make the limits g and lt converge in H°° for any uni- 
modular function 0EL. This is due to the complementary nature of the two 
different kinds of approximation. 
We shall use analogous steps for the matrix case. Spectral factorization is 
used to reduce the Douglas-Rudin problem to that of factorizing a unitary-valued 
function on T. We then follow the iterative approach above, replacing the 
scalar-valued functions in the above expressions with matrix-valued functions, 
and working with unitary errors in place of unimodular errors. 
The noncommutativity of matrix multiplication creates considerable extra 
difficulties in our construction. For example, we cannot simply gather together 
the inner and outer terms in the above expressions, take their pointwise argu- 
ments and then work with sums and differences of real-valued functions, as is 
done in Bourgain's approach. 
1.4 Vector-valued H°° approximation 
Chapter 4 concerns itself with the task of finding a good Hardy class approximant 
to a given vector-valued measurable function, defined on the unit circle of the 
complex plane. Problems of this kind appear in a number of different situations, 
particularly robust identification in systems theory [2], signal processing [22,29] 
and for certain inverse problems for the Laplacian [7]. See the survey article [9] 
for an overview of these applications. 
Our results generalize those of several previous authors, looking at certain 
H°° bounded extremal problems. It is shown, for example, in [2] that for any 
measurable subset IC of the unit circle T, and bounded measurable complex- 
valued functions f and /i on IC and TNK respectively, an H°° function g can be 
found which minimizes 11f -gIi dI,, subject to constraint that 1111-glil, F; ll" is at 
most ill, for any Al >0 sufficiently large. (Such a constraint is necessary to make 
the problem well posed. ) In Chapter 4, we will generalize results such as these 
to the case of (possibly infinite dimensional) vector or operator-valued functions, 
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with the possibility of using weighted L°° norms on both K and TNK. Such 
generality could be of utility in systems theory, where different levels of accuracy 
may be required on different parts of the frequency domain. 
The main idea presented in Chapter 4 is to expess certain H°° optimization 
problems, such as the one just mentioned, in terms of seminorms acting on a 
Banach space X, where the solutions are to be found in a smaller subspace Y 
corresponding to the Hardy class functions. More precisely, given two seminorms 
11 " IIA and 11 " JIB on X, vectors x11, xß EX and a bound Al > 0, the problem is to 
find yEY which minimizes JJXA - YllA, subject to the constraint that hlxb - YII B 
is at most Al. By replacing X and Y with vector-valued L°° and H°° spaces 
respectively, and taking 11 " 11.,, and II ' JIB to be weighted L°° (semi)norms on X 
(with possibly vanishing weights), we obtain a very general class of constrained 
H°° approximation problems. We establish sufficient conditions for the existence 
and (later on) the uniqueness and saturation of the constraints of the solutions 
to these problems. 
A large section of Chapter 4 will be spent developing a suitable theory of 
vector-valued L°° and H°° spaces taking values in a Banach space equipped with 
a separable predual, such as the space G(H) for a separable Hilbert space H. 
There does not appear to be an adequate theory of these spaces developed in the 
literature. In particular, the usual Lesbegue-Bochner definition for vector-valued 
L°° is unsuitable to use in our context, as the notion of measurability in such 
a space is too strong. This prevents it from having a natural predual, which is 
vital for our approximation results to hold. 
In Chapter 4, we will be concerned with Hp and LP spaces mainly for the 
cases p= oo and p=1. In Section 4.1 at the start of the chapter, the case p=2 
is also involved, where we make use of the basic theory of Hankel operators 
[26]. These are shift-invariant linear maps between the Hilbert spaces H2 and 
(H2)1=L2eH2. 
Q 
Chapter 2 
Spectral factorization 
In this chapter, we show that the matrix spectral factorization mapping is se- 
quentially continuous from I1 to H2P (where 1<p< oo), tinder the additional 
assumption of uniform integrability of the logarithms of the spectral densities 
to be factorized. We shall show, moreover, that this condition is necessary for 
continuity, as well as sufficient. 
The outline of this chapter is as follows: In Section 2.1, we define the spectral 
factorization mapping and state some of its properties, and it is here that we state 
the main theorem of this chapter precisely. Section 2.2 will be used to derive an 
accompanying proposition. In Section 2.3, we will establish some lemmas which 
will be needed to prove the theorem. In Section 2.4, we will complete the proof 
and then use it to derive some related results. Finally, we make some concluding 
remarks in Section 2.5. 
2.1 Basic properties of (I) 
In this section, we look at some of the basic properties of the matrix spectral 
factorization mapping. 
Not every positive matrix-valued function in L1(. C((C")) is a spectral density. 
The following theorem, taken from [18], will provide the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a spectral factorization to exist. 
12 
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Theorem 2.1.1 (Helson and Lowdenslager) Let w be a positive matrix-valued 
function in L' (L. ((C")). A necessary and sufficient condition for w to have a fac- 
torization of the form 
w=b*b, 
where bis in H2(G((Cn)) with det b(0) 0 0, is that 
fTrIogwd; > -oo . (2.1) 
If this condition is satisfied, we can choose b so that 
flog ldet bl dµ = lob Idet b(0)I . (2.2) 
Equation (2.2) is in fact an extremal condition that is satisfied precisely when 
b is outer. For arbitrary H2 functions, (2.2) becomes an inequality with the left 
hand side greatest. This is just an extension of Jensen's inequality, treated for 
scalar-valued H' functions in [19]. We refer the reader to [18, pages 193-195] for 
more details relating to the above theorem. 
Thus as a corollary of Theorem 2.1.1, we have the following proposition, 
characterizing spectral densities in L'(G((C")). 
Proposition 2.1.2 Let wE L1(G((C")) be a positive Tnatrix-valued function. 
The following are equivalent: 
1. w is a spectral density. 
2. log w is an integrable function defined almost everywhere on T. 
3. log det w is an integrable function. 
/ý. (log det w, 1) > -oo. 
Moreover, the above inner product satisfies 
2 log l det p(0) l= (logdet w, l) = (logw, 1) , 
(2.3) 
whenever p is a spectral factor of w. 
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Proof 
14 
1 4. As we remarked above, equation (2.2) of Theorem 2.1.1 is equivalent 
to the H2 factor of w being outer. Thus w is a spectral density if and only 
(2.1) is satisified. But since Tr log w and log det w are equal, the integral in (2.1) 
is just (log det w, 1), so this is greater than -oo if and only if w is spectral density. 
4 2. Since log det w> -oo almost everywhere, w(z) is invertible and therefore 
has a self-adjoint logarithm for almost all zET. For all xE (0, oo), we have 
I log xj < 2x - log x. By applying this inequality to the eigenvalues of w(z) and 
then summing them, we find that 
II1obw(z)lll < 2Trw(z) -Trlobw(z) = 2h-w(z) -logdetw(z), 
for almost all zET. By integrating over T, we obtain the inequality: 
Il1ogwIl1 < 2(2v, 1) - (Iogdetw, 1) , 
which provides a finite upper bound for 11 log wIl1, since w is integrable. 
2=34. Trivial. 
Nov from equation (2.2) of Theorem 2.1.1, for any spectral factor p we have 
lob det p(0) = (log (let pl, 1) . 
But Idet pJ2 is equal to det p*p, so the right hand side of the above equation is 
one half of (log det w, 1) = (Tr log w, 1) = (log w, 1), establishing (2.3). 0 
Equation (2.3) of the above proposition will be fundamental to many of the 
results we shall later obtain. We will look at some of the continuity properties 
of the function 
(J) : {spectral densities in L'(G((C'))I ) H2(L (C z)) , 
which maps a given spectral density to its canonical spectral factor. 
The main result we shall obtain is the following: 
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Theorem 2.1.3 Let w,., wE L'(L((C")) be spectral densities, for all rEN. 
The following are equivalent: 
1. w,. ,w in L' as r -; oo and {log det w,.: rE N} is uniformly integrable. 
2. (I)(wr)-*(T(w) in H2 asr -oo. 
The above terminology may be unfamiliar. For a collection 9 of measurable 
functions on an arbitrary measure space (X, E, v), we say that G is uniformly 
integrable if it is bounded in L' (i. e. the Ll norms of the functions in G form a 
bounded subset of II8) and for all E>0, there is some S>0 such that 
flfldv <6 
for all fEG and EEE with v(E) < J. Even though this property is stronger 
than boundedness in Li, it is weaker than boundedness in LP, for any p>1, 
provided the underlying measure space is finite. There are equivalent definitions 
of uniform integrability. Consult [27, pages 270-279] for a standard treatment of 
this topic. 
In the next section, we will show that the uniform log integrability condition 
for (det WI)r. EN in Theorem 2.1.3, is equivalent to several other conditions on the 
sequence (2Ur)TEN. 
2.2 A preliminary result 
First of all, we shall introduce some more notation: 
For any matrix AE £((C"), write JAI to mean the positive matrix (A*A)1/2. 
Now, for any self-adjoint matrices A, BE £(C"), we define the following opera- 
tions: 
AvB = 
(i1+B+IA-BI) 
AAB = 
2(A+B-1A-BI) 
Note that V and A are commutative but not associative (for n> 1). 
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For any self-adjoint matrices A, B, CE G((Cn), the following identities hold: 
-(A A B) _ (-A) v (-B) 
(A + C) V (B + C) _ (A V B) +C 
In addition, the following statements hold: 
AAB < A, B < AV B 
C= AVB whenever A, B< C< AVB 
In other words, AV B is a minimal upper bound for A and B. Minimality follows 
from the fact that if C is chosen as above, we have 
0< (AvB)-C < (B-A)vo, (A-B)vO. 
It follows that 
ker((AVB)-C) D ker((A-B) V 0), ker((B-A) V 0). 
But the ranges of (A - B) V0 and (B - A) V0 are orthogonal, and so their 
kernels span C'. Hence C=AVB. 
Likewise, AAB is a maximal lower bound for A and B. Note that A and B 
will not have universal upper and lower bounds in general. Indeed, their existence 
would contradict the non-associativity of A and V. 
For self-adjoint matrix-valued functions f, g: 7 £((C"), let fAg, fVg be 
the functions given by 
(f n g) (Z) = f(z) n g(z) 
(f v (. %) (z) _ ,f 
(z) v 9(z) , 
for all zET. We will use the binary operators A and V in the proof of the main 
result of this section, and then later in the proof of the main theorem. 
We will need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2.1 Lettl, BE £(C") be positive matrices and suppose that A<B. 
Then the following inequalities hold: 
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1. /</, 
2. log A< log B, provided A and B are invertible. 
The first assertion is a special case of the Löwner-Heinz inequality [25], which 
states that AP < Bp for any positive operators A<B, whenever pE [0,1]. 
This fact, along with the second assertion, follow from a general result, Löwner's 
thoerem, which characterizes the so-called operator monotone functions. These 
are real-valued functions f, defined on an interval IC IIB, such that f (A) <f (B) 
for any self-adjoint operators A<B with spectrum in I. See [13] and [23, 
thm. 2.2.6, p. 47] for more details. 
Here we shall provide a separate, elementary proof for the two specific matrix 
cases given in the lemma statement. 
Proof of lemma 
Part 1. Let A be the minimum nonnegative real number such that v+ Al > 
vfA-'-, or equivalently, such that Al > ,--, 
V-B. Thus we may suppose that A is 
(the maximum) eigenvalue of - 
V, since otherwise A=0 and we are done. 
Let vE C" be any eigenvector corresponding to A. Then (. /+AI)v is equal 
to A v. In particular their norms are equal, so that 
((B+2aß+A21)v, v) = II(v"B-+al)vII = II-VA-v112 = (Av, v). 22 
Rearranging, we have 
a2! Ivll + 2A(vv, v) + ((B - A)v, v) =0 
By the positivity of B-A and /, each of the terms of the above expression 
are nonnegative. This implies that A=0, proving the first assertion. 
Part 2. It is well known that the mapping 
x F-+ r(xl/r - 1) 
converges to xH log x, locally uniformly in xE (0, oo), as r tends to oo. Pro- 
vided the matrices A and B are invertible, their spectra lie in (0, oo). Then by 
LEEDS UNNERSITY LIBRARY 
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the spectral mapping theorem we have 
IIr(A1'r - 1) - lo-All = max Ir(xll'-1) - lobxj xEo(A) 
-+ 0 asr -* oo. 
The same happens for B in place of A. In particular, this shows that 
log A= lien 2k (A2-k - 1) , k-. oo 
lob B= liiii 2k(B2-k 
- 1) . k-. oo 
18 
We have A<B by hypothesis. So by induction on k, it follows from the first 
assertion that 
A2-k < BZ-k for all kEN. 
Subtracting 1 from both sides, multiplying by 2" and taking limits, we find that 
log A log B, 
as required. 0 
We remark that there are examples of positive matrices A, BE £((C2), such 
that A<B, but AP and Bp are incomparable for any p>1. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, which is stated as 
follows: 
Proposition 2.2.2 Let w,., w E Ll(G((C")) be spectral densities, for all rEN. 
Suppose that w,. -3 w in L' as r -> oo. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. (let (D(Wr)(0) --> det 4) (w)(0) as r -> oo. 
2. logwr -*logw in L' asr - oo. 
3. log det w,. -* log det w in L' as r -f oo. 
/ý. {log det w,.: rE N} is uniformly integrable. 
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Proof 
1 2. For any rEM, the functions wr, zu and wr Vw are a. e. positive in- 
vertible matrix-valued, and therefore have self-adjoint logarithms defined almost 
everywhere on T. Also, since w,., w<w,. V w, we have the relations: 
log w,., log w log(w,. V w) for all rEN, 
as a consequence of Lemma 2.2.1. 
We first show that log(wr V w) -- log w in L' as r- oo, as follows: 
For all xe (0, oo), the nonnegative real number, (log x) V 0, is less than or equal 
to x. This implies that the positive matrix-valued function 
log(wr V w) V0 
is dominated by w,. V w. So we obtain the chain of inequalities: 
log w< log(wr V w) < log(wr V IV) V0< wi. V W. 
But since w is a spectral density and wr, w E L'(G(C")), the terms logw and 
w,. Vw above, are both integrable. Moreover, it is clear from the definition, 
2(w,. V zv) = w,. +w+ IWr - wl, that w,. Vw -* w in L' as r -> oo. So 
the collection of functions {(w, V w) - logw :rE N} is uniformly integrable. 
Subtracting logw from the terms in the above chain of inequalities, we obtain 
0< log(wr V 2v) - lob w< (wr V 2v) - log w, 
from which we deduce that {log(wr V w) - log w: rE N} is uniformly integrable. 
But since log(w,. V w) -> log w in measure as r -+ oo, we have 
Iog(2Ur V w)-* IOb 2U iIl L' aS r- 00 . 
By \Iiiikowski's inequality, we have 
11 log wr -1og wII1C 
11 log(wr V w) - 
lo0 -W, 111 + 11 lo-(Iv, v w) - 
log w II 1 
_ (log(wr V w) - logWr, 1) + (lo,, -(Iv, v w) - log 2u, 1) 
log w- log wr, 1) +2( log (i V w) - log w, 1) 
_ (log 2u - logwr, 1) +2 log(wr V w) - log wýý1 
-+ 0 as r-oo 
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So to establish 2, it is sufficient to prove that (log w,., 1) tends to (log w, 1) as 
r --> co. This is the point where we need to use 1. 
By equation (2.3) of Proposition 2.1.2, we have the identities: 
2 log det (I (w) (0) = (loges, l) 
2logdet (P(wr)(O) = (logwr, 1) 
for all rEN. But since det (ß(w,. )(0) -' det (D(w)(0) as r --+ oo, the continuity 
of log implies that (1og w,., 1) tends to (log w, 1) as r' oo, proving 2. 
2 3. The trace operation is L' norm-decreasing, so 
II log det w, - log det w II 1=I I'Il(log wr - log w) II1 
Illogw, -logwlll 
-* 0 asr -; oo. 
3 4. Trivial. (L1 convergence always implies uniform integrability. ) 
1. We have already established the identities: 
21og det (D (w) (0) _ (log det w, l) = flogdetwd; i 
2 log det fh (w,. ) (0) = (log (let w,., 1) =J log (let w, clt 
ll 
But log det w, converges to log det w in measure as r tends to oo. So by the 
uniform integrability of {log det w,.: rE ICY} and the integrability of log det w, we 
find that 
flogdetwrdlt -J lob det w d/L as r- oo . il 
In other words, log (let (P(zvr)(0) -> log det ýIP(w)(0) as r -* oo. This proves 1. Q 
2.3 Some inequalities 
In this section we will establish in succession, two inequalities which will lead to 
a proof of Theorem 2.1.3. The first of these will show that in some appropriate 
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sense, spectral densities which are close to 1 have particular spectral factors 
which are also close to 1. This will lead to the second result, which deals with 
two spectral densities which are close to each other, and deduces an inequality 
concerning their canonical spectral factors. 
It will be useful to introduce some more notation here: 
Recall that ji denotes normalised Lebesgue measure on T. This makes the triple 
(T, B(T), jc) into a probability space, where B(T) denotes the a-algebra of Borel 
subsets of T. So any measurable function 
X: T-*L(C") 
may be regarded as a matrix-valued random variable. In the case when X is 
integrable, we have a notion of expectation and variance, given as follows: 
EX = 
fXd/L 
ýrar X=n IIX - EX112 
=I M-E((X -1EX)*(X - IEX)) (2.4) 
We have the identities: 
E(X*(EX)) = E((EX*)X) = E((IEX*)(EX)) = (EX)*(EX), 
from which we obtain the alternative formula: 
vag X= Tr(E(X*X) - (Ix)*(EX)) 
=n (IIX1I2 - IIIXII2) (2.5) 
When X is square integrable, this is just the statement that EX is orthogonal 
to X- EX. In fact, EX is precisely the orthogonal projection of X onto the 
matrix-valued constant functions. 
In the next lemma, Ave shall be considering the variance of a spectral factor 
p, for a given spectral density wE L' (G((Cn)). The two key facts we shall use 
are that: 
Ep = P(O), 
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IIPII2 = IIn*nlll = 112UII1 
This shows that the variance of p is small provided w is close to 1 and p(O) is 
close to the identity. From this we can deduce that p is close to 1, as well. It 
turns out that the determinant of p(O) will provide the constraint we need to 
show that p(O) is close to the identity, so it is involved in the inequality which 
follows: 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let wE L1(G(C't)) be a spectral density and let pE H2(L((C")) 
be a spectral factor of w. Suppose that p(O) has positive spectrum. Then 
C ti lIwII i-2 (det p(0))11" +1 (2.6) n IIP - 1112 2 
Ilzu - III, + 2(1 - (det p(0))1l") " 
(2.7) 
This upper bound tends to 0 whenever w -3 1 in L' and (log det w, 1) --> 0. 
Proof Every eigenvalue of p(O) is positive. By applying the AM-G\I inequality 
to these eigenvalues, we find that 
(det p(O))11' C n, 
T p(O) =n 
(p(O), 1) 
. 
Therefore 
n IIP(o) -1112 =. (P(o) -1, p (o) - 1) 
=n IIp(o)112 -n (n(°), 1) +1 
n 
IIP(°)112 - 2(detp(0))l/" + 1. (2.8) 
Therefore 
From the variance formula (2.5), we have 
varp =n (IInIl2 - IIn(o)112) , 
var(p-1) = (Iln-1112 -I1n(o)-1112) 
But p and p-1 have the same variance, by the definition given in (2.4). So by 
adding this variance to both sides of inequality (2.8), we find that 
n Ilp - 1112 < .1 11P112 -2 (det p(0))l/n -ý 1. 
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Substituting jjwjjl for 11pII we obtain (2.6). By the triangle inequality, 
In IIwIIi <- n(IIw - IIIi + 1111k) =n 11w + 1. 
So by substituting the right hand side into (2.6), we obtain inequality (2.7). 
Recalling identity (2.3) from Proposition 2.1.2, 
2 log I det p(0) l= (log det w, 1) , 
we find that det p(O) -* 1 whenever (log det w, 1) -* 0. Therefore the upper 
bound given in (2.7) tends to 0, whenever w -' 1 in L' as well. Q 
We make two remarks about the above lemma. Firstly, a spectral factor p, 
for which p(O) has positive spectrum, will not be the canonical spectral factor 
in general, i. e. p(O) need not be positive. In fact, a matrix is diagonalizable and 
has positive spectrum if and only if it is the product of two positive, invertible 
matrices. We shall use (and prove) this fact in the next lemma. 
Secondly, for functions w and p as in the statement of the lemma, we have 
the following chain of inequalities: 
(detp(0))1»" <_ n(p(o), 1) <- 
! IIp(o)III IIp(0)112 (* IIwIII)1/2 
When w -ý 1 in L' and (log det w, 1) -+ 0, the leftmost and rightmost terms of 
the above chain tend to unity. Hence all the terms tend to unity, and this forces 
p to tend to 1 in H2. This summarizes the main idea of the proof. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.3.1, we have following result: 
Lemma 2.3.2 Let w, w' E L' (L ((C")) be spectral densities and let 0< 71 <R< 
oo be given constants. 
Suppose that w>q, and let PE L°°(L(C")) be the projection-valued function 
given by 
P= X[O, RI(W), 
where X[o, R] is the characteristic function of the interval [0, R]. Let p, p' denote 
the canonical spectral factors (h(w), (h(w') respectively. Then 
II(P' - P)PIIz < 
IIw' - wII, + 2n 1- 
(aet p'(0) Y'])" R( 
77 
I 
det p(O) 
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Proof Let p" = p'p-1. This function lies in L2(G(C')) since p-1 is bounded. 
But p and p' are outer and, as we showed in Section 2.1, this implies that p" is 
an outer function in HZ(G(C' )). Therefore p" is a spectral factor of the spectral 
density w" E L'(, C((C")) given by 
wppp wp 
Now since p"(0) = p'(0) p-1 (0) is a product of two positive invertible matrices, 
it has positive spectrum. Indeed, if P, QE C(cC") are positive and invertible, then 
PQ is conjugate to Q1/2P Q112, which is manifestly positive and invertible and 
therefore has positive spectrum. 
[Aside: If XE £((C') is diagonalizable with positive spectrum, then X= 
L-'D L for some D, LE L(C) invertible with D positive and diagonal. There- 
fore X is the product of L-'DL-r* and L*L, both of which are positive and 
invertible. ] 
So by Leinina 2.3.1, we have the inequality: 
Ip' - 1112 1lw" - 111, + 2n(1 - (detp"(0))1"') 
 
(det p'(0) 11" 
_ 11w -111, + 2n 1- 
(det 
p(0) / 
(2.9) 
But w" -1 is equal to p-'*(w'- w)p-1, and so 
Il iü' - IIIi -< IIp-1*IlQ 11w - wIIi l! P-111. <- rq-' I1 w' - will . (2.10) 
Now, p' -p is equal to (p" - 1)p, so we have 
IIV - n)PI12 <- IIp" -1112 IIpPIIý 
= IIPwPII00 IIP" - 1112 
- 
RIIPl-1112. (2.11) 
By combining (2.10) and (2.11) with inequality (2.9), we obtain the desired in- 
equality, proving the lemma. Q 
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2.4 The main theorem 
We now have all the tools needed to prove Theorem 2.1.3. Recalling the state- 
ment of the theorem, we are given a spectral density w, together with a sequence 
of spectral densities (Wr)rEN, and we aim to show that the following two state- 
ments are equivalent: 
1. w,. -+ w in Ll as r -+ oo and {log det w, :rE N} is uniformly integrable. 
2. <II(wr)-*(I)(w)inH2asr, oo. 
We will use Proposition 2.2.2 to reformulate the first statement. This will enable 
us to prove that 2 implies 1. The other direction is harder, and for this we will 
make use of Lemma 2.3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.3 
2 1. Let p, pr denote the canonical spectral factors (1(w), (D(wr) respectively, 
for each rEN. The function w,. -w can be written in the form: 
(Pr + P)*(Pr - P) + 2 
P)*(Pr+ P) 
2 
So by Hölder's inequality, together with the triangle inequality, we have 
I12ur - 2u IIC2II (Pr + P) * (Pr - P) II+2II (Pr - P) * (Pr + P) I11 
2IIPr+PII2IIPr-PII2 + 2IIPr-PII2IIPr+PII2 
(IIPrIJ2 + IIPII2) II Pr - PII2 i 
for all rEN. But the sequence of reals 
(IlPrII2 + IIPII2)rEN 
is bounded since (pr)rEN is convergent in H2. Therefore I1wr - wIll tends to 0 as 
r -f oo. This establishes the first part of 1. Now as r tends to oo, 
det <h(wr)(0) -+ det <h(w)(0) , 
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since (h(wr) --+ <1(w) in H2. So by Proposition 2.2.2, the set {log det wr :rE N} 
is uniformly integrable. This establishes the second part of 1. 
1 2. Fix constants 0< ii <R< oo. Let w be the spectral density wVi 
and let p denote its canonical spectral factor <D(Fv). Let PE L°°(G(C )) be the 
projection-valued function given by 
ý' = X[o, n](w) = X[o, R1(w) - 
By Lemma 2.3.2, we have the inequalities: 
II(P - n)P112 -- 71 
Ilw - wlll + 2nR 
k-\ 
ddet 
p(o) 
et P(O)ý 
1/n 
(2.12) 
( 1/n 
11 (Pr - P)ý'I12 <R Ilwr - wlli + 2nR I_ 
(det 
p(O) 
) 
(2.13) 
for all rEN. We shall now obtain an upper bound on IIPr - P112, in terms of the 
left hand sides of (2.12) and (2.13). 
The functions (Pr. - p)P and (Pr. - p) (1 - P) are orthogonal, since 
(ýPr - P) P, (Pr - P)1) = ((Pr - P)P2, (Pr - P) 1) 
= ((Pr - P) P, (Pr - P) P) 
Therefore by Pythagoras' theorem, wie have 
IN - PII2 - II(Pr - P)PI12 = II(Pr - P)(1- P)112 
(IIPr(1-P)112+IIP(l-P)112)2 
2 
c [111 -P)Wr(1-P)IIi/2+Ilw(1-P)II1/2ý 
[(11(1 - P)(Wr w)(i - P)II1 
+ II(1- P)w(1- P)1li)"2 
+ IIw(1-P 1/2 2 )III1 
[(Il 
wr - will + 
Ilw(1 
- 
P)Il1)112 + 
1 IIw(1- P)II1 /2 
]2, 
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which gives us the inequality: 
IIPr - PIIi < (1) (P - P)P1 2+ II(Pr - P)PIIz)2 + 
[(iir z 
- wIII + IIw(1 - P)111)1/2 + IIw(1 - P)II1 
1 (2.14) 
Let e>0. Recall that the functions P and w depend on R and 77 respectively. 
We wish to choose R, ii and find NEN, such that for all r> 1V, the following 
five inequalities are satisfied: 
Iw(1 - P) Ili < ig (2.15) 
lw - iuIIl <2 (2.16) 
71 18R 
detp(0) "' E2 (2.17) 1- 
(detj(0)) 
- 36nR 
[det pr(O)]1/" - [det P(O)]1/" I< 62 (2.18) 
[det p(O)]l/n - 3GnR 
l1 w, - wIIi < 62 (2.19) 
1 18R 
We shall establish (2.15) to (2.19) in numerical order. We first choose R to satisfy 
(2.15), as follows shortly. Next, we look for an i which satisfies (2.16) and (2.17). 
Finally, we choose N such that (2.18) and (2.19) are satisfied. 
The positive scalar-valued function R ?v is integrable and therefore 
w(whereEk={zT: Trw(z)>k}) 
fEk 
Tr 
tends to zero whenever k -> oo. Choose R to be any positive k for which the 
above integral is at most E2/18. Since Ilia(z)II,,, is at most R for any zETN Eß, 
the function 1-P is supported on the set E. This implies that 
IIw(1-P)IIL = 
fTr(w(i_P))d< f 
Trwd11 <12 
R 
establishing (2.15). 
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For any xE (0, oo), we have 
(y v x) -x_ I- X) VO< 
(-10g X) VO= log(r]V x) - log x. 
This implies that 
(y v w) -w< log(q V w) - log W. 71 
So by integrating the trace of both sides, we find that 
IIw-wIIl (w-w, l) 
< (loges-loges, 1). (2.20) 
71 77 
Now by equation (2.3) from Proposition 2.1.2, the right hand side is just 
det p(0 ) 2 log det 02 log det 0= -2 lo 
(det(O)) 
b()-ýb P() g 
and this is also an upper bound for the expression 
d(: D"] t2n 
10. (2.21) 
Now observe that i-v -* w almost everywhere on T as 77 -). 0. This is because 
w(z) is invertible for almost all zET. Therefore Tr(log w- log w) -4 0 almost 
everywhere as 71 -* 0. But this sequence of functions is nonnegative and decreas- 
ing and therefore dominated in L', since log w and log w are integrable for all 
il > 0. So by the dominated convergence theorem, the integral 
(logw - logw, 1) = 
fTr(Iog_logw)dP 
tends to zero as 77 -4 0. Choose q<R such that this integral is as most e2/18R. 
This is an upper bound for the left hand sides of. (2.20) and (2.21), and therefore 
establishes inequalities (2.16) and (2.17). 
Nov that il and R are fixed, we shall choose N. By hypothesis, w,. w in 
L1 as r -* oo and by Proposition 2.2.2, det p,. (0) -; det p(0) as r -* oo. So the 
left hand sides of (2.18) and (2.19) tend to zero as r -3 00. This allows us to 
choose Al EN such that inequalities (2.18) and (2.19) are satisfied for all r>N. 
By the triangle inequality, we have 
Ilwr 
- will < 
Ilwr 
- will + 
Ilw 
- will 
77 77 1] 
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and also 
I- 
det pr(0) 1/n <1- 
det p(0) 1/ý` + 
( 
det p(0) 
) 
[det Pr (0)11/n - [det p(0)]1/n 
[det P(O)] 1/11 
So from the upper bounds provided by (2.16) to (2.19), we obtain the following 
inequalities upon substitution into (2.12) and (2.13): 
II(P-P)PII2 
c 
i2 
$ 
(1+1) 
2 
II(Pr-P)1iI2 18(1+1+1+1), forallr>N 
Inequality (2.19) implies that II wr - WII I< E2/18 for all r>N, since rJ is chosen 
to be at most R. So from the above inequalities, together with (2.15), we find 
Upon sustitution into (2.14) that 
lIPr-P 112 < i$ x ((1+1+1+1+1+1)2+ ( 1+1+2ý 
E2 2 
= 18 x 
3(1+\) , 
for all r>N. Therefore 
lf IIPr 
- PII2 
+ýECcý 
V6- 
) 
for all r>N. This shows that pr -+ p in H2 as r -º oo, proving 2. Q 
We make two remarks about this theorem. Firstly, unlike Lemmas 2.3.1 and 
2.3.2, this result does not give quantitive information about the proximity of two 
spectral factors in terms of their spectral densities. This is because the values 
of R and rj needed to establish inequalities (2.15) to (2.17) depend upon the 
distribution of the large values of Tr w and - log det w. Even if we constrain the 
norms of iv and log det w, we can still find spectral densities w, such that R and 
1/il need to be arbitrarily large. 
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Secondly, for an L' convergent sequence of spectral densities, we need only 
show that their spectral factors converge in measure, in order to establish their 
H2 convergence. This is because of their uniform square-integrability. We make 
use of this idea in the next result, where we extend Theorem 2.1.3 as follows: 
Theorem 2.4.1 Let pE [1, oo) and let w,., wE LP(G(C')) be spectral densities, 
for all rEN. The following are equivalent: 
1. wr -f w in LP as r -f oo and {log det w,.: rE N} is uniformly integrable. 
2. (1(w,. )-*(P(w) inH2p asr --+ oo. 
Proof 
2 1. Let p, pr denote the canonical spectral factors (P(w), (I)(wr) respectively, 
for each rEN. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1.3, we have the inequality: 
IIWr-2UIIp ý 2I)(Pr+P)*(Pr-P)IIp + 2II(Pr-P)*(Pr+P)IIp. 
Let qE (1, oo] be the index conjugate to p. For any functions f, gE L2P(G(C')), 
we have by Hölder's inequality: 
IfgIIP 
= SUP 
Ilfglllll C_ SUP Ilf II2p IIgII2P Ilhll9 = Ilf 112P IIgII2P 
jjhjj9: ý1 11hjl9'ý'-1 
and so Ave find that 
IIWr - WIlp C IIPr+PII2PIIPr-PII2p -; 0 as r'-; oo. 
Now we apply Proposition 2.2.2 to find that {log det w,.: rE N} is uniformly 
integrable, establishing 1. 
1=2. Since w,. -+ w in L', we find by Theorem 2.1.3 that pr -p in H2, and in 
particular, pr -p0 in measure as r -i oo. 
Let f,.: T -* [0, oo) be given by 
fr(z) = II Pr(z) - p(z) II2pP , 
for all zET, rEN. 
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By the triangle inequality, 
fr(Z) C (IlPr(2)112P + IIP(2)112P)2P 
2' ýIIPrý2ýll2p + IIP(z)ll p, p 
2" 
(II wr(z)- 2U(z)II P+ 
2IIw(z)IIP)" 
2' " 3p-'(Ilw,. (z) - w(z)II p+ 
2IIw(z)IIp) , 
for all zET, 
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and this upper bound is uniformly integrable over rEN, since Wr -W -> 0 
in LP as r -* oo. Now since (fr)TEN is uniformly integrable and convergent in 
measure to 0, it also tends to 0 in Ll. This implies that pr --} p in H2p as r -3 00, 
establishing 2.0 
Note that the set {log (let wr :rE N} in the first condition of the above 
theorem, will be unifo1mly integrable automatically if it is bounded in Ls, for 
any s>1. Uniform integrability also follows when {log w,.: rE N} is bounded in 
Ls, or when the (convergent) spectral densities leave inverses uniformly bounded 
in L. Thus any of these conditions, together with LP convergence of the w, to 
some spectral density w, will be sufficient for <P(wr) ' <P(w) in H2p as r -* oo, 
for any pE [1, oo). 
In light of these remarks, the following is immediate from Theorem 2.4.1: 
Corollary 2.4.2 Let wr E L'(G(C')) be a spectral density for all rEN. Suppose 
that wr -* w in L°°, where w, w-1 E L°°(G(C")). Then <II(Wr. ) -- 4I(w) in LP for 
all pE [1, oo). 
We also note that L' boundedness of the set {lowr :rE N} will not guar- 0 
antee uniform integrability of the functions (log (let even if the sequence 
of spectral densities (Wr)rEN is uniformly bounded (in L°°) and convergent to 1 
almost everywhere. So by Theorem 2.1.3, their canonical spectral factors will 
not converge to 1 in H2. Since they are uniformly bounded, they do not even 
converge to 1 in measure. 
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2.5 Concluding remarks 
Lemma 2.3.1 is the key ingredient used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.3. This it 
what establishes the L' H2 continuity at the constant density 1. Thus the 
simple variance argument used to prove the lemma is perhaps the most important 
idea involved in the proof of the theorem. Much of the work needed to complete 
the proof is simply overcoming the technical difficulties involved in the translation 
from continuity at 1, to continuity at an arbitary spectral density. 
Theorem 2.4.1 and Proposition 2.2.2 complement each other. Together they 
provide many conditions equivalent to H'P convergence of a sequence of canonical 
spectral factors. (For example, L' convergence of the spectral densities combined 
with either uniform integrability of their logarithms or the trace of their loga- 
rithms, or - via a suitable conformal mapping - convergence of the spectral 
factors at a given point in the disc ID. ) 
They also suggest that it is the L' convergence of the logarithms of the spectral 
densities, and not the densities themselves, which is important for the conver- 
gence of their respective spectral factors. Perhaps L' lob convergence alone, of 
any given sequence of spectral densities, is a sufficient condition for their canon- 
ical spectral factors to converge in measure. 
Chapter 3 
The Douglas-Rudin problem 
In this chapter we solve the noncommutative Douglas-Rudin problem, showing 
that any log-integrable essentially bounded square matrix-valued function f can 
be written in the form h*g, where is and g lie in H°°. Extensions to other LP 
spaces, with norm bounds on the factors of f, are also provided. 
The outline of this chapter is as follows: The next two sections form the bulk 
of the chapter. In Section 3.1, we obtain good L2 approximation to unitary-valued 
functions using outer functions. In Section 3.2, we obtain good L°° approxima- 
tion to unitary-valued functions using inner functions. In order to use these 
results in the iterative construction outlined in Chapter 1, we provide quantitive 
information concerning the size of the approximants required. 
In Section 3.3, we prove our main results, beginning with the factorization 
of a general unitary-valued function on T into the form h*g, for g, it E H. We 
show, moreover, that the uniform norms of g, It, g-1 and h-1 can simultaneously 
be made arbitrarily close to 1. This is used to establish the main result of this 
chapter, Theorem 3.3.2, which solves the Douglas-Rudin problem for bounded 
matrix-valued functions, as well as a generalization to functions in 1 C(C' )) for 
all indices 1<p< oo. We also obtain bounds on the norms of the factors, which 
are subsequently shown to be sharp. W'i'e then make some concluding remarks in 
Section 3.4. 
33 
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3.1 L2 approximation by outer functions 
3.1.1 Continuity of (I) at 1 
In order to find the outer factors used for the L2 approximation of a given unitary- 
valued function, we will make use of spectral factorization. It will therefore be 
very helpful for us to have some information about the L2 continuity of the 
spectral factorization mapping (D. For this we have the following result: 
Theorem 3.1.1 Let wE L°°(L ((C")) be a spectral density and let w-1 denote 
its almost everywhere defined inverse. Then (h(w) satisfies: 
I143(w) - 1112 < II1wII00(1 + IIwII 
1/2)11I- w-1112 
Proof We may suppose that JJw-1 112 < oo, since otherwise there is nothing to 
prove. Let p= <h(w) E H°°(G(C")). Then JIp-'112 < oo. 
Since p is outer, this implies that p-1 E H2(, C((C")). Indeed, for any vector 
vE (C", there exists a sequence (gk)ti 1 of Ca-valued polynomials, such that 
pqk -> v in H2, as k -+ oo. Multiplying by p-1, we find that q. = p-lpgk - p-IV 
in L', as k --> co. So p-lv E H1 ((C"), since H1(Cl) is closed in Ll((C"). But 
H1((C") f1 L2((C") = H2((Cn), so p-lv E H2((C") for all vE C", which implies that 
P-1 E H2(G(C ))" 
Now we have: 
P(O) "p" (I - w-1) = p(O) .p-. P(O) . pp-1 (p-1 )* 
= n(o) .n- (n-1 . n(o))* . 
But p-1 " p(0) E H2(L (Cl)), and since 1IpIIoo, I1w-1112 < oo, the above function lies 
in L2(L ((C")). Taking its orthogonal projection onto H2(G((C")), we find that: 
PH2(. C(cn)) 
(P(0) 
-P" (I - w-1)) = P(O) -p- (P-1(O)P(O))* 
= p(o) "p-I. 
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Therefore, 
IIP(a) "P- 1112 
11P1J2(C(cn)) (p(0) 
"P" (I - w-1)ý 
IIP(o) *P" (I - w-1)112 
IIP " P(°)II0III - w-1112 
IIwIIcoIII - w-1112 . 
Averaging over the unit circle, we find that I1p(0)2 - 1112 is also bounded by 
IIwII,, III - w-' 2. Hence 
IP(O) - 1112 C IIP(O)2 - 1112 " II(P(O) + I)-'IIoo 
C IIP(O)2 - 1112 
IIwwII.. III - w-1112 , 
since p(O) is positive. So we have: 
IP - 1112 IIP ' P(o) - III2 + IIP(P(o) - I) II2 
IIkuII00III - 2U-1112 + IIPIIao ' IIWIIooIII - W-1112 
IIwIIoo(1 + IIwwIIt2)III - w-1112 
since llpý, "o _ 
IIwII ý2. This completes the proof. 11 
Note that in Chapter 2 (see also [3]), we established the L' -+ H2 continuity 
of the spectral factorization mapping under certain mild conditions. However, 
the above L2 -+ H2 continuity result may be of some interest in its own right, as 
it provides information about the Lipschitz continuity of 41. This is more useful 
in the context of the present chapter. 
3.1.2 Some simple lemmas 
The following result will be of some utility: 
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Lemma 3.1.2 Let pE [1, oo] and let a, bc LP(L ((Cn)) be self-adjoint matrix- 
valued functions. Then we have: 
Ieia - CibIlp < Ila - blln 
Proof Let k be a natural number. Then we have the telescoping sum: 
k 
eia - eib _ eia(k-l)/k/eia/k _ ei6/ý; )eib(1-1)/k 
l=1 
\1 
Taking norms of each side, we find: 
k 
Ijeia 
- eibllp C 
Ileia(k-t)/k(ein/k 
_ eib/k)eib(t-1)/kllp 
t-1 
_k Ile2a/x - e: b/k llp , (3.1) 
since the terms ei°(k-')1' and eib(1-1)/k are unitary-valued for all lE {1, ... , k}. 
Let f: R -* C be the bounded real analytic function given by: 
f(x) _ 
(etw- 1)/x -ixO 
0 x=0, 
for all xER. Now for all natural numbers k, define f (a/k) to be the matrix- 
valued function on ¶ given pointwise by the continuous functional calculus, so 
that f(a/k)(z) = f(a(z)/k) for all zET. Then (f(a/k))c 1 is a sequence 
bounded in L°°(G(C")), convergent to zero pointwise on T. Since 11a(z) f (a/k)(z) Ilp 
IIa(z)IIp Ilf (a/k)(z)ý1 
.. ) for all zET and kEN, we therefore find that: 
Ilk(eia/k-1) - ialIp = IIaf(a/k)IIp -+ o, 
ask -oo. 
The above argument also works for b in place of a. We therefore find that: 
lien Ilk(e: n/" _ etb/ti)IIp = Ila - blip k-too 
and so by inequality (3.1) the result follows. 0 
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The following result is taken from [8, p. 181]. It gives a slight strengthening 
of Lemma 1 used in Bourgain's construction [6], which underpins the creation of 
good scalar outer function approximations to unimodular errors. 
Proposition 3.1.3 Let fE L°° and let rl E (0,1/2]. Then there exist functions 
g+ E H°° and g- E Ho such that: 
1. Ilf-(9++9-)II2 < 77 11.8100; 
2. IIg IIcc + IIg II,, < Klob(1/q)11111., 
for some absolute constant K>0. 
Throughout the rest of this chapter, we shall keep K fixed, with it chosen to 
satisfy the above proposition statement. 
We use the above scalar result to derive a matricial analogue, given as follows: 
Lemma 3.1.4 Let aE L°°(L (C")) with a= a* a. e. and let eE (0, n/2]. Then 
there exists bE H°°(, e(C")) with b(O) + b(0)* = 0, such that: 
1. Ila - (b - b*)/(2i)112 C6 IIaII, 
2. IIbýl,,,, < 2/ Kn log(n/e) llaII,,.. 
Proof We have a= (aik)ý k_1, where aJ .= ci fE L°° for all j, kE 
{1, 
... 
For each 1<j<k<n, we may apply Proposition 3.1.3 with f= air; and 
71 = e/n, to obtain g+, g E H°°(G((C")) satisfying the proposition statement. 
Letting byk = 2i(g+ - gf(0)/2) and bk. j = 2i(g +g+(0)/2) for each such j and 
k, this implies that: 
Ila. ik - (bi, - bxj)/(2i)IIz C (E/n)lla. ikl{,,, (3.2) 
IIbjkIke + IIbkjILL < 4Klog(n/E) lla. ik(Ioo (3.3) 
buk (0) + bk3 (0) =0 (3.4) 
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for all j, kE {1,. .., n} with j k. For the case j=kE 
{1, 
... , n}, we may 
apply Proposition 3.1.3 in the same way as above, but this time let: 
b» = 2(9+ - 9+(O)/2) + i(9 + 9+(O)/2) 
Then it is easily seen that (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) still hold for these choices of buk. 
Now since the scalar functions bjk all lie in H°°, they form the components 
of a matrix-valued function b= (bjk)J? ý, k_l E H-(, C ((C")). The set of equations 
given by (3.4) then imply that b(O) + b(0)* = 0, as required for b to satisfy the 
statement of the lemma. 
Finally, to show that assertions 1 and 2 hold for this choice of b, we have: 
Ti n 
Ila - (b - tý*)1(2i)112 -EE llajj; - (buk - ök- )1(2i)112 j=1 k=1 
nn 
( /n)2 I1a7k 
llco < E2lla1100 , 
j=1 k=1 
from the set of inequalities given by (3.2). This establishes assertion 1. We also 
have the estimate: 
nn 
IIbII E IIb, kII00 00 j=1 k=1 
nn 
<_ ZE (IlbJkII + IlbkjIlcý0)2/2 
j=1 k=1 
nn 
8(Klog(n/E))2 Ilajklloo < ö(Knlog(7Z/e))2Ila112 
00 , 
j=1 k=1 
from the set of inequalities given by (3.3). This establishes assertion 2. Q 
3.1.3 Outer function approximation results 
We begin with the following preliminary result, which enables us to overcome 
the problems posed by the noncommutativity of matrix multiplication: 
Lemma 3.1.5 Let bE H°°(G((C")) with b(0)+b(0)* =0 and let 0E L°°(L((C")) 
almost everywhere unitary. 
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Then there exist outer functions p, -r E HI(G((C")) such that: 
1. (r ')*¢ p1 is almost everywhere unitary; 
2. II(T-l)*cP-1 - '112 ý 319/ IIbIIý + 256 110 - II2; 
3. IIPIIoD, IITIIoo, IIP-1II0o, IIT-llloo C ejjbjjo /2; 
IIP -1112, IIT -1112, IIP-1 - 1112, IIT-1 - 1112 < 14 n IIblIoo, 
where i% = e(b-6`>/2 E L°°(G(C")) a. e. unitary. 
Proof We may assume without loss of generality that IjbIl", < 1, for otherwise 
we may set p=T-I, and then assertions 1,2,3 and 4 are satisfied trivially. 
We shall begin by establishing assertions 3 and 4 of the lemma, as follows: 
Set p= eb/2 E H°O(G(C")), with inverse e-b/2 E H-(L ((Cn)). 
Set 7= P(O)* 
Now p(0)*p(0) = exp(b(O) + b(0)*) = I, and hence p(O) and p(0)* are unitary. 
Therefore p-1 and T satisfy: 
lIcp 1(P-1)*0*II1/2 
= IIp-1I1co 
eIIbI! /2 
and p and 7-1 satisfy: 
IT-ýII00 = II`1(cp_1(P-1)`¢')-11100 
=II ¢P*P¢* 11 ý2 
= TIPI. 
C ellbfloo/2 
This establishes assertion 3 of the lemma. 
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Now let w= ¢p-1(p-1)*¢*. Then p(O) "T is the canonical spectral factor of 
w, so by Theorem 3.1.1 we have: 
IIP(0)T - 1112 <_ IIwIIý(1 + IIHHIIý2)III - w-'112 . (3.5) 
Since (T-1 " P(0)-1)T is the canonical spectral factor of (w-1)T, we also have the 
following inequality by Theorem 3.1.1: 
1IT-'P(O)-i - 1112 ý Ilw-'IIo(l + IIIV-111 
ý2)111- W112 . 
(3.6) 
The last term of the right Band side of (3.5) satisfies: 
III-2v-lII2 = III-OP *Pc5*II2 = I11-P*PII2 
IIP*IIooIII-P112 + III-P*112 
_ (IIP*IIoo +1)III-P112 
_ (IIZV 11 2+ 1)IIP -1112. (3.7) 00 
Similarly, 
III - wII2 (IIw-hIIý2 + 1)IIP-1 -1112. (3.8) 
Therefore, from inequalities (3.5) and (3.7) we obtain: 
IIT 
- 
1112 C IIP(0)T - 
1112 + II7-IIooIIP(0) 
- 1112 
c IIP(0)T - 1112 + IIwIIt2 IIP - 1112 
00 
/2)2 + IIwIIý2) IIP - 1112 (3.9) 
(IIwlli + IIwwII 1 
Similarly, frone inequalities (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain: 
IIT-1 - 1112 
(IIw'II(1 + IIw-hIIý2)2 +. IIw-iII12) IIP - 1112- (3.10) 
The last term of the right hand side of (3.9) satisfies: 
n 1/2 11 P- 1112 C IIeb/2 _ IIIoo 
= IIb/2 + (b/2)2/2! + (b/2)3/3! + ... III 
(Iib/2II,,,, + IIb/2II2/2! + IIb/2II3/T + ... ) 
_ (ehIbllý/2 - 1) 
< (el/2 -1) IIbIIoo 7 (3.11) 
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and similarly Nve have: 
IIP-1 -1112 V/n (e1ý2 - 1) IIbIIo " 
(3.12) 
Now since llwlI,,,,, IIw-'II < e1Ibllý < e, inequalities (3.9) to (3.12) imply that: 
1 17 - 1112, JJP - 1112, IIT-1 - 1112, IhP-1 - 1112 < (e " (1 + el/2)2 + el/2) x 
(e1/2 - 1)\ IIbhl,, 
14-, fn-llblloo , 
establishing assertion 4 of the lemma. 
By the unitarity of p(0), we have: 
r(T-1)*ci-11*((T 11*, 
p-11 = 
/P-1)* *(T-1 (T-11*) p-1 
a. e. 
=Ia. e. 
So (r-1)*¢ p-1 is almost everywhere unitary, establishing assertion 1. 
Finally, to establish assertion 2 of the lemma, let T= -rp and let w= T*T. 
Then wie have: 
III - iu-1112 = III - P-1¢P*PO*(P-1)*II a 
IIP 11Icc IP - cP*112 + IIP-1cP*IIool)P* - PO*1121I(P 1)*11oo 
(iiP-'iioo + IIP-14P*IIooII(P-1)*IIoo) ' II¢P* - P112 
(ellbllý/2 + e311611ý/2) II¢P* - P112 
S (e1/2 + e312) . IIcp* - P112 . 
Now r"(0) = T(O)p(O) is positive, so T is the canonical spectral factor of w. 
Therefore, by another application of Theorem 3.1.1, we obtain: 
hr- 1112 ý hk II00 + III-VII ý2)II' -W '112 
< e2(1+e)(e1l2+e312)' IIcP* -P112, 
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since I1 i'II < e21161' < e2. 
Now since (T-1) ¢ p-1 is almost everywhere unitary, we have: 
II(T-TOP-1-'112 - IIT1P* -1112 
< IITIIoo IIcbn* - P112 + IIT - 1112 
<_ (e1/2 + e2(1 + e)(e1/2 + e3/2)) ' II¢P* - P112 " 
(3.13) 
We estimate the last term of the above bound as follows: 
IIcP` - PII2 = 110'e b*/2 _ eb/2112 
= 11 0" (eb`/2 -I- b*/2) + (¢ -, 0)(I + b*/2) + 
(b -I- (b - b*)/2)(I + b*/2) + 
((ö - b*)/2)(b*/2) - (eb/2 -I- b/2)II 2 
+ C 110112 Ileb»/2 -I- b*/2II,,. + Ikß -0112 111 + b*/2Il,,, 
1k" -I- (b - b*)/2II. III + b*/2! I,,,, IlIII2 + 
II(b - b*)/2II,, IIb*/2II,,, IIIII2 + IIeb/2 -I- b/2II,,, IIIIl2 
vlp- . (vo/2 -I- IIbII,, /2) + 110 -0112 " (1 + IIb1I00/2) + 
. 
(ellb-b"IIý/2 
-1- IIb - b* 11,, /2) . (1 + IIbII,,, /2) + 
v" IIb - b* 11,, IIbiloo/4 + , ý(eilbllý/2 -1- IIbIIoo/2) 
From the last expression, we obtain the inequality: 
OP* - P112 ý \' 
{(eh/2_ 3/2) + (3/2)(e - 2) + 1/2 + (e1/2- 3/2)] ' llbll 
+(3/2)110-V/112 
[2(e112 - 3/2) + (3/2)(e - 2) + 1/21 " ý/n " IIbIIco 
+ (3/2)110-V)112- 
Substituting this estimate into inequality (3.13), we obtain: 
ýý(T-i)*¢P-i -I l<ß. [2(e1/2 - 3/2) + (3/2)(e - 2) + 1/2] -" 112 12 00 
+ (3k/2)IIc5-1II2, 
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where k= e2(1 + e) (e1/2 + e3/2). The above absolute constants are less than 319 
and 256 respectively, and this establishes assertion 2. Q 
We are now in a position to apply Lemma 3.1.4, in order to establish the 
main result of this section, given as follows: 
Lemma 3.1.6 Let 0E L°°(L (C'°)) almost everywhere unitary. 
Then there exist outer functions p, rr E H°°(G((Cn)) such that: 
1. (7-1)*¢ p-1 is almost everywhere unitary; 
2. ýýýT-i)*4P-1 - 1112 K1110- I ýlao3 
3. IIPIIoo, IITIIoo, IIP-llIoo, ll r-1IIco < exp(I(2II0 -Ii 
5/6ý; 
IIP-1112, IIT-1112, I1n-1- 1112, IIT-1-1112 < x311¢-IIIý6, 
for some constants K1, K2 and K3 which depend only on n. 
Proof We may assume without loss of generality that 110 - III,,, > 0, for 
otherwise we may set p=T-I, and then assertions 1,2,3 and 4 are satisfied 
trivially. 
Let a= Arg ¢, given pointwise by the continuous functional calculus, where 
Arg is the principal branch of the argument, taken to lie in the interval 
Thus a is almost everywhere self-adjoint and IlaII,,, < (7, /2)110 - Iýýý. 
Now apply Lemma 3.1.4 with this choice of a and with E equal to n exp (- 
110 - I11001/6), to obtain some bE H°O(G(C")) satisfying: 
b(o) + b(0)* =o 
Il a- (b - b*)/(2i) 112 <n exp (- 110 - Iluco 1/6) x (%r 2)110 - Ill. (3.14) 
lIbIl... < 2v/Knlob(n/(neap(- II¢-III001/6))) X 
(7-, /2)II4 - 'IL 
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Evaluating the last expression above, we find that: 
1ILI100 ý /I(nII¢-I11 
%6. 
(3.15) 
The exponential term may be estimated as follows: 
exp (- 110 - III -1/6) = (exp(Ijc5 - III001/6/4))' 
< (1 + 110 - III-116/4)- 
< (IIc - III-1/6/4)-4 
= 256 II¢ - III00 
Hence, 
Ila - (b - b*)/(2i) 112 128n ll¢ - 115/3 , 
by inequality (3.14). Therefore setting /= e(b-6=)12`, as in Lemma 3.1.5, we find 
upon application of Lemma 3.1.2 that: 
1Ic5-III2 < 128; nhIc-I1I'/3. 
Now we may apply Lemma 3.1.5 with this choice of b and ¢, to obtain outer 
functions p, ,TE H°°(G((C")) satisfying assertion 1. Then from the above estimate, 
together with (3.15), we have: 
II(T-TOP-l - III2 <_ 319f IIUII2 + 327687, nilO- 1115/3 00 
- 
Kl110-III0 7 
where Kl = 3276& "n+ 6387,2K2 " n5/2. Another application of inequality 
(3.15) gives: 
IIPIIool IITIIoo, I1p-1Iloc, 11T-i 11. exp(IIbhI)/2) 
< exp(Kz110 - IhIý6) , 
IMP-1112, JIT-1112, IIp-1-1112,117' -1-1112 < 14/ 11v1100 
x3 10 - 1115/6 00 , 
where K2 = ,, Kn/vl2- and K3 = 14V2--,, Kn 3/2. This establishes assertions 2,3 
and 4, completing the proof. Q 
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3.2 L°° approximation by inner functions 
In order to obtain the main inner function approximation result of this section, we 
deal first with the scalar case. Then we shall show how a general unitary matrix- 
valued function in L°°(G(C")) can be broken down into unimodular pieces, to 
which the scalar result can be applied, leading on to the main result of the 
section. 
For the scalar case, we shall make use of essentially the same result as Lemma 
2 from Bourgain's construction [6]. A method of proof was outlined there but not 
explicitly given. In this section, we furnish a complete proof, beginning with the 
following technical result, based on the proof of [17, p. 430, Lemma 5.5]. (Note 
that throughout this section, we take the principal branch of the argument to lie 
in the interval 
Lemma 3.2.1 Let eE (0,7-. ), let S, rl > 0, let UCT relatively open and let 
g: U -* (-mot, ,] be a measurable function. Then there exist finite Blaschke 
products Bl and B2, having simple zeros, such that: 
/L{z EU: Ig(z) -A g(Bi (z)/B2(z))I > -F} < ij, 
and such that: 
-fi < Arg(Bi(z)/B2(z)) < b, 
for all zETNU, and also such that B, (0) and B2(0) are positive and satisfy: 
log(1/Bi(O)), log(1/B2(O)) < /i(U) log(24 /E) . 
Proof Consider first of all the case: 
U= {et, : -O <W< e} 
g-a, 
for given 0<0<7, and e-;, <a<;, - E. Then we may assume without loss 
of generality that 0> ,rq, for otherwise we may set Bl = B2 -1 and then the 
above inequalities are satisfied trivially. 
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Fit some 0<r<1, NEN and 0<¢<0--,, IN, to be determined later. 
Then the zero sets of Bl and B2 are given by: 
Zl = {rl/, ve2"i'/, v :ke 7/NZ} fl {rl/Nei : -0<W<0} 
ZZ = eiajNZi = fein/`vz :zE Zl }' 
and Bj is given by: 
j (z) - 
1wI(w - z) Bý 
w- (wl2z 
wEzj 
for all zE ID and jE {1,2}. Thus BI(O) = B2(0) = rIZu1/N > rF`(U), which 
implies that: 
log (1/B1(0))ß lob (1/B2(0)) < ýý(U) log(1ýr) . 
(3.16) 
Let q: T -ý C be the rational function given by: 
q(z) _ 
(r rz`%') 
(1 - rz, v)(reia - ZN) 
e; a 
(1 - rz-")(1 - rz' e-ia) 
(1 - rzN)(1 - rz-Neia) 
]' 
for all zET. Then we have: 
IArg(e-"q(z))l C IArg(1 - rz-')J + IArg(1 - rz'e-t«)' + 
IAr'g(1 - rzN)I + IArg(1 - rz-, 
ve2«)I 
r -F Fir +7r+ ,r 
= 4,, r, for all zET. - 
Now set r= e/(8; r ). Then since la + 4iß r<7, -, we find that: 
ja - Arg q(z) l< -/2, for all zET. (3.17) 
Let Zl and Z2 be the finite sets given by: 
Zl = {rl/rre27ýtk/N :kE Z/NZ} N Zl 
Zz = e2«{r1/1%'e2;, r=k/`v :kc 7L/NZ} N Z2. 
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Then we have: 
- Bi(z)/B2(Z) _ 
11 (w - Z) (We ia/ýv Jw12z) (3.18) 
wEZI 
(w_+w12Z)(wei /N-Z) 
== q(z) / 
11 (w- z)(wetc, /lv _ (wl2z) 
_ 
(w - IwI2z)(weia/, v - z) ' 
(3.19) 
wEZI 
for all zET. Now for given wE rl/`vT and zET, each term in the above 
products may be estimated as follows: 
(w 
- z)(weia/N - 
(wl2z) 
(w 
-I wl2z)(weia/N - z) 
wz(1 - Iw12)(1 - eia/, v) 
-1I=I (w -I wj2z)(weialN - z) 
_ 
(1 -, r 21N )(1 - eia/N 
- TZ 11 weil/w _ zl 
2N-' log(1/r) " aN-1 
11-wzl 1wetfIfiv-zl 
_ 
2aN-21og(1/r) 
Iz - wl Iz - 2Ueia/NI 
Therefore from equation (3.18) we have: 
Arg(Bl(z)/B2(z))I < 
and similarly from (3.19) we have: 
2aiV 2log(1/r) 
x iaI, v 
I 
wEZI 
IZ-2llllz-we 
27, aiV-1 log(1/r) 
dist(z, Z1) dist(z, Z2) ' 
Arg(9(z)-1Bi(z)/B2(z))I < 
2, aiV ' Iob(l/r) 
dist(z, Zj dist(z, 22) ' 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
for all zET. Now set ¢=0- ;r q/2, so that N must be no less than 2/n. 
Then dist(z, Z1) and dist(z, Z2) are bounded below over all N> 2/u and zET 
with j Arg zI > 0. Similarly, dist(z, Z1) and dist(z, Z2) are bounded below over 
all N> 2/u and zET with Arg zI <0-,, I/. 
Therefore, provided N is sufficiently large, the estimates (3.20) and (3.21) are 
less than öand t/2 respectively, for all zET with 'Arg zj >B and 'Arg zj < 0-7-, q 
respectively. This implies that -b < lArg(Bl(z)/B2(z))l <S for all zET-U, 
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as required. By inequality (3.17), the continuity of estimate (3.21) and the fact 
that I aI +e<7, -, we also have: 
la -A g(Bl(z)/B2(z))I -< la - Argq(z)I + lArg(q(z)-1B1(O)/B2(o))I 
< E/2 + e/2 
= E, 
for all z in some neighbourhood of the arc, exp(i[,, q-9,0- , rj]), in T. Therefore, 
p{z EU: ja - Arg(Bi(z)/B2(z))l > E} < r/, 
as required. Finally, since log(1/r) = log(87-, /E), we have: 
lob (1/B1(0)), log (1/B2(0)) < jt(U)1og(8 , /e) . 
from inequality (3.16), so that the conclusion of the lemma holds with the con- 
stant Sir in place of 24,,, in the lemma statement. 
To prove the lemma for general U and g, observe that for any nonempty 
UCT relatively open and any measurable g: U -+ (- 7-,, 7, ], there exists kEN, 
real numbers al, ... , cri. E 
[e/3 - ir, 7-, - e/3] and pairwise disjoint proper arcs 
Il .... Ik. CU relatively open, such that: 
p{z E Ij : Ig(z) - ail > E/3} < 71/(3k), (3.22) 
for all jE {1, ... , k}, and such that: 
k 
µ(Ij) > li(U) - q/3. (3.23) 
j=1 
Then from the first part of the proof, by replacing E with e/3, ii with 77/(3k) and 
S with (S A E/3)/k, we therefore obtain (after applying suitable rotations of the 
domain 5) Blaschke products (Bljl)ý_1 and (B2j))ý_1, With Bljl(0) and B2')(0) 
positive for all jE {1, ... , k}, such that: 
µ{w E Ij :l aj - Arg(Bi')(w)/B(j) (w)) 
I> 
e/3} < 771 (3k) (3.24) 
1Arg(Blj)(z)/B2j1(z)) I< (SAE/3)/k (3.25) 
log (1/Bi')(0), log (1/B2')(0)< 1'(I) log(247/e) (3.26) 
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for all jE {1, ... , k} and zE Ij. Nov let Bl and B2 be the Blaschke products 
given by: 
k 
Bi = B, ji, for l=1,2. 
j=1 
By the construction of each term in the above product, and the fact that the arcs 
Ij are pairwise disjoint, we find that B1 and B2 have simple zeros, as required. 
By summing the estimates (3.25) and (3.26) over all indices j, we obtain: 
IArg(Bl(z)/B2(z))I <6 
log (1/Bl (0)), log (1/B2(0)) < FL(U) log(2ý; /e) , 
with B, (0) and B2(0) positive, as required. Finally, by (3.24) and (3.25) we have: 
µ{z E Ij : laj - Arg(Bl(z)/B2(z))l > 2-/3} < r1/(3k), 
for all jE {1, ... , k}. Then by applying inequality 
(3.22), summing the resultant 
measures over all indices j, and finally applying inequality (3.23), we obtain: 
Ei{z EU: Ig(z) - Arg(Bl(z)/B2(z))l > E} <i, 
completing the proof. Q 
The main scalar inner approximation result is given as follows: 
Lemma 3.2.2 Let EE (0,7-, ], let SCT measurable and let f: T -+ 7-. ] be a 
measurable function vanishing outside of S. Then there exist Blaschke products, 
Bl and B2, such that: 
If (z) - Arg(Bi(z)/B2(z))l <e 
for almost all zET, and such that BI(O) and B2(0) are positive and satisfy: 
log(1/BI (o)), lob(1/B2(o)) < 11(S) log(ioo/E) . 
Proof We may suppose without loss of generality that ti(S) > 0. Let (qqk)kOO=O 
and (Sk)- 1 be any sequences of positive numbers such that: 
co 00 
2E qk < fi(S)1ob(25/24) ; 
E& < E14. 
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Let Ul CT be any relatively open set containing S, such that µ(U1) < µ(S)+i7o, 
and let gl :T- be given by: 
f (z) - e/2 if f (z) >0 
91(z) = 
f (z) + 6/2 if f (z) < 0, 
for all zET. We shall inductively find sequences of sets (U, )ti 2, relatively open 
in T, measurable functions (gk)1 2 from T to and Blaschke products 
(BIk))k 1 and (82k))ý 1 such that: 
1. B1 (0) and B2ýý(0) are positive and satisfy: 
1og(1/Bik) (0)), 1og(1/B2k)(0)) < µ(Uý)1og(9G; ý/e) ; 
2. jArg(Bik)(z)/B2k)(z))I < bk. for all zETN Uý:; 
3. Uk. +1 contains the set: 
Sk+i = {z E Uý: : lgk (z) - Arg(Bl (z)/B2ýý (z)) l> E/4}, 
and we have: 
/I(Uk: +i) < E1(Sti+i)+Ilk < 2qk; 
4. For all zeT, we have: 
Arg(eif(z)-`/2/ rjt_i (Blj)(z)/B(j)(z))) if f (z) >0 
gk+1(z) _ 
Arg(euf(`)+`6/2/ ýj-i (Bi')(z)/B2')(z))) if f(z) < 0, 
for all kEN. Let 1EN and suppose by induction that we have found UR+1, gk+1, 
Bi") and B2 k) for every natural number k<1, satisfying the above hypotheses for 
all such k. Then by setting i= rIk, 8=d., U= Uk and g= gk1u, and applying 
Lemma 3.2.1 with e/4 in place of e, we obtain Blaschke products Bl and B2, 
with Bl(0) and B2(0) positive, such that: 
1c{w EU: Ig(w) - Arg(B1(w)/B2(w))l > E/4} < rý 
lArg(Bl(z)/B2(z))l < b, for all zET-, U 
log(Bl(0)), log(B2(0)) < µ(U) log(96 /e) . 
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Now by setting Bl1 = Bl and B21) = B2, and choosing a suitable relatively open 
set U1+1 C T, hypotheses 1,2 and 3 above are satisfied for k=1. Then hypothesis 
4 uniquely defines the function gi+l T -> (-;, , -r]. 
Hence by induction on 1, 
we obtain the sequences (Uk. ), (fk), (Bik)) and (B2ýý) which satisfy the above 
hypotheses for all kEN. 
Now by hypothesis 1, we leave: 
Oo 00 
log(1/Bik)(0)), log(1/B2k)(0)) 
< 
00 
ii(Uk) log(96 /e) 
1=1 
(i(s) +2Z Ilk. log(96 /e) 
k=I 
ji(S)(log(95, r /e) + log(25/24)) 
= Ei(S)1og(1007/e) < 00. 
This implies that the sequences of zeros of the products: 
00 CO 
Bl H BI ; B2 = 
[J B2ti) 
both satisfy the Blaschke condition, and hence the above products converge in 
measure on T and locally uniformly on ID. Therefore Bi(0) and B2(0) are positive, 
and satisfy: 
log(1/Bl(0)), log(1/B2(0)) < jc(S)1og(1007/E), 
as required. 
Finally, for any zE Ul Nfk 2Uk there exists some 1EN such that: 
zEUI and zýUA, forällk>l. 
Therefore, by hypothesis 4 we have: 
j(B(z)/B(z))] 
g((z) + Ar[ =a modulo 2; ý , 
ti_1 
for some aE (e/2 - ..,.. - e/2] satisfying f (z) - al = e/2. But AN lies within 
e/4 of Alg(Bi1)(z)/B2ýý(z)) by hypothesis 3. Hence, 
1 
Arg[ rl (B(k)(z)/B(k)(z) = ,ß J x-i 
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for some 0E (e/4 - ri , r, - e/4] satisfying 
If (z) - 01 < 3e/4. Nov by hypothesis 
2, we have IArg(Bik)(z)/B2k1(z))j < bk. for all k>1, and these bounds sum to 
less than e/4. Hence, 
m 
l im sup 
I 
.f 
(z) 
- 
Arg IH (BiýýýzýýB2ýýýz)ý 
JII<E L k=1 
But the above product is bounded away from -, r and it and therefore converges 
to Arg(Bl(z)/B2(z)) for some sequence of natural numbers in tending to oo, for 
almost all ze Ul Nfý 2Uk. Hence, 
f(z) - Arg(B1(z)/B2(z))l <-c, (3.27) 
for almost all zE Ul Nf ti 2Uk. Since p(Uk) -+ 0 ask tends to oo, this intersection 
has measure zero. Now by a second application of hypothesis 2, we find that: 
co 
lAr'g(Bj(z)/B2(z))l ý> 8k < E, 
k=l 
for all zE U1. Hence inequality (3.27) holds for almost all zET, as required. Q 
We now turn towards matrix-valued inner function approximation. In order 
to make use of the previous result, we will need the following simple lemma: 
Lemma 3.2.3 There exist rank one orthogonal projections Pl, .... Pna E £(C") 
such that any nxn unitary matrix UE £(C") may be expressed in the form: 
U= exp(iaiP1) exp(ia2P2) ... exp(ian2P? 12) , 
(3.28) 
for some al, ... , an E 
(-Ti-, 7ý]. 
Proof Let e1,. .., en denote the standard basis of the nx1 column vectors, and 
let Pl,... , P, z2 E £((C") be given by: 
eke' 
P 
forl=0,2,4,..., 2(k-1P1,2_1 
_ 
(ek; + ie(1+1)/2)(eß: - ie(l+l)/2)T/2 for 1=1,3,5, ... , 
2k - 3, 
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for k=I,, 
, n. 
Now let UE £((C") be any nxn unitary matrix. We shall show 
by induction on k=1, ... ,n and 
l=0, 
... , 
2(k - 1), that there are coefficients 
017, **, a n2 such that the unitary matrix: 
Uexp( - ian2Pn2) ... exp( - iaxz-lPk. 2-t) (3.29) 
takes the form: 
m11 1711(k-1) 7711k 0 .0 
711(k-i)i ... m(k-1)(k-1) rn(k_l)k 0 ... 0 
Ul Ilk-1 IA lo .. p 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 """ 0 0 0 1. 
(3.30) 
for some coefficients u1, ... , irk-1, 
A and rnli, ... , mlk, ... , m(k. -1)1, ... , m(k_i)k 
in 
C, with the coefficients satisfying nj =0 for all indices j< (1 + 1)/2 and: 
J an(j+2)/2 = ßA for some a, ß>0 not both zero if l=0,2, ... , 2k -4 
A=1 and na1k, ... , m(k-1)k =0 if l= 2k - 2. 
The claim that (3.29) takes this form, for coefficients A, (uff) and (Haab) satisfying 
the above criteria, will form the induction hypothesis. 
In the case k= it, the matrix U clearly takes the form of (3.30), for some 
arbitrary complex coefficients A, (uff) and (mab). Now set: 
Arg(. /ul) if n>1 and A, it, 0 
ant = Arg A if n=1 
0 otherwise, 
By right multiplying the expression (3.30) by exp(-ian2Pn2), we find that it 
takes the same form, with the coefficients ul, ... 7 UR-1 remaining unchanged, but 
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the new value assigned to A satisfies Arg. = Arg u, in the case that n>1 and 
A, ul are nonzero, and it satisfies A=1 in the case n=1. Hence the induction 
hypothesis holds for k=n and l=0. 
Now let kE {1, ... , n} and lE 
{O,.. 
., 2(k - 1)}, and suppose that the 
induction hypothesis holds for this choice of k and 1. To complete the inductive 
step, we have four cases to consider, as follows: 
If 1 is even and l< 2(k - 1), then au(1+2)/2 = 8A for some aß >0 not both 
zero. Therefore, there is some 0E [0, ;. /21 such that 11(1+2)/2 cos 0=A sin 0. Now 
by right multiplying expression (3.30) by: 
exp(-2iOPk. 2-t-i) _ (I - P1.2-1-i) + e-20 Pk2-1 -1 , 
we find that it takes the same form, with the coefficients ul, ... 7 Ilk-1 unchanged, 
except for tL(l+2)/2, which changes to: 
(i/2)(A - iu(1+2)/2) - (i/2)(A + iu(1+2)/2)e-2to = 0. 
So by setting aß. 2_1_1 = 20, we find that the induction hypothesis holds for 1+1 
in place of 1. 
If l is odd and l< 2k - 3, then we shall set: 
I Arg(, \/u(1+l)/2) if A, 71(I+1)/2 54 0 ßk2-t-1 = 
0 otherwise. 
Now by right mutiplying the expression (3.30) by exp(-iak2_1_1Pk2_z_1), we find 
that it takes the same form, with ui, ... , uß. _1 unchanged, 
but the new value 
assigned to ) satisfies Arg A= Arg u(l+l)/2, provided A and 71(l+l)/2 are nonzero. 
Hence the induction hypothesis holds for 1+1 in place of 1. 
If 1= 2k -3 then ul, ... , uk_1 are zero, so 
JAJ =1 and mlk, ... , m(k_1)k are 
zero, by the unitarity of (3.30). Now we shall set ak2_! _1 = 
Arg A. Then by right 
multiplying (3.30) by exp(-iak2_1_1Pk2_1_1), we find that the coefficients (ich) 
and (rnjk) remain zero, but A takes the new value 1. So the induction hypothesis 
again holds for l+1 in place of 1. 
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Finally, if 1= 2k -2 and k>1, then by induction we have A=1 and 
7112... , uk_1 =0 and mlk, ... , m(k_1)k = 0. Now let us replace k with k-1 and 
l with 0. Then we find that the product: 
U exp( - ian2Pn2) ... exp( - iak2-t+lPk2-1+1) 
still takes the form of (3.30), with new arbitrary values assigned to A, (uff) and 
(mab). Now by setting: 
Arg(A/ul) if A, it, 0 
ak2_l _ 
0 otherwise, 
we find that by right multiplying (3.30) by exp(-iQk2_lPk2_l), the coefficients 
Ui, ... , uk_1 remain unchanged, but the new value assigned to A satisfies Arg. _ 
Arg ui, provided A and ui are both nonzero. Hence the induction hypothesis 
holds for the new values of Je and 1. 
This completes the inductive step, and so the induction hypothesis holds for 
all choices of k and 1. In particular, from the case k=1 and l=0, we have: 
Uexp(- ian2P2) """ exp(- ia1Pi) = I. 
Hence U takes the form of (3.28), as required. Q 
We are now in a position to establish the matrix inner approximation result, 
given as follows: 
Lemma 3.2.4 Let eE (0, r, n2], let SCT measurable and let ¢E L°°(L((C")) 
be an almost everywhere unitary matrix-valued function, with ¢(z) =I for all 
zETS. Then there exist matrix-valued inner functions e, 0 E H°°(G((C")) 
such that: 
11008-1 - i11ý. 
and such that: 
110 - 1112,110 - 1112 < 2n5#(S) log(100; -, n2/E) . 
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Proof Let P1,.. 
., 
Pn2 be the rank one orthogonal projections provided by 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let 
-_. ý {U E G((C`) :U is unitary} B "2 
be the continuous map given by: 
B(al,... , anz) = exp(ia1P1) exp(ica2P2) """ exp(ian2Pn2) , 
for all al, ... , ant. By Lernma 3.2.3, this map is onto. It therefore has a mea- 
surable right inverse /i, which we may construct explicitly as follows: 
Let CC [0,1/2] denote the Cantor set, defined by: 
C= {Ex "3-i : XliX2i... E{0,1}1 
j=1 
Let g: C+N-; (-i, , , r]" 
2 be the continuous surjection given by: 
00 
-k-1 ý(X + m) = (71 ... ,. z) - 
(2 
- 
2-'nl "iZ 
(xkn2+1.... 
' Xkn2+n2) . 
`) 
/ 
k=0 
where x= Ej' =1 xj " 
3-j, for any sequence xl, x2i ... E 
{O, 1} and any mEN. 
Then we may define Ii : {U E £(C") :U is unitary} -* (-71,; v]"2 by: 
h(U) =g 
(nein{x EC+ ICY : 9(9(x)) = U}) , 
for all UE £((C") unitary. By the continuity and surjectivity of 0og, this is a 
well defined measurable right inverse to 0, as required. 
Nov define the measurable functions fl, ... , 
fn2 :T -3 (-7-,, 7, -] almost every- 
where, by: 
(. 11(z), 
... ,f , 2(Z)) = 
h(¢(z)) 
, 
for all zET such that ¢(z) is unitary. So we have the factorization: 
O(z) = exp(ifi(z)Pi) exp(if2(z)P2) ... exp(if712(z)Pn2) , 
for almost all zET. Moreover, since ia(I) = (0, ..., 0), the functions fl, ..., 
fn2 
vanish outside of S. Therefore by Lemma 3.2.2, there exist Blaschke products 
Bl,... , B,, 2 E H°° and 
Blaschke products bi, ... , bn2 E H°°, such that: 
fk(z) - Arg(Bk. (z)/bk(z))l < e/n2 (3.31) 
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for almost all zET, and such that Bk(O) and bk(O) are positive and satisfy: 
log(1/Bk(0)), log(1/bk(0)) < µ(S) log(100, n2/e) , 
(3.32) 
forallkE{1,..., n2}. 
For any orthogonal projection PE . 
C((C') and any scalar-valued function 
f: T -* C, let fp denote the matrix-valued function: 
fP=fp+ (I - P) :l G((Cn). 
Clearly fP is almost everywhere unitary matrix-valued whenever f is a. e. uni- 
modular. Now let 0, OE H°°(G((Cn)) be the inner functions given by: 
... b(l-PRs)BP 
z b(-Pl)B1Pl b22 
122 nz 1L2 1 
B= (b1 . b2 ... b,, 2)I. 
Therefore, 
e-10 = (bell-1BP1 . 
(bP2)-IBP2 
... 
(bPn21-1BPn2 
1/ 1l212 n2 1 n2 
= (B1 /b1) 
P' 
" 
(B2/b2) D2 ... (Bn2/bfl2)Pn2 . 
Now by a simple application of Lemma 3.1.2, we find that: 
1©¢0-1- 11100 = 110 - e-1°11,,. 
n2 
E Ileuf h11 ... eifk-, 
P,. -1 X 
(e'k- 
- 
(Bk/bk)pk' )X 
k-1 III (Bk-1-1/bk; 
+l)Pk+l... 
(Bn2/bry2 )pn2 
n2 
E II exp(ifkPk. ) - 
1100 
k=l 
n2 
E 11fti - arg(Bklbk)11o,, < 67 k=l 
as required, where the last inequality follows from (3.31). 
Finally, observe that since Bx and bk are inner, we have: 
JIBk - 1112 = (Bk - 1, Bk - 1) = JJBk 112 2- 2ReBk(O) +1 2 
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= 2(1 - B, ß(0)) 
2log(1/Bk(0)) 
< 21i(S) log(1007-, n2/e) , 
by inequality (3.32), and similarly for bk in place of Bk. Therefore, 
IBk - 1112, IIbk - 1112 < 2µ(S)1og(100-rn2/E) 7 
for all kE {1, ... , n2}. Hence, 
: 12 
o 
IIO - III2 < 
Ell (b1(, -P')Bp' ... b(I 1P"-')B' -i) . (b(, -PA)Bp '- 
112 
k=1 
n2 
_ IIvýPk)-III2+IIBýk. -III2 k=i 
nz 
V(n 
- I) JJbk -1112+IIBk. -lII2 k=1 
nz 
2nlt(S) Iog(1007-, n2/e) . 
(3.33) 
k=i 
Similarly, we have: 
n2 
II0-1112 1: IIb, ... bk-l " (bkI-1)112 k=l 
n2 
_ EvIIbk-1112 k=l 
n2 
<2i (S) lob(1007 n2/e) , 
(3.34) 
k=l 
and by evaluating the identical sums, (3.33) and (3.34), we obtain the required 
estimate for 110 - 1112 and 110 - 1112" 0 
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3.3 The main results 
3.3.1 Constructing the factors of unitary-valued functions 
We shall now combine the main inner and outer approximation results of the 
previous two sections, in the iterative construction used to prove the following 
theorem. First of all, recall the choice of the constants K1, K2 and 1(3 used in 
the statement of Lemma 3.1.6. 
Theorem 3.3.1 Let e>0 and let ¢E L°°(G(C' )) almost everywhere unitary. 
Then there exist almost everywhere invertible functions g, It E H°°(G((CJ1)), with 
g-1, h-' E L°°(G((C")), such that: 
0= h*g almost everywhere on T, 
and such that: 
j9jj"., jjlljj"", jj9-1jjý, < 1+E. 
Proof If E< eGI 2-1, then we may apply Lemma 3.2.4 with S=T and 
(log(1 + e)/(3K2))6/5 in place of e, to obtain inner functions e, 0E H°°(G(C")) 
such that: 
(log(1 +.,: -)/(31<'2) )615 (3.35) 
Otherwise, we may set O=0-I in H°°(G(C')), and then the above inequality 
is satisfied trivially. 
We shall find, by induction, a. e. unitary functions OkE L°°(G(C")), outer 
functions Pk, Tk- E H°°(L((C")) and inner functions 0, k, 9k E H°°(G((C")), for every 
kEN, with the five sequences of functions satisfying the six hypotheses: 
1. ¢1 = e¢o-1; 
2. o +i = ((O -rj)-1)*¢5 (Ojpj)-1 ; 
3. IIc5i+i - IIIce :2 II I- II1ý/12 ; 
ý. Ilo; -1112, IIe; -1112 < so 2;. K1 n12III; -III i2ý; 
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5. IIPi IIýý II Tj IIýý (IPA l IIýý II Tj l III exp(If2IIri - IIIý6) 
s. Iln; -1112, IITi -1112, IIP; 1-III27 117j 1-1112 <- 311o; - jllý6, 
where hypotheses 2 to 6 hold for every index jEN. 
Suppose by induction on kEN, that we have found almost everwhere unitary 
functions ¢l, ... , ¢k E L°°(G((C')), outer functions pi, ... , Pk-1 E H-(G((C")) 
and r1,.. ., Tk: _i E 
H°°(G((C")), and inner functions O1, ... 7Oß. _1 E 
H°°(G((C")) 
and Or,. .., Bk_1 E H°°(G((C")), satisfying all six hypotheses for all indices j<k. 
Then by applying Lemma 3.1.6 to the function Ok, we obtain outer functions 
pk, 7-k- E H°°(G((C")) satisfying hypotheses 5 and 6 for j=k, and such that: 
(T 1)*Ok Pk 1 is almost everywhere unitary, (3.36) 
and also, 
ýý (Tý 1)*Ok Pk 1 -'112 < K, 110k -I ý) 
5'3 
" 
(3.37) 
Now let 71 = 14 11¢k - Iýýýh12 and let SCT be given by: 
s= 
{z 
E II((Tk l)*¢k: nk 
l- I)(Z)lloo >_ E} - 
Then we have: 
fII((r)*kp1 
(11, (z) I(r 
1)*¢k 
Pk 
1 
-'ii 
1ý- I)(z)II00 
ý12p(S) , 
and the left hand expression is less than or equal to Ki ýý¢-Iýýý/3, by inequality 
(3.37). So provided rq > 0, we have: 
- III2 
/113 
G4Ifi110k-III 10/3/ /4 
00 00 
64Ki 110k _ 1111 12 " (3.38) 00 
If rl = 0, then (r 1)*¢k p-1 =I almost everywhere, so we may set Oh = Bý. 
and set ¢k+1 = (T, 1)*¢k pk 1, to satisfy hypotheses 2,3 and 4 trivially, and 
therefore complete the inductive step. 
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Otherwise, let VE L°°(G((C)) be given by: 
((7'ý-1)*ck. pkl)(z) forallzES 
I forallzETNS. 
By (3.36), this is almost everywhere unitary. So provided rj < -r,, we may apply 
Lemma 3.2.4 to the function b, with the earlier choice of S and with q in place 
of E, to obtain inner functions 0k., 8k E H°°(L(C )) such that: 
IIokOOk' - Ill. < '7 , 
(3.39) 
and such that: 
11eß: - 1112,1l°k - 1112 < 2007-, n7µ(S)/rl 
< J2007-, n7 x 641<'12110k - Iýýý 
12 
= 80 2; -, Kl n7/2 Il4ýý - Ill 
ý24 
1 
where the last inequality comes from estimate (3.38). Hence Ok; and 91; satisfy 
hypothesis 4 with j=k. If q>,, then by setting O=0-I, the above 
inequalities hold trivially, so hypothesis 4 is also satisfied in this case. 
Finally, by setting ¢k+1 = 9ý. ((TC 1)*¢ý. pti 1)0 .1E 
L°°(G(C")) a. e. unitary, we 
find that hypothesis 2 is satisfied for j=k, and we obtain the following from 
estimate (3.39): 
10k+l - III00 < II0k((Tk 1)*OkPk1- 0)00 Moo + IlekOek1- rll00 
_; 1l+7l, 
since e1 and Ok are a. e. unitary, and II((Tti 1)*¢h Pk 1- I)(z)< il for every 
zETNS, by the definition of S. Recalling that rJ =1 11¢x; 
3 
00 
12, we find 
that ¢k+1 satisfies hypothesis 3 for j=k. So all six hypotheses are satisfied for 
j=k, completing the inductive step. 
Hence by induction on kEN, we obtain the desired sequences (¢k)k 1, 
(Pk) 
1, 
(Tk)t 
1, 
(ek) 
1 and 
(6k)ß 
1. Nov for each natural number k, let fý: 
be the element of H°°(, C((C")) given by the product: 
f ti = ek"Pk "pk_1"Pk_l """ el"PI 
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Then for any natural numbers j<k, we have the following from hypotheses 3, 
4,5and6: 
k 
Ilfk-- fj 112 <_ II ojPj ... Q1Pi jIooE II (omPm - I)(om-1Pm-1 ... 
Oj+1Pj+1) II2 
m=j+1 
k 
<_ (IIPkIIoc)... IIPIIIoo) E IIomPm - III2 / IIPmIl 
in=j+1 
k 
- (IIPkIIoo... IIPIIIoo) E II(om - I)Prn +(I-P- loo 
m=j+1 
kk 
< exp[>K2IIc -III00 X (IIPm'-1112+II8m-1112) 
m=1 rn=j+1 
k 
exp 
[I<2E 
I10In 
- 
5/6X 
jX 
(cm 
In -III 
ýý i 
m=1 m=j+1 
80v/-27-, Kl n7/2I Icn- III 1 24 
0 as 
since hypothesis 3 implies that 0 geometrically as in -* oo, so that 
the above left-hand sum converges, and the above right-hand sum tends to 0 as 
j, k -i oo. Thus (fk. ) 1 is an L2-Cauchy sequence, with limit: 
q0-1 = Ali ý 
(OkPk ... e 1) E H2(G((%")) , 
(3.40) 
for some unique gE H2(G(C')). Now we may apply hypothesis 5 again to get: 
1g1loo - urn IIOkPk .:. eIPiIloo k-oo 
uni inf (IIPkIIo(D"' IIPiIIOO) _ k-oo 
k 
< urn inf exp 
[E K2,,, - 1115/6 _ kyoo 
rn=r 
00 
= e-p [L I<2 II YIn - 111 oo 6] 00+ 
M=1 
so gE H°°(L(Cn)), as required. Similarly, we have: 
11s-1liý <_ 1m inf (Ilpi lei 1Il ... lips. lo_ 1 ýýý) 
00 
< elpLl 
z K2II ¢m 
-Ill 
5/6 < 00, 
m=1 
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so g-1 E L°°(G((C")), as required. 
Nov by using the same argument as above, with T in place of p and 0 in place 
of O, we find that: 
01717 0272e1T1,03T302T2B1T1, 
is an L2-Cauchy sequence in H°°(G(C')), with limit: 
lab-i = lien (Okrk " 0171) E H2(G((C")) , 
(3.41) 
ti-oo 
for some unique It E H2(G(C")). Moreover, we find that It E H°°(G(C")) and 
h'E L°°(G(C')) by the same argument as before, and we also have: 
00 
exp[T_ I< 2110M - III 
5/61 (3.42) 
=i 
J 
Nov by repeatedly applying hypothesis 3, we may estimate each term of the sum 
in the right hand side of (3.42), as follows: 
1102-Ill < 2-1"II¢i-IIIý12. II0i-IIIco 
2-ii/12 II¢i - III00 (3.43) 
II03-hlIcc < 2-1 - 1102_ co 
< 2-(ii/12x13/12)-1 " IIcSi - III 
13/12 
< 2-(143/144)-1+(1/12) IIý1 - 
IIIoo 
= 2-2r/i44 . 110, - III00 (3.44) 
So by induction on k, we have: 
II4k - IIIc <- 2-1 " 110k-l -III /ý2 00 
< 2-1 (22-(k-1) , 
1101 
- 
IIIc, 
0)13/12 
< 2-1+( 13/12)(2-(k-1))+(1/12) . II¢i - IIIo 
= 2-2-(13/12)(k-4) " IIc1 - III. 
22-k"II0i-IIIco , 
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for all natural numbers k>3. Frone the above estimate, together with (3.43) 
and (3.44), we have: 
00 
Z If2ll4'm - 111 
5/6 < K21k51 - Ills 
611 + `J-11/12x5/6 + 2-275/144x5/6 + 
k=i Co } Z2 (2-k)x5/6 
J 
k=4 
< 3x2II01 - I1100 , 
in the case that II¢i - III,, > 0. So from inequality (3.35), together with hy- 
pothesis 1, we find that the left hand side is less than log(1 + e) in all cases. 
Substituting this estimate into (3.42), we obtain: 
IgII., II/'II., 1Is-111., 11h ' 1I" < exp(log(1 + E)) = 1+E, 
as required. 
Finally, from the identities (3.40) and (3.41), which define the functions g 
and It, together with the fact that ¢k -+ I in measure as k -º oo, we have the 
following: 
la*(ý' = 0-1 " urn (BkTm """ 017-I)* " lira ¢,, " lien (ekOk """ Olpl) "Oa. e. 
= 0-1 " 
IhIn 
((BkTk 
... 
e1T1)*Ok(ekpk 
... Q1P1)) "Oa. e. k-co 
= 0-1 " 
ihn ¢1 "0 
k-oo 
with all the above limits converging in measure. This completes the proof. Q 
3.3.2 Factorization of log-integrable LP(. L((C11)) functions 
The main result of the chapter is given as follows: 
Theorem 3.3.2 Let p, q, rE [1, oo] be indices satisfying 1/p = 1/q + 1/r, let 
E>0 and let fE LP(G(C' )). Then the following are equivalent: 
ý JO 
2; 
1. lobt det f (c")j dB > -oo; 
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2. There exist almost everywhere invertible functions gE HQ(G((C")) and It E 
Hr(G(C")) such that: 
(a) f= h*g almost everywhere on 7C; 
(b) liflip ý JJ9l! QIIhIIr < II. fIIn+E. 
Moreover, the left hand inequality holds true for any matrix-valued measurable 
functions f, g, It :T -f G((C'1) which satisfy assertion 2(a) above. 
Proof Let f, g, la :T -* L (C") be any matrix-valued measurable functions 
satisfying assertion 2(a), and let w1, w9, wh :T- [0, oo) be the scalar-valued 
measurable functions given by: 
Wf(Z) - 
IIf(z)IIP; wg(z) = Ilg(z)ll4; 2Uh(Z) = II%l(Z)Ilr7 
for all zET. Then by the matrix inequality (1.1) from the start of Chapter 1, 
we obtain: 
wf (z) C Wg(Z) WVh(Z) , 
for almost all zET. So in the case p< oo Nve have: 
IIJ lip 
= 
II(wf)plll/P 
-< (Il(w9)"Ilq p 
II(? Vh)pllrlp)1IP 
ll2U9I14IIlllhllr 
= II9IIa 11,111r , 
by Hölder's inequality for scalar-valued functions. In the case p= oo we have: 
(If IIoo = II Wf III IIw, ll. llWhLIIo = li9il-IIIIII., 
by the submultiplicativity of the L°O norm. So in both cases, the left hand 
inequality of assertion 2(b) is satisfied, as required. To complete the proof of 
the theorem, it remains to show the equivalence of assertions 1 and 2, when 
fE LP(L ((C")). 
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2 1. By Jensen's inequality, we have: 
I det 9(z)1 < exp 
( 
2; 
fZ, 
I1Z© 
1Z122 
logi det g(e'o) 1 d0 (3.45) 
- Z1 
for all zED. («'e arrive at the above inequality for z0 by applying a 
conformal mapping to the domain of g). 
Nov since g is almost everywhere invertible, and g has almost everywhere 
convergent radial limits by Fatou's theorem, there is some wE [0,27-, ) such that 
g(ei'') is invertible and g(re") g(e") as r -* 1-. Since the invertibles are open 
in £((C'), we can therefore find some rE [0,1) such that g(re") is invertible. 
Now log I det gI is bounded above pointwise on T by Tr(g*g) 1/2, which has integral 
equal to 1(g1j < oo. So the integral, 
I 2a 
J= 1ogdet g(eto) dO b 2;, 
may be estimated as follows: 
1 2r j= lI9Ili - 
In ( 
1+r 2 1-r2 IIgII1 - r)1 1- 2r cos(O - w) + r2 
X 
(rJ\. (g*g)l/2 - logI detg(e")I) dB 
1+, )2] 1+r 2r 1-r2 
1-1- 
rIIýII1 
+ 
2; r (1 - r) 
11- 
2r cos(O - w) + r2 
x 
1ogI det g(ei°) I dO 
-2r 
2a 
_2 
_ (1 )2 Ilglli + 2;. (1 
r 
r) Jo 1e1° - 
eý'I2 lob det ý(eý°)ý de 
> 
(1 - r2)1o; j det g(reza')j - 2rilg(i1 > -00, (1 - r)2 
by inequality (3.45). 
Now by the same argument, with h in place of g, we find that: 
1 2A 
logj (. let h(e'©)L dO > -00 . 2ý o 
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Hence, 
fiogi 
det f (et°)I de = f2iog() det g(e°)det h(e)I) dB 
f rlobt det g(e°)I dB +J logt det li(e0) I dB 
0 
> -oo, 
as required. 
1 2. Let w= (f *f )s and let iu = (ff where sE [0,1] is chosen so that 
1/q = s/p, or equivalently, 1/r = (1 - s)/p. Then provided p, q< oo, we have: 
1 
Jq, 2O) dO = `n(f*f)pl2(edo) dO 2; ý \ 2-,, l 
p IIfIIp , - 
so that: 
lw1/2llq = lull < oo . (3.46) 
In the cases p= oo, or q= oo and p< oo, equation (3.46) holds trivially. 
Similarly, we have: 
IIw1/2IIr = IIf I! ý-s < oo . 
(3.47) 
Now we shall construct outer functions pEH? (G(C")) and TE Hr(G((C")) such 
that w= p* p and iv = T*T almost everywhere. By assertion 1, we have: 
1 fiog det w(e°)'12 dO =J log det f (e°)I3 dO 2; ý o 
S 
logs det f (ei°) dO < oo ; 2;, 0 
J 
27, 
log det w(ei°)1/2 dO =1Jz logI (let f (eio) I1-s dO 27ý 0 2, o 
1-s 
2/ J log det f (ei°) I dB < oo. %' o 
So w1/z and w1/2 are spectral densities. 
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Now let pl, p2, Tl, T2 E H2 (G(C")) be the outer functions given by: 
Pl = `D(w1/2) ; P2 = (I)(PiPi) 
TI = (I (2U1/2) ; 72 = <D(T1T1 
) 
And let p, -T E HI(G((C")) be the outer functions given by: 
P= P2P1 ;T= 727'1 . 
Then we have: 
P*P = PiýP*P2)Pi = (PiPi)(PiPi) a. e. 
= w1/2w 1/2 a. e. 
= (3.48) 
T *T = Pl (T2 T2)Tl = (Till) (r r1) 8. e. 
= w112w112 a. e. 
=w. (3.49) 
So pE H9(L ((Cn)) and 7E H''(G((C")) with: 
0< IIPII = jjw112jIq _ lu. f ll; ; (3.50) 
0< lITJJr = Jj 01/211r = JJ. f lip-s, (3.51) 
by equations (3.46) and (3.47). 
Nov let T --3 £(C') be the measurable function defined almost everywhere 
on T by: 
¢= (-r-')* f p-i a'. e. (3.52) 
Then from identities (3.48) and (3.49) we have: 
(_i) * f*T-1(T-1)*f P-1 = (P-1)* f*w-l f p-1 
= (P-, )*f *(ff*)S-l f p_i 
_ (P-1)*(f*f)3P-i 
_ (p-1)*p*pp-1 
= I, 
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almost everywhere on T. Hence 0 is almost everywhere unitary, so by Theorem 
3.3.1 there exist functions g, 1a E H°°(G((C")) such that: 
0= Ia g a. e.; 
Hill 00,111,11 < (1+ ellI! llp)1/2 
Now let g= gp and let It = hr. Then we have: 
la*9 = T*(ii*9)P = T*oP a. e. 
=fa. e., 
by the defining equation (3.52). Thus assertion 2(a) is satisfied. 
Now from (3.50) and (3.51) we obtain the estimate: 
IIgIIglIl'IIr ý IIPIIQ II9IIooIITIIr II1ZIIcý 
IIPII4. (1 + 6/IIf IIP)1/2 . 
IITIIr 
" (l + 6/IIfIIp)hI2 
ý (1+ E/IIf IIP)' IIJ IIp " 
IIf IIp-s 
= Ilfllp+6. 
Thus g and lt satisfy assertion 2(b). This completes the proof. Q 
In the above theorem, we show that 11911 IIhIIr. can be made arbitrarily close 
to Ilf 11p, for the factorization f= h*g. The next two results show that equality 
cannot be attained in general. Thus the bounds on the norms of g and la, given 
by the above theorem, are sharp. 
Proposition 3.3.3 Let p, q, rE [1, oo] be indices satisfying 1/p = 1/q + 1/r, 
and let ¢, g, it :T -f £(C") be measurable matrix-valued functions such that: 
1.0 is almost everywhere unitary; 
2.0 = h*g almost everywhere; 
3. II¢IIp = IIgIIgIIIlIIr; 
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Then Ag and )«'h are almost everywhere unitary, for some scalar A>0. 
Proof By multiplying g and It by suitable positive scalars, we may assume 
without loss of generality that II9IIq = nl/q and IIhIIr = nl/'. We shall show that 
in this case, g and It are almost everywhere unitary. 
Consider first of all the case q= oo and p=r, and suppose for a contradiction 
that g is not almost everywhere unitary. Then since IIgIl',, = 1, there exists a set 
SCT of positive measure, and some s>0, such that: 
9(z)9(z)* < (1 - e)I, 
for all zES. But now observe that by conditions 1 and 2, the functions g and 
It are almost everywhere invertible and satisfy: 
(gg*)(llh*) =I almost everywhere on T. (3.53) 
Hence, 
(1 - E)-'I for almost all zES; h(z)h(z)" > 
I for almost all zE T'. S. 
This implies that IIýLIIr > IIIIIr = nllr, a contradiction, and so g is almost every- 
where unitary. Hence Im is also a. e. unitary, by conditions 1 and 2. 
An analoguons argument holds for the case r= oo and p=q. So now we 
shall consider the remaining case p, q, r< oo. Since (x4 -1)/q, (Xr -1)/r > log x 
for all 0<x< oo, and since g and It are a. e. invertible, the functions, 
zul = ((99*)q/2 - I)/q - 1og(99*)1/2 
W2 = ((hla*)r/2 - I)/r - 1ob(h1a*)1/2 
are well defined and positive almost everywhere on T. Taking traces and inte- 
grating, we obtain: 
f Trwl du = (II9IIq - n)/q -f 
Tr lob(99*)1/2 djt 
Lf_ 
-J logdet(gg*)1/2d/L ; (3.54) 
ll 
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C( 
f 
wa dli = (IIhIIr - n)/r -J 'Il log(lala*)1/2 dli 
ll ll 
= -flog det(hla*)1/2 dy . 
(3.55) 
By equation (3.53), the integrals (3.54) and (3.55) sum to zero. Hence wl and 
w2 are almost everywhere zero, which implies that gg* = hla* =I almost every- 
where, as required. Q 
Corollary 3.3.4 Let 0E L°°(G(C")) a. e. unitary and suppose that: 
0< Ei{z ET: ¢(z) = I} < 1. 
Let g, li E H'(G((Cn)) be chosen such that: 
0= h*g almost everywhere on T. 
Then we have the strict inequality: 
IIcIIP < II9IIgllhllr 
, 
for all indices p, q, rE [1, oo] such that 1/p = 1/q + 1/r. 
Proof As we showed in the proof of Theorem 3.3.2, the inequality: 
Il IIn ý IIgIIglIhIIr 
holds for all indices p, q, rE [1, ox)] such that 1/p = 1/q + 1/r. So suppose for 
a contradiction that IIY = ! l911 JI II r, 
for some such choice of indices p, q and 
r. Then by Proposition 3.3.3, there is some scalar ). >0 such that the functions 
Ag and A -'It are almost everywhere unitary on T, and so they are matrix-valued 
inner functions. 
But now since h* = A21a-1 almost everywhere, we have A2g(z) = h(z) for 
almost all zET such that ¢(z) = I. Therefore A2g - It E H°°(G((C")) vanishes 
on a set of positive measure, which implies that )2g = li almost everywhere. 
Hence 0= A21a-lg =Ia. e. on T, contradicting the hypotheses satisfied by ¢. Q 
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3.4 Conclusion 
It may be a little surprising that inner and outer functions are sufficent to factor- 
ize unitary matrix-valued functions ¢ in combination, but not individually. The 
essential reason for this ability is that the approximations to ¢ that they provide 
are of a complementary nature. Outer functions which are close to 1 are very 
good at correcting a small uniform error in the factorization of ¢ over most, but 
not all, of the circle. On the other hand, inner functions which are close to 1 are 
very good at correcting a large uniform error in the factorization of ¢, provided 
that it occurs over a small subset of the circle. 
It is also notable that nearly all the essential features of the Douglas-Rudin 
problem and its solution, in the scalar case, carry through to the matrix case 
without significant alteration, in spite of the difficulties posed by the noncom- 
mutativity of matrix multiplication. The main difference between the general 
outline of our method and Bourgain's method given in [6], is that Bourgain 
works with sums and differences of the pointwise arguments of uniinodular func- 
tions, whereas we work directly with products of the functions themselves. This 
is slightly harder, but it is necessary due to the noncommutativity of matrix 
multiplication. The main outer and inner factorization results from Sections 3.1 
and 3.2 are derived from Proposition 3.1.3 and Lemma 3.2.2, respectively. These 
are almost identical to the two lemmas used in [6]. 
Finally, we remark that in contrast to spectral factorization, the factorization 
of a lob integrable function fE L°° into the form h*g, for functions g, hE H°°, 
is in general far from unique. This is clear from the fact that 11g11', 11la11" can 
be made arbitrarily close to ll f lk, but cannot attain it in general. It may be 
interesting to investigate the class of possible factorizations la*g of a given fixed 
function fE L°°(G(C'4)). For example, if f-I or f is scalar-valued, then this 
becomes the problem of determining when an a. e. unitary-valued product T*p, 
for outer functions p, -r E H°°(f(C")), may be expressed as a ratio 06-1 of inner 
functions O, 0E H°°(G(C )). 
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3.5 Unimodular functions without a simple fac- 
torization 
Here we give an example of a uniformly dense subset of the measurable unimod- 
ular functions on T, which do not have a simple factorization of the form 0201 or 
72pl, for inner 01i 02 E H°° or outer P17 P2 E H°°: 
Proposition 3.5.1 Let NEN and let f: T -- CC measurable and not a. e. con- 
stant, chosen such that f (z)`v =1 for all zET. Then f does not have a factor- 
ization of the form 9281 or pzpl, for inner 01,02 E H°° or outer PI, P2 E H°°. 
Proof Inner factorization: Suppose that f= B2B1 for inner 01i 02 E H°°. Then 
we have: 
f 02 - 01 = 0, 
everywhere on T. But f has finite range, so there exists some AE CC and some 
KCT measurable with Et (K) > 0, such that f (z) =A for all zEK. Hence the 
linear combination: 
A02 - 01 
is zero everywhere on K. But the above expression lies in H°°, so we find that it 
is zero almost everywhere on T. Hence f=A almost everywhere, contradicting 
the hypothesis that f is not a. e. constant. 
Outer factorization: Nov suppose that f= p"Zpl for outer pl, P2 E H. Since f 
is everywhere uniniodular, we have: 
IP21 * IPII = IP2PI I=1, 
everywhere on T. Hence the outer function p2p1 is almost everywhere constant. 
This implies that: 
f= P-1 p, 
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for some outer function pE H°° with inverse p-1 E H. Raising both sides to 
the power of N, we find that: 
j3-, vpN = fn'-1. 
Hence, 
PN = PV E H°° 
This implies that p'N has a real-valued analytic extension to D, which must there- 
fore be constant. Hence pv is constant almost everywhere, which implies that p 
and therefore f are also constant almost everywhere. This contradicts the hy- 
potheses on f, as before. Q 
We remark that if the assumption that the outer functions pi and P2 are 
bounded is dropped, then the above result no longer holds. For example, consider 
the function f: T -* (C given by: 
Z 
f(z) 
-i 
if Im(z) >0 
if Irn(z) < 0, 
for all zET. This has a factorization of the form p-'p, where: 
p (z) _ 
1+z 
for all zEUN{1, -1}, 1-z 
where the above square root takes values in the right lialf-plane. This defines p 
and p-1 almost everywhere on T as unbounded outer functions, with p, p-1 E Hp 
for all indices p<2. 
Chapter 4 
Vector-valued H°° approximation 
In this chapter, we turn to the problem of weighted H°° approximation of vector- 
valued L°° functions on the unit circle, subject to a weighted sup-type constraint 
on the size of the approximant. We shall establish existence of a solution under 
mild assumptions, and characterise some of its properties. 
The layout of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1, we look at the problem 
of unconstrained weighted H°° approximation of a scalar-valued continuous func- 
tion on the unit circle. We show that for weights without a bounded inverse, this 
problem is not generally well-posed. This provides motivation for the abstract 
approximation problem studied in Section 4.2, where we replace H°° and L°° with 
general Banach spaces equipped with preduals, and impose a constraint to make 
the problem well-posed. We finish the section with an example of an entirely 
different approximation problem looked at elsewhere in the literature [10], which 
also happens to fit into our abstract framework. 
In the first half of Section 4.3, we develop a suitable theory of vector-valued 
Hardy and Lebesgue spaces H°°(E) and L°°(E), where E is any Banach space 
with separable predual. In particular, we will show that if Y is a weak* closed 
subspace of a Barach space X with separable predual X*, then H°°(Y) may be 
regarded as a weak* closed subspace of L°°(X), which has predual L'(X*). This 
will allow these spaces to be used in the abstract framework developed earlier. 
In the second half of Section 4.3, we define certain sup-type seminorms to use on 
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these spaces, and show that they are in one-to-one correspondence with a class 
of measurable weights on T, giving a seminorm on X for each point in T. 
In Section 4.4, we place the spaces and the seminorms constructed in Section 
4.3 into the abstract framework of Section 4.2, giving rise to a general constrained 
vector-valued H°° approximation problem, together with sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a solution, taken from the abstract setting. With a certain 
extra condition, we then show that the solutions to this problem saturate the 
constraints pointwise on T, in a particular sense. This leads on to a uniqueness 
result under further conditions on the weights used. 
Finally, in Section 4.5 we specialize the setup further in a number of examples, 
including matrix-valued constrained approximation problems with weights given 
by nonconstant left and right pointwise matrix multiplication, and bounded ex- 
tremal problems where the two weights are taken to vanish on complementary 
subsets of the circle. 
4.1 Unconstrained scalar H°° approximation 
In this section, we consider the problem of finding the best H°° approximant to 
a given scalar function ¢EC, where the error of the approximation is to be 
minimized with respect to a given weighted seminorm ýý " ýýý,,, on L. We define 
such seminorins as follows: 
Let wE L°° be any almost everywhere nonnegative, bounded scalar-valued 
function on T. Then we set 
IIY'lloo, 
w = 
IIwVIIoo, 
for any scalar function sE L°°. We denote the set of all such almost everywhere 
nonnegative, bounded scalar weights w by Lpo,. 
The approximation problem under consideration is stated as follows: 
Problem 4.1.1 (Weighted Nehari) For given scalar valued functions wE 
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L'S and 0EC, find a function go E H°° such that 
110 - golloo, w = 
inf 1110 - YIIcc, w :gE 
H°°} 
. 
In the case when w has a bounded inverse, it may be shown that the above 
problem reduces to the standard Nehari problem of finding the best uniform 
approximation in H°°, to a given scalar L°° function on the unit circle. This 
leads to the existence of a unique solution, described in the next result. 
In the case when w does not have a bounded inverse, the problem is not 
generally well posed. That is, the infimum in the above statement of the problem 
will not be attained, in general. This will be shown later in this section. 
First of all, we look at the former case. We omit the proof of the following 
result, since it is just a straightforward application of the basic theory of Hankel 
operators (c. f. [26, cli. 1]). 
Theorem 4.1.2 Let wc LP , 
be a bounded scalar weight with bounded inverse, 
and let pE H°° be the outer function given by the formula: 
f 
p(z) = exp 
(1-J2 eiA Iz 1og w(ei°) do) , 2;, o ei0 -z 
for all zE 1D, so that jpj =w almost everywhere on T. Then for any scalar 
valued function 0EC, there is a unique go E H°° such that 
llvýýoo, 
w = 
hif {Ik - glloc, w :gE 
H°O} 
, 
where _¢- go. 
The error satisfies 11(z)l w(z)-' for almost all zET, and go is 
given by the formula: 
go = ¢- 
ref 
, (4.1) 
where fE H2 is any maximizing vector of the compact Hankel operator Fop. 
Furthermore, the norm ýý ýýý w of the error z is equal to 1'1 pI". 
We shall now give a result which is in contrast to the above theorem. It 
concerns the case when the weight does not have a bounded inverse. 
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Theorem 4.1.3 Let wE Lp S 
be a bounded scalar weight without a bounded 
inverse, and let 0EC be any scalar valued function such that the infimum, 
N= inf f110 - 9Iloo, w :gE H°°} , 
(4.2) 
is greater than 0. Let (g,, )- 1 be any sequence of functions in H°° such that 
110 g. Iloo, w--+ 
N, asn --*oo. 
Then llgn ll,, -4 oo as n tends to oo. Hence the infirnurn cannot be attained. 
Proof Suppose, for a contradiction, that llgn, 11,,. does not diverge as n -' 00. 
Then we may choose a subsequence (gnk) 1 which is uniformly bounded. So let 
us assume without loss of generality, that 119n1loo <R for all nEN, for some 
bound R>0. 
Let wE LP 
5 
be the bounded weight with bounded inverse, defined by: 
w(z) = w(z) V N(R + 
for all zET. Now we have: 
2UlzýýY'lzý lgn(z)l = l2U(z) V 1v(R+ 
110l1 
o0)-l) 
lo(z) gn(z)l 
w(z)10(z)- gn(z)l V N(R + Ilcllo0)-' IIY - 9nlloo 
w(z)Ic5lz) - gn(z)I V 
N, 
for all zET and nEN. Hence 
Iý-ýnlloo, 
w 
IIY'- ýnlloo, w 
VN 
IIc 
- gnlloo, w 
C II`r' - 9nlloo, w , 
so we have equality throughout, for each nEN. This shows, in particular, that 
11¢-gjc,, ü--4Nas ntends to oo. 
Nov by Theorem 4.1.2, the function has a unique best H°° approximant g, 
with respect to the weight w. Letting 'O =0-g, we have: 
IýT < Iý ýýoo, w 
C ! l'IIoo, w < lim 
110 
- 9n11oo, w = IV , n-oo 
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so that _=N. This shows that the infimum in equation (4.2) 
is attained by g. Now, for any nEN such that 11 0-(, Jn. ll,,., w = N, we also have 
110 - g, ýýj,,,,,, equal to N. 
Hence gn = g, by uniqueness of g. This implies that all 
such gn are equal. 
A further consequence of Theorem 4.1.2 is that JO(z) - g(z)l = Nw(z), for 
almost all zET. Now observe that since iv has no bounded inverse, w varies 
with the choice of the upper bound R we take. Hence g also varies with R. This 
implies that the infinitum in equation (4.2) is not uniquely attained. 
However, this gives a contradiction, since any choice of (g n= 1 taking only 
finitely many values and such that 110 - gn. 11...,... =N for all nEN, would satisfy 
the hypotheses of the preceding argument. It would then follow that all the g,, 
were equal, which implies that the infimum in (4.2) is uniquely attained. Q 
We remark that the above result also holds when the infimum in equation (4.2) 
is zero, provided that ¢ does not agree with any H°° function on the complement 
of the zero set of w. Indeed, if IIgn II does not diverge as n -i oo, then the 
sequence (g,, )n°_1 has a weak* accumulation point gE H°°, and it can be easily 
shown that 110 - gýl,,,,,,; is zero. 
Finally in this section, we derive a result from Theorem 4.1.2 which will be 
of use to us much later in the chapter. It concerns the special case where the 
function 0EC, to be approximated in H°°, is given by ¢(z) = z-1 for all zET. 
Lemma 4.1.4 Let wE L'5 be a bounded scalar weight with bounded inverse, 
and let pE H°° be the outer function given by the formula: 
\ 
(1 
f2&0+z 
i° p(z) = exp lob w(e) dO f1 , ei©- z 
for all zED, as in the statement of Theorem 4.1.2. 
Let ¢EC be given by ¢(z) = z-1 for all zET. Then the unique best weighted 
approTinaant go E H°° solving Problem 4.1.1, for this choice of w and ¢, is given 
by: 
9o =0- (P - P(o)) " p-1 
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Thus the weighted norm of the error V=0- go is equal to: 
p(O) = exp 
1 ý1J log w(e10) dB) . \o 
Proof It is clear that go is a well defined element of H°°, with error V equal 
to §5p(0)p-1, which satisfies = llc p(O)l1,,,, = p(0). So to show that go is 
the unique solution to Problem 4.1.1, it is enough by Theorem 4.1.2 to establish 
equality between p(O) and the norm of the Hankel operator Fop. 
Now Fop is equal to r¢T p, where Tp is the Toeplitz operator with analytic 
symbol p, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.2. Writing these operators as infinite 
matrices with respect to the standard orthonormal bases of H2 and (H2)1, We 
have: 
100 """ 
000... 
r¢ _ 000""" 
P(o) 00 
p(1) p(0) 0 
TP 
P(2) P(1) P(0) 
where p(n) is the Fourier coefficient of p with index ii, for any nEZ. 
From the above matrices, we can easily see that rOTP = p(0)r¢ = p(0)Fo, so 
that J1FJJ _ jjI'¢Tpjj = p(0), as required. O 
4.2 Constrained approximation on Banach spaces 
In the previous section, we considered the problem of finding the best H°° ap- 
proximant to a given continuous, scalar L°° function on the unit circle, with 
respect to a bounded weight. It was shown that the problem is not well posed in 
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general, unless the weight has a bounded inverse. More precisely, it was shown 
that the norni of a suboptimal H°° approximant tends to infinity, whenever the 
weighted norm of its error approaches the infiinum over all H°O approximants, in 
the case when the weight has no bounded inverse and the infimum is nonzero. 
This suggests that when the weight has no bounded inverse, we should place 
a constraint on the approximant, to make the problem well posed. In this sec- 
tion, we shall consider an abstract version of such a constrained approximation 
problem, working with general Banach spaces (with preduals), rather than H°° 
and L. The setup will be as follows: 
" Let X be a Banach space with fixed predual X. This will take the role of 
L°° in the concrete problem. 
" Let YCX be a weak* closed subspace of X. This will take the role of H°° 
in the concrete problem. 
" Let 11 " IIA and 11 " 11B be two seminorms on X. The first seminorin takes 
the role of the weighted norm used in the concrete problem. The second 
seminorm will be used to form the constraining condition. 
" Let XA, XB E X. The element XA will take the role of the L°° function to 
be approximated. The element xB will be used to form the constraining 
condition along with 11 " JIB. 
In addition, we place the following two conditions on 11 " IIA and 11 ' JIB: 
1. There is a constant 6>0 such that IIxIIA V JJXIIB > 611x1j, for all xEX. In 
other words, 
11 ' IIA V 11 ' JIB (or equivalently 11 ' IIA + 11 ' JIB) 
is bounded below. 
11 ' IIA and 11 " JIB are weak* lower sernicontinuous. 
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Here we define the topology of lower semicontinuity to be the non-Hausdorff 
topology on R, generated by open intervals of the form (A, oo) for AER. Thus 
condition 2 above is equivalent to the assertion that the unit balls of 11 11A and 
11 " JIB are weak* closed. In particular, the unit balls are norm closed. As the 
following straightforward result shows, this implies that 11 " 11,1 and 11 JIB are 
bounded. Hence 11 " IIA V 11 " JIB is equivalent to the original norm on X. 
Proposition 4.2.1 Let p be any positive homogeneous, nonnegative convex func- 
tional on a Bauach space E. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. The convex set B, equal to {x EE: p(x) < 1}, is norm closed. 
2. B has nonempty interior. 
3. p is norm bounded. 
ý. p is norm continuous. 
[Remark: Observe that p is the \linkowski functional of the set B. ] 
Proof 1=2. Suppose that B has empty interior. Then 
E= BU2BU3BU... 
is a countable union of closed, nowhere dense sets and therefore meagre. But E 
is complete, so by the Baire category theorem this gives a contradiction. 
2 3. Let x be an interior point of B. Then for all A>0, the origin 0 is an 
interior point of the convex set A(B - x). But -Ax EB for A sufficiently small, 
so we may choose A< 1/2 such that 
AB-ax c (1-. \)B-Ax c B, 
by convexity of B. Hence 0 is an interior point of B. 
Equivalently, there is some R>0 such that for all xEE, 
IIRxII<1 = xEB p(x) <1. 
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Hence p(x) <R IIxII for all xEE, so p is norm bounded. 
3 4. By the subadditivity of p, we have for all x, yEE, 
p(x) - P(-Y) - p(x 
+ y) :_ P(x) + p(y), 
and therefore 
p(x) -R Ilyll _< p(x + y) -< p(x) +R IIyII 
Hence p(x + y) p(x) whenever y -' 0 in norm, so p is norm continuous. 
1. Trivial, since B is the preirnabe under p of the closed interval [0,1]. Q 
We remark that there are norms on the Banach space t' (with predual £1) 
which are equivalent to the uniform norm, but are not Nveak* lover semicontin- 
uous. This shows that condition 2 on 11 " IIA and 11 " JIB, cannot be derived from 
the fact that 11 ' IIA V 11 ' Its is equivalent to the original norm. 
With the setup described, the abstract constrained approximation problem 
is stated as follows: 
Problem 4.2.2 (Abstract constrained approximation) Given the spaces YC 
X, the seminorms 11 " 11A, 11 " JIB and the vectors xt1, xB EX as defined earlier, 
and given Al > 0, find yo EY which minimizes: 
IIXA - YOIIA, 
subject to the constraint that: 
IIXB-YOIIB < iII. 
We shall show that, provided the bound Al is sufficiently large, a solution yo 
to this problem always exists. In fact the following result holds, which we shall 
prove next in this section: 
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Theorem 4.2.3 Let X, Y, II " JIA, 11 " IIB and x11, XB 
EX be given as earlier, and 
let f: [0, oo] -i [0, oo] be the function defined by: 
f (11I) = inf {IIXA - YII4 :yEY and IITB - YIIB < III} 1 
(4.3) 
where this infimum is taken to be oo whenever the above set is empty. 
Then f (11I) is finite for sufficiently large ill < oo, and the infirnuin is attained 
whenever ill and f (11I) are both finite. Moreover, f is decreasing and convex, 
and letting 
11Io = inf {11I E [0, oo) :f (M) < oo} , 
it holds that f is continuous from [IIIo, oo] to [0, oo], with respect to the standard 
compact topologies on each of these intervals. 
Note that for a given bound ill, any yo EY for which the infimum f (M) in 
the above theorem is attained, corresponds to a solution to Problem 4.2.2, with 
respect to this bound. Note also that the case Al = oo is just an unconstrained 
version of the abstract problem. The above theorem implies that f (M) -* f (co) 
as Al tends to oo. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3 We shall first show that f is decreasing and convex. 
Let 0< Al, <i i2 < oo and let . A, EL E (0,1) with A+ EL = 1. We need to show 
that: 
f (1112) <f (llll) (4.4) 
f (AIiIi + p11I2) < Af (1111) + 1if (1112) (4.5) 
If f (Al, ) = oo then inequalities (4.4) and (4.5) follow trivially. So suppose that 
f (MI) is finite. Then for any e>0, there is ayEY such that: 
IIXA - Y1IIA < . (1111) +e 
II'17B-Y1IIB < 1111 < X112 
Hence f (i I2) <f (Al, ) +E by the definition of f. Since e is arbitrary, this 
establishes inequality (4.4). 
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Now since f (AI2) is finite, we may choose y2 EY such that: 
IIxA-Y2IIA < 
f(1112) +E 
IIXB 
- Y2IIB < 1112 
Let z= \y, + fq/2. By the triangle inequality, we have: 
IIXA-zII, t = IIA(XA-Yl)+1t(XA-Y2)IItl 
< )IIxA -hlIIA+ JLIlXA- y211A 
< A(f(1111)+6) + /L(f(1112)+E) 
= Af(Illl) +uf(AAI2) +e 
IIXB-ZIIB = IIA(XB-y')+1L(XB-Y2)IIB 
'IIxB -YIIIB+ µIIXB -Y211B 
AIt11 + P1! I2 
Hence 
f (A1II1 + j11l'I2) < A! (11I1) + Pf (1112) +6S. 
Since e is arbitrary, this establishes inequality (4.5), as required. So f is decreas- 
ing and convex. 
Now by setting y=0 in the definition of f, given by equation (4.3), we find 
that f (II XBII B) < 11-1AII i. Hence MO is well defined, and f (M) is finite for all 
ill E (IIII, oo]. Since f is convex, this implies that f is continuous on (Mo, oo). 
To show continuity of f at oo, observe that since f is a decreasing function, 
f (M) has some finite limit N as Al -- oo, and we have f (oo) < N. Now for any 
e>0, there exists yEY such that 
IIXA - YIIA < f(00) +E. 
This gives us the inequalities: 
ýv < f(II xB - YIIB) < IIXA - YIIA -< f(00) +E. 
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Since e is arbitrary, we find that f (oo) = N, so f is continuous at oo. We shall 
establish continuity of f at ilia in the final part of the proof. 
We shall now show that the infimuni in (4.3) is attained, whenever M and 
f (M) are finite. For any such bound Al, define the solution set: 
K(AI) = {y EY: IJXA - YIIA =f (111) and IJrB - JlI B< 111}. 
Similarly, for any s>0, we define: 
KE(11I) _ {y EY: IjXA - YIIA < f(ill) +E and IIxB -h IB <- 11I}. 
Now by condition 1 on the seminorins II " IIA and 11'11B, there is aS>0 such that 
IIxII., VIIxIIs > SIIxIIforallxEX. So for any yEKE(AM), Nye have: 
611Y11 -< IIYIIAV IIYIIB 
ý (IIXA - JII A+ 
IIXAI! A) V (IIXB YII B+ II'BIIB) 
_< (IIXA - YIIA V IIXB - YII B) + (IIXAIIA V IIXBIIB) 
llI+f(11I)+IIXAIIA+IIXBIIB+e. 
Since this bound is independent of y, we find that K, (Ili) is a norm bounded 
set. Nov condition 2 (weak* lower semicontinuity) on 11 " IIA and 11 " JIB, and the 
weak* closure of Y, implies that K(ill) is weak* closed in X. Hence KE(11I) is 
weak* compact in X, by Alaoglu's Theorem. 
But KA(M) is also nonempty for all E>0, by definition of f (M). Hence the 
solution set, 
K(itI) =n Kr(ill) , 
E>o 
is the intersection of a chain of weak* compact, nonempty sets, and therefore also 
weak* compact and nonempty. So the infinium in (4.3) is attained, as required. 
Finally, to establish continuity of f at 11Io, first observe that since f is de- 
creasing, f (M) --ý L as M tends to A10 from above, for some L<f (11Io). So 
it suffices to show that f (Illo) is no greater than L. Assume without loss of 
generality that L is finite. Then for any e, q>0, we have f (M0 + q) < L, so 
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there exists yEY such that: 
JJXA - Jl1A < f(11Ia + 71) +6<L+E 
IIXB - YIIB _< 1110+ 71 
Letting rq --i 0, we find that: 
inf{Ilxs-YIIB : YEYand IIxA-JIIf, <L+E} = illo. 
But M0 and L+E are both finite, so by reversing the roles of (XA) 11 " II.. 1) and 
(XB, 11 "II B), and by applying the existence of a solution to Problem 4.2.2, as we 
established above, we find that there is ayEY for which the above infimum is 
attained. Hence 
f(M0) < L+e, 
for all c>0. This establishes equality of L and f (M0), as required. Q 
4.2.1 An example problem 
Now we shall look at an example of a constrained approximation problem which 
can be placed into the abstract framework of this section, under certain condi- 
tions. This problem is considered in [10]. It is stated as follows: 
Problem 4.2.4 Let X, Xl and X2 be Banach spaces, let AE £(X, X1) and let 
BE £(X, X2). Now given x1 E Xl, X2 E X2 and ME [0, oo], find xEX which 
minimizes: 
11Ax-x111, 
subject to the constraint that: 
lBx-x211 < III. 
In order to place this problem into the earlier framework, we will need to 
make the following assumptions: 
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1. The spaces X, Xl and X2 are equipped with fixed preduals X,,, X1, and 
X2 respectively. 
2. The operators A and B are weak* continuous, with respect to the above 
preduals. Equivalently, there exist preadjoints A* E £(X1*, X#) and B* E 
£(X2*, X*) to A and B respectively. Thus A= (A*)* and B= (B*)*. 
3. There is a constant 6>0 such that IlAxil + IIBxIj > 811x1j, for all xcX. 
A typical setup for the problem would take X to be reflexive. In this case, the 
spaces Xl and X2 can, without loss of generality, be replaced with their double 
duals, if necessary. Then the first two assumptions above hold automatically. 
This is, in fact, the same set of assumptions made in [10], minus their extra 
assumptions that Xl and X2 are smooth and A has dense range. 
We will need the following basic result, which is a straightforward corollary 
of the Banach closed range theorem [5] [15, pp. 487-489]: 
Proposition 4.2.5 Let I= Xl ®X2 and let TCI be the range of the mapping 
of X into t given by: 
x ý-p (Ax, Bx), 
for all xEX. Then with the three assumptions above, this mapping is an 
embedding and the subspace 2j is weak* closed, with respect to the natural predual 
X, = X, ®X2# of the space X. 
Proof It follows clearly from the two assumptions on A and B that the above 
mapping is a weak* continuous embedding. It therefore has closed range and 
possesses a preadjoint in C(3C#, X), given explicitly by the mapping: 
(a,, 8) t--+ A#a + B, ß for all (a,, 8) E X*. 
So by the closed range theorem, the preadjoint has closed range and hence the 
embedding has weak* closed range, given by the annihilator of the kernel of its 
preadjoint. Thus 1Zj is \veak* closed, as required. Q 
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Now with the spaces X and 2j given by the above proposition, we may define 
the seminorms 11 " IIA and 11 " JIB on X by: 
II(1, v)! IA = IkiIIXI 
I(Iliv)IIB 
- 
IIVIIx2 
for all (n, v) E X. These are clearly weak* lower semicontinuous and the norm 
11 " IIA V 11 " JIB is bounded below. 
Fixing xl E Xl and X2 E . Z'2, we find that for a given 11I E [0, oo], solving 
Problem 4.2.4 is equivalent to finding yo E 2j which minimizes II(x1, x2) - yo1IA, 
subject to the constraint that II(xi, x2) - JoIIB <_ M. For any such yo, a solution 
is given by the unique xEX such that yo = (Ax, Bx). Thus Problem 4.2.4 
becomes just a special case of Problem 4.2.2, with I and 2j replacing X and Y 
and x, 1 and xa both set equal to (x1, x2) in the problem statement. Theorem 
4.2.3 may therefore be applied, which establishes the existence of a solution to 
Problem 4.2.4 for any finite Zu sufficiently large. 
4.3 Vector-valued L°° and H°° spaces 
In this section, we develop much of the theory which will be needed later in 
Section 4.4. This includes the construction of vector-valued L°° and H°° spaces 
on the unit circle T, followed by the study of a certain class of seminorins on these 
spaces. In Section 4.4, this will be used to formulate a constrained approximation 
problem adapted frone Problem 4.2.2, in which eve'replace the Banach spaces X 
and Y with the spaces L°°(X) and H°°(Y), consisting of bounded X-valued and 
Y-valued measurable functions and Hardy class functions on T, respectively. 
First of all, we shall need to define the spaces L°°(X) and H°°(Y). We shall 
also need to identify their precluals, in order to fit these spaces into the abstract 
framework of the previous section. 
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4.3.1 The Banach spaces L°°(X) and L'(X*) 
Let X be any Banach space. For any given function f: T -* X, we use the 
following terminology, taken from [12, p. 41]: 
1. Say that f is simple if it can be written in the form x1XA! +""-+ Xn) A, 
for some choice x1,. .., x, EX and Borel sets 
A,, 
... , 
A C T. 
2. Say that f is strongly measurable if it is the almost everywhere, pointwise 
norm limit of a sequence of simple X-valued functions. 
3. Say that f is weakly (resp. weak*) measurable if aof is measurable, for 
all aE X* (resp. X*, provided X is equipped with a predual X*). 
It is easy to see that 1=2=3, and that weak measurability implies weak* 
measurability. 
From now on, we work with a fixed Banach space X, which we assume to 
have a separable predual X*. We shall regard X* as a closed subspace of the 
dual space X`, given by the natural embedding of a Banach space into its double 
dual. The separability assumption plays an important role in the proceeding 
arguments. It is also quite a mild assumption since the typical choices for X 
(such as f-, G(H) for a separable Hilbert space H, or £(C' , Cm) for n, mE N), 
are all equipped with separable preduals. 
A rather less typical choice for X might be the space , 
M(K), consisting of 
complex Borel measures on a compact metric space K, equipped with the total 
variation norm. This has a natural predual C(K), the separable Banach space 
of continuous scalar-valued functions on K, with the uniform norm. 
Definition 4.3.1 The nonmed space L°O(X) is given by: 
L°O(X) = if :T -* X weak* measurable : II! II. < oo}, 
where we define the uniform normt 11 " ll,,,, by: 
ess sup hlf (z)II , zET 
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for all f: T -* X weak* measurable. Similarly, L'(X*) is given by: 
Ll (X*) ={f: ¶ -+ X* strongly measurable : II fI 11 < oo} , 
where we define the norm 11 " 11, by: 
II! Iii =fý IIf(z)II (if! (z), Eu 
for all f :' --> X* strongly measurable. These two spaces are equipped with the 
norms 11 " 11,, and 11 - Iii respectively, and they are complete. 
The reader may recognize that L'(X*) is just the usual Lebesgue-Bochner 
space L'. Note, however, that the definition of L°°(X) differs from that of the 
Lebesgue-Bochner space L°°, as given in [12, p. 50]. There, strong measurability 
is used rather than weak* measurability, and this gives a genuinely smaller space 
in general. This is seen in the example [12, p. 43, ex. 6], where we take X equal 
to t" with predual V. In fact, the example shows that weak measurability would 
also give a smaller space. It will turn out, therefore, that weak* measurability is 
the correct notion to use in our context. 
The following lemma will be crucial for the next result: 
Lemma 4.3.2 Let 0: X. -p L°° be a bounded linear map. Then there is a 
function fE L°°(X), unique up to equality almost everywhere, such that 
aof= Vi(a) a. e., (4.6) 
for all aEX. Furthermore, IIf III = I. (Here we regard elements of the 
Banach space L°° to be equivalence classes of scalar valued functions for which 
any pair agree on a set of full measure. ) 
Proof We shall construct a choice function, 0: X. xT -º C, for the map 
This will have the properties that 0(", z) is linear for all zET, and that 0(a, ") 
is measurable and equal to ¢(a) almost everywhere, for all aEX. 
Let Q[i] denote the number field of Gaussian rationals, x+iy, with x, yEQ. 
Since X. is separable, there exists a countable dense set SCX. Now let V be 
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the linear span over Q[i] of all the elements of S. Then V is a countable vector 
space over Q[i], and it is dense in X. 
For every vector vEV, we may choose a representative gL :T -* C from the 
equivalence class [¢(v)]. By the linearity and boundedness of ¢, the following 
relations hold for almost all zET, whenever we fix u, vEV and A, Ec E Q[i]: 
JA1L+EIL'(%') 
Ag,, (z) + /1g 
(z) (4.7) 
lg. (z)I <_ 11011Iluh (4.8) 
Now since there are only countably many such quadruples (u, v, A, µ), we may 
find a subset KCT of full measure, such that relations (4.7) and (4.8) hold for 
all zEK, u, vEVand A, pEQ[i]. 
For any Cauchy sequence (v, )n°_1 in V, and any point zEK, we have 
JL'n('z) -: lt'm('z)l 
IYvn_vmW1 
\ 
IIY'll Ilvn 
- Vmll 
-* 0, 
whenever n, m -} oo. Hence g, n converges uniformly on 
K as n -* 00. Thus we 
may define 0: X. xT --f C as follows: 
lim g(z) if zcK 
Z) 
vEV, v-. a 9(a, _ 
0 otherwise, 
for all aEX, and zET. Since the above limit exists whenever v -' a for 
elements vEV, it is unique for every aEX. and zEK. So 0 is well defined: 
To show that 0(", z) is complex linear, first observe that it is continuous for 
all zET. Indeed, if aß E X. and zEK then there are sequences (u71)°°_1 and 
(vn, ) 1 in V, such that u,, -* a and v, --} 0 in norm as n -+ oo. Therefore 
I B(a, z) - ©(a, z)I = lim I sun (z) g'. (z) I n-oo 
11x1 IgUn-Vn (z) I 
n-+oo 
fill, 110IIII21n-vnll = II011Ila-oll. n-oo 
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Now since 6(., z) is continuous and V is dense in X, and Q[i] is dense in C, the 
Q[i]-linearity of the functional B(", z), on V, implies that it is complex linear on 
the whole of X. for all zE 'IC, as required. 
Let aEX. and let (vn)n°_1 be any sequence in V with limit a as n -3 oo. 
Then O(a, ") is the uniform limit, on K, of the functions gL as n --' oo. Hence 
O(a, ") is measurable. 'Moreover, 
II0(a, ") - c(a)II lim sup (IIO(a, ) - g, II00 ,+ IIg,,, - ß(a)11 n-. oo 
2II0IIlimIla-vnll n-oo 
= 0. 
So O(a, ") = ¢(a) almost everywhere on T, for all aE X*, as required. 
Finally, for any zET, the functional B(., z) is continuous and linear on X. 
Hence there is a unique element f (z) in the dual, X, such that 
ao f(z) = O(a, z), 
for all aEX. This defines a function f: T -* X. Furthermore, 11f (z)II = 
II©(', z) 11 c 11011 for all zET, so f is a bounded function with Ilf 11. < 1011. 
Now for any aEX, the scalar function aof satisfies: 
aof= O(a, ") = ¢(a) a. e., 
This is a measurable function on T. Hence f satisfies equation (4.6), is wveak* 
measurable and therefore lies in L°°(X), as required. 
To see that f is unique up to equality almost everywhere, suppose that f' E 
L°° also satisfies equation (4.6). Then vo (f' - f) =0a. e. for all vEV. Since 
V is countable, this implies that there is a set LCT of full measure on which 
vo (f' - f) is identically zero, for all vEV. But since V is dense in X*, this 
implies that f' -f is identically zero on L. 
It remains to show that 11f 11 .. ) is no smaller than 
11011. For any e>0, there 
exists aEX,, with 11all =1 and a set Al CT of nonzero measure, such that: 
II¢(a)IIc > lI¢II - E/2 
10(a)(z)I > Ik5(a)IIc - e/2, 
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for all zEM. Therefore 
II. f(z)II >_ Ia(f(z))I = Ic(a(z))I > 11011-E, 
for almost all zEM. This implies that IIf II,, ? II¢II -E. But since E is arbitrary, 
we have IIf II,, > 11011, as required. Q 
We can now give the main result concerning L°°(X), stated as follows: 
Theorem 4.3.3 There is an isometric linear isomorphism, 
8 L°°(X) --> L1(X*)*, 
defined by 
0(f)(9) _ 9(z)(f(z))dµ(z) (4.9) 
ET' 
for all functions fE L°°(X) and gE L1(X*). 
Proof We must first show that 0 is well defined. Observe that since every 
function in L'(X*) is an 8. e. pointwise norm limit of simple functions, the in- 
tegrand in (4.9) is measurable. Indeed, for fE L°°(X) and any simple func- 
tion li = alxA1 +"""+ ak1Ak, with vectors al, ... , ak E X,, and Borel sets 
fll, ... , Ak C T, we have: 
lt(z) (f (z)) _ (al ° f) (z) XA1(Z) + ... + 
(ati o f) (z) XAk (z) , 
which is measurable in zET, since aof is measurable for any aE X*. So 
if g,, gE L'(X, ) almost everywhere as n' oo, for some simple functions 
then ýn n=1 ý 
gn(Z)(f (Z)) -* 9 (z)(f (z)) 
for almost all zET as n --> oo. The limit is therefore a measurable function. 
Furthermore, 
LT 
g(z)(. f(ti))I dli(z) Ilf(Z)II ls(z)I Eu 
ess sup Iif (z)II " Ilg(z)II dit(z) 
zEü 
JzET 
= 11 flloo " IIghI1, 
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so the integral in (4.9) is well defined, with I9(f)(g)I < 11f il ... 
lIgIll. Thus 0 is a 
well defined linear contraction. 
To show that 0 is onto, let pE Ll(X*)* and let aE X*. Then the mapping, 
ýL P(c - h), (4.10) 
is continuously linear in It E L', with bound at most IIPII IIaII" So by the duality 
between the scalar Lebesgue spaces L' and L°°, there is a unique element ¢(a) 
of the Banach space L°°, such that 
a)(z) li(z) dp(z) , p(a " 
li) = LT 0( 
for all It E L'. Moreover, I10(a)II < IIpII IIaII for all aEX. Thus we obtain a 
bounded linear functional ¢: X. --> L°°, with II¢II < IIpII. 
Now by Lemma 4.3.2, there is a unique element f in L°°(X), the domain of 
0, satisfying equation (4.6). Hence 
0(f)(a " It) =f^ a(f (z)) It(z) du(z) 
Eu 
=fT 0(a)(z) h(z) dp(z) = p(a . h) , Eu 
for all aEX. and It e L'. Moreover, equality always occurs between the above 
two integrals for a unique choice of fE L°°(X). Since the simple functions are 
dense in L' (X*) (as shown in [12, ch. 2]), functions of the form a" It span a dense 
subspace of L' (X,, ). Hence 0(f) =p with If II,, < IIpil. 
This shows, moreover, that 0 is an isometry, since the choice fE L°°(X) for 
any element pE L' (X,: )* is unique, and 110(f) 11 < Ilf ýl,,,, < llpll, giving us equality 
throughout. Q 
The above theorem shows that we may naturally identify the Banach space 
L°°(X) with the dual of L'(X, k). So from now on, we shall set: 
L°°(X)= = L1(X*) , 
with the predual action of Ll(X,, ) on L°°(X) given by integration, as in equation 
(4.9) of the statement of Theorem 4.3.3 above. 
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The argument used to establish the isometry between L°°(X) and Ll(X*)* 
can be summarized as follows. It is relatively easy to show that L°°(X) embeds 
into Ll(X*)*. The hard part of the argument is to show that the inclusion is 
onto, and for this we made use of Lemma 4.3.2. This lemma shows that L°°(X) 
is isometric to £(X*, LO°), the space of bounded linear maps from X* to the 
scalar-valued functions L. For any element pE Li(X*)*, we obtain a bilinear 
functional on X* and L1, as given by the mapping (4.10) in the above proof. Now 
we use the fact that L°° (L1)* to obtain from this an element of £(X*, L°°). 
This gives rise to the desired element of L°°(X), mapping to p. 
In fact we have the following isometries: 
L°°(X) = G(X*, L°°) ^' G(L1, X) = Bilin(L1,. Y* ; cC) 
G(L'5, Y*, C) 
^, L1(X )* 
where Ll®X* is the projective tensor product of L' and X*, and Bilin(L', X*; (C) 
denotes the Banach space of continuous bilinear functionals on L' and X. The 
projective tensor product of two Banach spaces is defined in [12, ch. 8]. There 
it is also shown that L' Z is isometric to L'(Z), for any Banach space Z, thus 
completing the above chain of isometries between L°°(X) and L1(X*)*. 
Note also the above isometry, L°°(X) £(L', X). This shows that when 
considered as a Banach space, L°°(X) does not depend on the predual we assign 
to the space X. However, the definition of L°°(X) as a function space does 
involve the predual of X, since the notion of weak* measurability is used there. 
4.3.2 The Banach space H°°(Y) 
Let Y be any weak* closed subspace of X. Having fixed the predual of L°O(X), 
we can now define the Banach space H°°(Y). We shall take this to be a weak* 
closed subspace of L°°(X). First of all, we need another definition: 
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Definition 4.3.4 Let J: X, -> L'(X, ) be the inclusion map, taking any element 
aEX. to the a-valued constant function. Define the integration map, 
I" dp : L°° (X) -> X, 
to be the adjoint operator J* E G(L°°(X), X). It follows that integration is a 
weak* continuous operation on L°°(X). 
For any function fE L°°(X) and any integer nEZ, define the nth Fourier 
coefficient, f (n), by: 
.f 
(n) =fzf (z) dji(z) 
Eu 
Equivalently, this is seen to be the adjoint of a bounded operator which takes any 
aEX. to the function, in L'(X*), given by oz-" over zET. Thus the mapping 
f --> 
j (n) is also weak* continuous in fE L°°(X), for all nEZ. 
Using these Fourier coefficients, we can now define H°°(Y) as follows: 
Definition 4.3.5 The Banach space H°°(Y) is given by: 
H°°(Y) = If E L°°(X) :i (n) =0 for all n<0, 
and i (n) EY for all n> 01. 
Since Y is weak* closed in X, and the evaluation of each Fourier coefficient is 
weak* continuous on L°°(X), this definition Haakes H°°(Y) into a weak* closed 
subspace of L°°(X). 
With this definition, it is easily seen that any function fE H°°(Y) is almost 
everywhere Y-valued. Indeed, let us choose a countable dense subset S of the 
preannihilator Yo C X* of the subspace YCX, and let aeS. Then 
(a ofi (n) = (f (n)) _0, 
for all nEZ, by the definition of integration on L°°(X). Hence a of =0 almost 
everywhere, for all aES. Since S is countable, this implies that f (z) E S° for 
almost all zEZ. But S° = (Y°)° = Y, because Y is weak* closed. 
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For the purposes of this chapter, we take H°°(Y) to be a certain closed sub- 
space of bounded measurable a. e. Y-valued functions on the unit circle T. This 
definition does not make explicit the connection between H°°(Y) and analyticity. 
The next result will show how elements of H°°(Y) may be alternatively realised 
as Y-valued analytic functions on the unit disc ID. 
Say that a continuous function f: 1D -i Y is analytic if the derivative, 
f'(z) = lim 
f ('u') -f (z) 
wiz w-z 
exists for all z EID, with convergence in norm. It can be shown that this is 
equivalent to the statement that for every closed disc KCB, the function f has 
a uniformly convergent power series on K about its centre. Thus uniform limits 
of Y-valued analytic functions on B are analytic. 
The main result describing H°° (Y) is stated as follows: 
Theorem 4.3.6 Let 7-l°°(Y) denote the Banach space of bounded Y-valued an- 
alytic functions on ID, equipped with the uniform norm. Then the snap, 
Q: H°°(Y) H'(Y), 
given by the power series, 
Q(. f)(z) = f(o) + J(i)z + f(2)z2 + ... , (4.11) 
for any fE H°°(Y) and z EID, is a well defined, isometric linear isomorpism. 
Proof We shall first show that S2 is a well defined contraction. 
Let fE H°°()'). From the definition of the Fourier coefficients of f, we see 
that the mapping fHf (n) is the adjoint of a contraction for all nEZ. Thus the 
Fourier coefficient f (n) satisfies 11f (n) II < IIf IIo, for all nEZ. Hence the above 
power series, in equation (4.11), converges uniformly in z on any closed subset 
of the unit disc D. This shows that (4.11) defines a Y-valued analytic function 
SZ(f) on D. It therefore remains to show that SZ(f) is a bounded function, with 
uniform bound II. f III 
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For any number rE [0,1), we define the Poisson kernel P, - :R -* (0, oo) by: 
1-r2 
Pr(e) =1- 2r cos 6+ r2 
-2 Re[(1 - re'°)-1 ]-1, for all 0ER. 
Thus Pr has Fourier series expansion: 
Pr(e) =E rlnl ein© 
nEZ 
for all 0E IR. Hence Pr takes mean value 1 on any interval of length 2; r . 
Now we may define the harmonic extension, F: IID -* X, of the boundary 
function f, by the formula: 
1 2" (4.12) F(re'0) = 2ýf 
f (eto)P,. (9 - 0) d0, 
for all rE [0,1) and ¢E [0,27-, ). Since Pr takes mean value 1 on any interval of 
length 27-,, we deduce that JIF(z)II < Ilf 11,,, for all zED. 
But from the Fourier series expansion of Pr we find that: 
F(z) f (? V)(1 + zill + zw +z 
2w2 + z2w2 +... ) dpi(w) 
L 
00 
=j (O) +E 
{J(n) 
zn +f (-n) z n] 
n=1 
= Q(f)(z), 
for all zE ID, since j (-n) =0 for all nEN. So S2(f) is precisely the harmonic 
extension of f to ID, and hence it is bounded uniformly by This shows 
that S2 is a well defined contraction. 
We shall now show that Sl is onto. Let FE 11°°(Y). Then for any aEX, the 
function aoF is analytic, since its complex derivative converges at all points in ID, 
fron the earlier definition of Y-valued analyticity. Moreover, aoF is uniformly 
bounded by IIaII IIFII,,,, and Bence there is a boundary function O(a) E H°° c L°°, 
unique up to equality almost everywhere, whose harmonic extension to ID is aoF. 
This defines a linear map 0: X. -* L°° whose norm is at most IIFII,,, where we 
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regard the codomain L°° to be a Banach space of equivalence classes of functions 
on T. 
By Lemma 4.3.2, there is a function fE L-(X) such that aof = ¢(a) almost 
everywhere, for all aEX, and such that II. f III = 11011. Hence 11f 11" :5 IIFII". 
Nov, cr of has harmonic extension aoF for all aEX. This implies that f has 
harmonic extension F, given by formula (4.12), since 
a 
(27, 
J 
z- 
f(ei©)PT(e - ¢) del ='f0 
2T(a 
o f)(ez©)P, (4 - ¢) d4 
oJJ 
= 
for all rE [0,1), ¢E [0,2;, ) and aEX. 
Now the formula for F given by 
00 
F(z) = 1(o) + 
[f(n)zfl +j (-n) zn 
n=1 
for all z EID, uniquely determines the Fourier coefficients of f. In particular, 
f (n) =0 for all indices n<0, and f (n) EY for all n>0, since F is a Y-valued 
analytic 
function. Since the X. -valued trigonometric polynomials are dense in 
the Fourier coefficients of the function f determine it uniquely. Hence 
f is the unique element of H°°(Y) such that S2(f) = F. This shows that S2 is 
bijective. Since If jj,, < JIFýI,,, and Q is a contraction, we deduce that S2 is an 
isometric isomorphism, as required. Q 
The above proof shows that the mapping S2, given in the statement of the 
theorem, can be equivalently defined as the harmonic extension of a function in 
H°°(Y), to the open unit disc dD using the Poisson kernel. 
It was shown earlier that the space L°°(X) is independent, up to isometry, of 
the weak* topology on X, since it is isometric to G(L', X). Similarly, the above 
theorem shows that H°°(Y) is independent, up to isometry, of the spaces X and 
X*. This is because the space W'(Y), of bounded analytic Y-valued functions, 
is defined only in terms of Y. 
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Note that for a scalar, bounded analytic function G on the disc ID, Fatou's 
theorem states that G converges nontangentially to its H°° boundary function, at 
almost all points on the circle T. However, an example given in [28, p. 92] shows 
that a vector-valued analytic function, FE ? VO(Y), may in every direction fail 
to converge radially, and in norm, to its boundary function ft '(F), even in the 
case that Y is a separable Hilbert space. The following argument shows that by 
replacing norm convergence with weak* convergence, we recover an analogue of 
Fatou's theorem: 
Let S be any countable dense subset of X. Let FER '(Y) and set f= 
SZ-' (F). Then for any aES, the bounded analytic function aoF has boundary 
function aof. So by the usual Fatou's theorem, it converges nontangentially to 
aof at almost all points in T. Since S is countable, this implies that there is a 
subset KCT of full measure, such that aoF converges nontangentially to aof 
at all points in K, for all aES. Hence F is weak* nontangentially convergent 
to f at almost every point in T, as required. 
4.3.3 Seminorms on L°°(X) 
We complete this section by studying a certain class of seminorms on L°°(X). 
This will include, for example, all the weighted norms 11 " 11",,,,, for scalar weights 
wE Lp S, as we 
defined in Section 4.1. The class of seminorms in which we are 
interested is given as follows: 
Definition 4.3.7 Let ýý " ýý' be any serninorna on L°°(X). Then is said to 
be of sup-type if the following two conditions hold: 
1.11 " 11' is weak* lower sernicontinuons. 
2. For every function fE L(X) and any Lebesgzte measurable sets A, BCT, 
we have: 
IIf'XAUBII' _ IIf'XAII' V IIf'XBII', 
where XA, XB and RAUB are the characteristic functions of the sets A, B 
and AUB, respectively. 
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Before we prove the main results concerning sup-type seminorms, we will need 
the following theorem, taken from [15, sec. V. 5.7]. It concerns convex subsets of 
any dual Banach space X. So for this result, we may drop the assumption of 
separability of the predual X. 
Theorem 4.3.8 (Krein-Smulian theorem) Let S be a convex subset of X 
such that S (1 RBX is weak* closed for all R>0 (where Bx denotes the closed 
unit ball of X). Then S is itself weak* closed. 
An ininiediate corollary of this theorem is the fact that a seminorm 11 " III on 
X is weak* lower semicontinuous if and only if the norm, 11 " JI' V ell " 11, which is 
bounded below, is weak* lower semicontinuous for alle > 0. 
The nett result shows that a rather large class of weighted seminorms on 
L°°(X) are sup-type: 
Proposition 4.3.9 Let tY :TxX -4 [0, oo) be any given function. Then define 
the function 1T' :Tx X* -* [0, oo] by 
[Y(z, a) = sup{la(x)l :xEX with IV(z, x) < 11, (4.13) 
for all zET and aEX. Now suppose that the following hypotheses hold: 
a) is a measurable function on T, for all aEX. 
2.1V(., x) is an essentially bounded function on T, for all xEX. 
3. IV(z, ") is a weak* lower sernicontinuous seminorm on X, for all zET. 
Thera 11 " ýýý its is a sup-type seminorin on L°°(X), where we set: 
Il f ! Ioo, itiý = ess sup [V (z, f (z)), 
zEil 
for all fE L°°(X). Furthermore, [V(z, f(z)) is a measurable function of zET 
for any function fE 
Proof We shall first show that IIf Il,,,,, iv is finite for all fE L°°(X). 
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For all zET, let Bý be the weak* closed convex set in X, given by: 
Bý _ {x EX 1V(z, x) < 1} . 
Now define the essential intersection BcX by: 
B= {x EX: xEB, z for almost all zE T} 
Then B is a norm closed convex set, since for any element xEX\B, the 
mapping: 
z d(x, Bz) , 
is not almost everywhere zero over zET, and therefore takes values of at least 
b, for some b>0, on some subset of T with nonzero measure. But this implies 
that y0B for all yEX such that lix -y<S. So B is norm closed. 
By hypothesis 2 of the statement of the proposition, the function on X given 
by the mapping, 
X 1-4 lix - 1llo, tt' , 
takes finite values for all xEX. It therefore constitutes a seininorm on X, with 
unit ball equal to B. So by Proposition 4.2.1, this seminorm is bounded. Hence 
there is a constant R>0 such that 
IV (z, x) <R IIxII for almost all zET, 
for all xEX. Nov since X. is separable, the unit ball Bx of X is weak* 
metrizable. But Bx is also weak* compact by Alaoglu's theorem and therefore 
separable with respect to the weak* topology. Hence there is a countable set 
VC Bx which is weak* dense in Ba . Since V is countable, there is a set KCT 
of full measure such that lt'(z, x) <R for all zEK and xEV. But ll(z, ") 
is weak* lower semicontinuous, which implies that 117(z, x) <R for all xE Bx, 
whenever zEK. Hence IIWWV(z, . )II <R for almost all zET. From the definition 
of 11 " this implies that 
IfIIco, ºº' < RIIfII,, < oo, 
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for all fE L°°(X), as required. 
Now it is clear from hypothesis 3 that II'IIý, ýv is subadditive and homogeneous, 
and thus forms a seminorm on L°°(X). It is also clear that 11 " ýýý, w satisfies 
condition 2 of the definition of a sup-type seminorm. So it remains to show that 
it is weak* lower semicontinuous. We do this as follows: 
First of all, let us assume that IV(z, ") is bounded below for all zET. That 
is, for every zET there is some b>0, such that iV (z, x) > 611xII for all xEX. 
It therefore follows from equation (4.13) that 1V(z, ") is a bounded norm on X, 
with bound S. So the convex set {a E X. : IY(z, a) < 1} is an open subset of 
X for each zET. 
Let (an)n°_1 be a fixed sequence for nonzero vectors in X. with dense range. 
Now since IV(., z) is weak* lower semicontinuous, it is given by the formula: 
ij'(z, x) = sup{la(x)l :aE X* With t'i'(z, a) < 1}, (4.14) 
for all xEX and zET. But because the set of such a included in this supreinuni 
is open, IV(z, x) is equal to: 
sup a,, (x)I :nEN with W (z, an) < 1} = sup I gn(z)(x)ý , 
(4.15) 
nEN 
where (gn)u 1 is the sequence of measurable, essentially bounded functions in 
L' (X*) given by 
W(z, 
an) -1 ýn 
for all nEN and aEX. (They are measurable by hypothesis 1 of the propo- 
sition statement. They are essentially bounded since otherwise the essential 
boundedness over zET of IV (z, x), given by the supremuin (4.15), would be 
contradicted for some xEX. ) 
Let fE L°°(X). From formula (4.15) we have: 
SUP (9n(z)(f (z))I , 
nEN 
for all zET. Since this is a countable supremum of measurable functions, we 
find that lV (z, f (z)) varies measurably with zET, as required. Furthermore, 
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the essential supremum of this function is given by: 
Ilf 11,11, = slip 
{t(iy' Il 
gn. (z)(f(z)) dµ(z)I :nEN and 
KCT measurable with ji(K) > 0}. 
Since this is a supremum of weak* continuous linear functionals applied to fE 
L°°(X), we find that 1+ " I1 , 11, 
is Nveak* lower semicontinuous. 
Finally to complete the proof for general IV, let l'j E(z, x) = l'V (z, x) V EIIxlI 
for all zET and xEX and any 6>0. Then wvehave 
ii'(z, f (z)) = limo ii E(z, f (z)) , 
for all fE LO°(X) and zET. Since 1,1, ', (z, ") is bounded below for all zET and 
E>0, this is a limit of measurable functions of zET, and therefore measurable 
as required. Finally, observe that Ilf Iloo, j, E _ If 1100, i1. VeII f ll(,,, for all fE L°°(X). 
This is weak* lower semicontinuous in f for all e>0. So by Theorem 4.3.8, the 
seminorm 11 " ýýý tt is also weak* lower semicontinuous, completing the proof. Q 
It turns out that Proposition 4.3.9 has a converse, which we turn to now. 
Namely, every sup-type seminorm on L°°(X) takes the form 11 " jj,,, jv. 
Theorem 4.3.10 Let II . III be a sup-type seminorm on L°°(X). Then there is a 
weight 11' :TxX -+ [0, oo), unique up to equality on X almost everywhere on 
T, for which the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3.9 are satisfied and the seminorms 
11 " IIo, jt, and 11 - 11' are identical. 
Proof We shall first establish uniqueness of IV. Suppose that 11' and 11" are 
two weights satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3.9, such that ýý " and 
are identical to ýý " ýý'. Assume to begin with, that 11"(z, ") and 11, "(z, ") 
are bounded below for all zET, and let (a) 1 be a sequence of nonzero vectors 
in X. with dense range, as in the proof of Proposition 4.3.9. 
For any nonzero aEX, let Kc, = {z ET: 6V (z, a) < 1}, where iV is 
defined in terms of IV, as in the statement of Proposition 4.3.9. Define Kä and 
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IV' analogously, in terms of IV'. Now observe that: 
µ(Knf1L)>0 IIx"1LII' > Ia(x)l forallxEX, 
for any measurable subset LCT. Similarly for Kä in place of Ka. This shows 
that the differences I<, \ K' and K, ' ,\ 
Ka both have measure zero. Indeed, if not 
then set L equal to the one with nonzero measure, to arrive at a contradiction. 
Hence there is a set Al CT of full measure, such that the sets Ifn, fl ill and 
Kän f1 11I agree for all nEN. 
Now since lV(z, ") is a bounded norm oll X*, the set {a E X, : IV(z, a) < 1} 
is the closure of: 
{c : 11 EN With z EKýyn}ý 
for all zET. Similarly for 1I" in place of 117, and K; n 
in place of KQ,, for each 
it E N. Therefore the norms 1V(z, ") and IV'(z, ") coincide for all zE Al. By 
formula (4.14) in the proof of Proposition 4.3.9, this shows that the seminorms 
WWY(z, ") and 1V'(z, ") also coincide for all zE Al, as required. 
To establish equality almost everywhere for general IV and W', let E>0 
and let the weight 1,1 1, be given by lI E(z, x) =I V(z, x) V EIIxII for all zET and 
xEX. Define 11'E analogously. Since IV, and ij', ' give rise to the same seminorrn, 
and since Tl E(z, ) and 1V (z, ") are bounded below, they are equal for almost all 
zET, by the above argument. Letting E -* 0, we find that 117(z, and 11"'(z, 
are equal for almost all zET, establishing uniqueness of lt'. 
To prove existence of the weight IV, let us first assume that II ' II' is bounded 
below. That is, we suppose that there is some S>0 such that IIf II' > 611f II" for 
all fE L°°(X). For any aE X*, define the set function, 
Ua . 13(T) --> 
[O, oo] , 
(where 8(T) denotes the Borel subsets on T), by: 
v,, (K) = sup 
{ Re 
(f(a 
o f) dI :fE L(X) with f III < 1}, (4.16) 
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for all KE 8(T). Let (fl,, ) 1 be a sequence of pairwise disjoint Borel subsets 
of T. Then it is clear from the definition of va that the inequality, 
00 00 
'( 
U An) ý> va(An) , 
n=1 n=1 
holds. Now let A,, A2 CT be disjoint Borel sets. Then for any al, a2 E III with 
al < v,, (A1) and a2 < vn(A2), there are functions fl, f2 E L°°(X) such that 
11811', 111211' <1 and the inequality, 
Re J (a o fj) dµ > aj, mot; 
holds for j=1,2. So upon setting a3 = aI + a2 and A3 = AI U A2 and also 
f3 = fl " 1A + f2 " 1B, the above inequality holds for j=3. But since ýý " ýý' is a 
sup-type norm, Ave have 
l1311l <_ 111111'"111211' < 1. 
Hence vn(A3) > a3. This shows that va is finitely additive. Since it is also 
countably subadditive and vn(K) =0 whenever K is empty, we deduce that vi 
is a measure on T for all aEX. 
Now 11 " 11' is weak* lower semicontinuous, so by Proposition 4.2.1 it is bounded 
(and hence equivalent to 11 " II, ). That is, there is some R>b such that 11f 11, 
RII f II,, for all fE L°°(X). From formula (4.16), this shows that v0(K) has lower 
bound: 
< 1} . 
R-1 " sup 
{ Re 
(J 
(a o f) dutj I: fE L' (X) with I If 11,, 
x 
But this is equal to R-1 hail EC(K), for all aEX. and KE 8(T) (where µ is 
normalized Lebesgue measure on 7). Similarly, we find that va has upper bound 
b-' IIaII µ(K) for all KE 8(T). Hence va is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Eu, for any aEX. It therefore has a Radon-Nikodym derivative: 
dva 
Ti -> [0, oo), dµ 
and this function has lower bound R-'Ilc jI and upper bound S-111all, almost 
everywhere on T, for any aEX. 
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Nov observe that v(, \a) = J) Ivn and that v(, +ß) < va + vß, for all aß E X, 
and AEC. Therefore, using a similar argument to that used in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3.2, we may construct a function W: TxX. -3 [0, oo) such that 
FV(z, ") is a norm on X*, bounded above by 6-1 and below by R-' for all zET, 
and also such that: 
dpa 
a) a. e., 
µ 
for every aEX. Define 1V by formula (4.14) from the proof of Proposition 4.3.9. 
That is, 1V(z, ") is the dual norm of 1V(z, "), which is weak* lower semicontinuous, 
and bounded above by R and below by d, for all zET. Hence 1'V is given by 
formula (4.13) of the statement of Proposition 4.3.9, and so 1V satisfies the 
hypotheses of the proposition. It remains to show that the sup-type seminorm 
11 " jI,, ý, w is equal to 
11 " 11'. 
For any fE L-(X) with 11f 11' < 1, and any aE X*, we may deduce from 
formula (4.16) that: 
()(z) ? I(aof)(z)I, 
for almost all zET. Let S be a countable dense subset of X. For all aES, 
we have 1V(", a) < ja ofI almost everywhere on T. Since S is countable, there 
is a subset KCT of full measure such that iV (z, a) <I (a o f) (z) I for all zEK 
and aES. But S is dense, so by continuity the inequality holds for all aE X*. 
This implies that the supremum IVV(z, f (z)) takes values at most 1, for almost 
all zET. Hence 11f 1I., 11, < 1. 
Conversely, let fE L°°(X) with 11f 11' > 1. By the weak* lower semicontinuity 
of 11 " ýý', there is a separating linear functional on L°°(X) given by the function 
gE L'(X*). That is, 10(f)(g)I >1 and 1e(h)(g)j <1 for all la E L°°(X) with 
1jhll' < 1, where 0: L-(X) --+ L'(X*)* is the natural isometric isomorphism 
given by equation (4.9) of Theorem 4.3.3. But now since is bounded below, 
the set of such gE Ll (X*) with these properties is open. So we may assume 
g to be a simple function, that is g= ali, 1l +"""+ an1A for some elements 
al, ... , an of 
X. and disjoint Borel sets A,, -, An C T. 
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By condition 2 of the definition of a sup-type seminorm, we have: 
zi 1 
ýý1) f ... + Lý, n(An) = SUP 
1 e(h)(9)l < 1, 
IIhlU'<l 
using a similar argument to the one we used to establish additivity of va for any 
aEX. - So by the triangle inequality, we find that there is some 1<k<n such 
that 10(f)(akXAk)I > vQ. (Ak. ). In other words, letting 0= ak and K= Ak, we 
have: 
I(aof)dp /> 11, 
C 
ava dji . 
JK 
dfl 
Therefore Ia(f (z)) ý> il-, '(z, a) for all z in some subset of T of measure greater 
than zero. But for any such z, we find that IV(z, f (z)) > 1. Therefore If Iloo, it> > 
1, thus establishing equality between 11 " II' and 11 " 
Now we complete the proof for general sup-type seininorms 11 " 11'. For each 
nEN, let II " IIn be the sup-type seminorm given by If IIn = IIf II' V n-'Ilf 11,, ' for 
all fE L°°(X). Since II " IIn is bounded below, it takes the form II n 
for some 
weight i-Vn. By uniqueness of IV7z, we have l-1 n(z, x) = lj ; ý+r(z, x) V n. -' IIxlI for 
all xEX, at almost all points zET. So there is a subset KCT of full measure, 
such that (ii; t(z, "))n°_r is a decreasing sequence of weak* lower semicontinuous 
norms, converging uniformly on the unit ball Bl of X, for all zEK. 
For each zEK, set WV(z, ") to be the limit of the norms lj n(z, ") as n -> oo. 
By Theorem 4.3.8, this is a weak* lower semicontinous seminorin. For each 
zET\K and xEX, set IV(z, x) = 0. Then IV forms a weight, satisfying the 
hypotheses of Proposition 4.3.9. It is easily verified, moreover, that 11 " 11' and 
11 " ýýý iý are identical, as required. 0 
Observe that thoughout most of the proofs of the above two results, we were 
able to assume that all the relevant seminorms on X and L°°(X) are bounded 
below. The only use of Theorem 4.3.8 in the above proofs is to extend the 
results to include weights and sup-type seminorms which are not bounded below. 
(«'e say that a weight III is bounded below if there is some ö>0 such that 
IV (z, x) ?S 1xll for all xEX and zET. ) 
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4.4 Constrained HO° approximation 
In Section 4.2, we formulated a constrained approximation problem on a general 
Banach space X, with a predual X. and a weak* closed subspace YCX. In 
this section, we shall specialize this setup, making use of the theory developed 
in Section 4.3. We shall replace X with the space L°°(X) of bounded X-valued 
functions on the unit circle T, and replace Y with the subspace H°°(Y) of bounded 
Y-valued Hardy class functions on the unit circle, as defined in Section 4.3. This 
specialization will allow us to derive some further results later in this section, 
which are specific to the new framework. 
Time setup for the new problem is as follows: 
" Let X be any Barach space with a fixed separable predual X. 
" Let YCX be any weak* closed subspace of X. 
" Let IVA, IVB :TxX be any two weights satisfying the hypotheses of 
Proposition 4.3.9 as well as the following condition: there is some b>0 
such that lVj (z, x) V lVB(z, x) > 61IxII for all zET and xEX. 
" Let OA, ¢B E L°°(X). The function ¢A is to be approximated in H°°(Y), 
while the function ¢B is used to form the constraining condition. 
From Proposition 4.3.9, the weights 11 ýj and 1VB give rise to well defined 
sup-type seminorms 11 " JJ,,, lt,, and 11 " IIOQ, ij,, B, which we 
denote by II ' IIA and 11 " JIB, 
respectively. These clearly satisfy JIVI11A V 11ý1)11B "> 611VJJQQ for all iE L°°(X). 
In other words, the seminorin 11 " IIA V 11 " JIB is bounded below. Conversely, 
it is straightforward to show from Theorem 4.3.10 that any pair of sup-type 
seminorms 11 " IIA and 11 " JIB, for which 11 " II, V 11 " JIB is bounded below, arise from 
some choice of weights IV j and lVB satisfying the conditions of the above setup. 
The problem of interest is stated as follows: 
Problem 4.4.1 (Constrained H°° approximation) Given the spaces YCX, 
the seminorms 11 " IIA and 11 " JIB and the functions ¢A, ¢B E L°°(X) as defined 
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above, and given M>0, find gE H°°(Y) which minimizes: 
II0A - MIA , 
subject to the constraint that: 
IkB-911B<_11I. 
Analogously to the definition in the statement of Theorem 4.2.3, we define 
the function f: [0, oo] --+ [0, oo] to be the infimum: 
f (ilf) = inf{II¢A - 9IIA :gE H°°(Y) and IIOB - 91Iß ý 111} , 
where this is taken to be oo whenever the above set is empty. Now we may apply 
Theorem 4.2.3 to the specialized setup above. We obtain the following result 
immediately: 
Theorem 4.4.2 Let X, Y, IJ " IIA, 11 " JIB and ¢A, ¢$ E LO°(X) and the function f 
be given as above. Then f (ftl) is finite for sufficiently large ill E [0, oo], and 
there exists a solution gE H°°(Y) to Problem 4.4.1 with respect to the bound Al, 
whenever Al and f (11I) are both finite. Moreover, f is decreasing and convex, 
and letting 
Ho = inf fill E [0, oo) :f (11I) < oo} 
it holds that f is continuous from [Alo, oo] to [0, oo], with respect to the standard 
compact topologies on each of these intervals. In particular, f (M) tends to f (oo) 
as the bound Al tends to oo. 
We now turn to the results which are specific to the new framework, special- 
ized from Section 4.2. We shall establish, under certain conditions, saturation 
and uniqueness results concerning the solution to Problem 4.4.1. It will be seen 
in the next section that these provide a generalization of a well known result 
(c. f. [26, Theorem 1.4]), which establishes uniqueness and constant modulus of 
the best uniform H°O approximant to any continuous function on T. 
For any Banach space E, let C(E) denote the Banach space of continuous 
E-valued functions on the unit circle T, equipped with the uniform norm. Thus 
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C(X) and C(Y) may be regarded as a closed subspaces of L°°(X). The space 
C(Y) is involved in the remaining results of this section. 
First of all, we will need the following lemma. This result is closely related to 
Mergelyan's theorem, which states that for a compact set SCC with connected 
complement in C, any continuous function from S to C which is analytic on the 
interior of S may be uniformly approximated arbitrarily well by polynomials. 
Lemma 4.4.3 Let KCT be a measurable set with p(K) > 0. Let 0E C(Y) 
and let 6>0. Then there exists gE H°°(Y) such that 11(0 - g) " kl; cHoo < E. 
Proof Let nEN and let us suppose, first of all, that ¢(k) =0 for all k< -n. 
In the case n=1, this implies that 0E H°°(Y), so we may set g=0 and then 
we are done. Otherwise, consider the weight w= Xi c+ AX K, where we set: 
A= ((1 + IIý(1 - n)11)-1.2-"E) > 0. 
By Lemma 4.1.4, there is a unique scalar-valued function It E H°° such that the 
weighted norm llK - hllis minimal, where (E C is given by ((z) = z-1 for 
all zET. Moreover, /ill.,. = »`(K), the geometric mean of w over the unit 
circle T. 
Let 0=0- (n-2(( - h)¢(1 - n). Then (k) =0 for every k<1-n, 
so we may assume by induction on n that there exists gE H°°(Y) such that 
11 (x/' - g) -X cII,, ý < 
(1 - 21-")E. But now we have: 
I1(0-g)'xICCIk' _< II(4-0)'xl, cII00 + 11 ('O- g)'xi, c1I00 
IIý(l-n)II-II((-h)'xKcIIoo + (1-21-")E 
II¢(1 - n)II ' 1KK - hljcc, w + (1 - 21-")E 
< 2-n. + (1 - 21-n)` 
so that II( ¢- g) " XKc IIoo < (1- 2-n)e, which completes the inductive step. This 
establishes the desired result, for any nEN and 0E C(Y) such that ¢(k) =0 
for all k< -n. 
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To complete the proof for general ¢E C(Y), we use the fact that the Y- 
valued trigonometric polynomials on T are uniformly dense in C(Y). This fact 
may be proved using Fejer summation, to obtain a series converging uniformly 
to any given element of C(Y). So there exists nEN and some 2n -1 elements 
Y1-n, Y2-n, """, Yn-1 E 
Y, such that 110 -, V1 Il oo < E/2, where 
n-1 
v/ (Z) =Z Yk " Z', 
k=1-n 
for all zET. But ý(k) =0 for all k< -n, so there exists gE H°°(Y) such that 
I1 (0 - g) ' XKCI I oo < e/2. But now we have: 
II(0-9)*XKCI1oo s II0-VI II00 + II(V-g)"XKCIloo 
< e/2 + t/2 = e, 
as required. 0 
Observe that the- conclusions of the above lemma hold equally well when 
0E H°°(Y)+C(Y). Nov using this lemma, we shall first establish the saturation 
result concerning the solutions to Problem 4.4.1, which is stated as follows: 
Theorem 4.4.4 Let X, Y, ll " 11,1,11 " JIB and ¢A, ¢B E L°°(X) and the function f 
be given as in the statement of Theorem 4.4.2. Let ! t! E [0, oo) and suppose that 
f (M) < oo, so that there exists a solution gE H°°(Y) to Problem 4.4.1, with 
respect to this bound M. Suppose furthermore that there exists sonne Y-valued 
function It E H°°(Y) + C(Y) such that: 
II¢A - MA < f(111) 
IJy5B - I1jjB < Al 
Then for almost all zET, at least one of the following equations holds: 
IV1t(z, (OA - 9)(z)) = f(III) 
(4.17) 
1VB(Z, (OB - 9)(z)) = 111 (4.18) 
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(In words, at almost all points in T, at least one of the two constraints imposed 
by the bounds on JJ¢A - 911A and IJ¢B - 9IIB is saturated. ) 
Proof Let g be a solution to Problem 4.4.1 for the bound 11I, and let N=f (IlI). 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that equations (4.17) and (4.18) both fail for all z in 
some subset of measure greater than 0. Then there is some set K C' measurable 
with jt(K) > 0, such that lI (y5tm - g) ' XJII A<N and II(4'SB - 9) ' 1'I. II B< Al. 
Let h be given as in the theorem statement. Let R>0 be chosen such that 
11 011A V 11 011B <R for all '0 E L°°(X). Now let e>0 be given by: 
e= IIOA - l"IIA) A (ItI - IkiB - I1u1B)) 
By Lemma 4.4.3, there exists it E H°°(Y) such that 11(j' - li) " VK; cII,, < E. Thus 
we have the inequalities: 
Jj(¢A - h) " XKCIIA + II(h - /i) " XICCII A 
c Il&A-IIIIA + RII(h-ii)"xr. Cjjo. 
IkiA-"hA + (IV-IIcA-hllA), 
and similarly for ¢B in Place of ¢A and 11 " JIB in place of 11 " IIA. Hence, 
II(cA - la) Xr: ýýýý < iV 
II (c5B - li) " xKC II B< 11I . 
Now choose .AE (0,1) sufficiently small that: 
ý1-A) II(cA-9) 
'xJ 
IIA + AII(OA-%l) "xKIIA <N 
ý1-A)II(YB-9) 
', VKIIB + 
AII(5B-%l)"XKIIB < 11I. 
Then upon setting g= (1 - ))g + Ala E H°°(Y), we find that: 
II¢A-9IIA ý II(OA-9)'XI. IIA V II(OA-9)'XKCIIA 
< 
[(1-A) II(A 
-g) xIcIIA + AII(4SA-It)', VKcIIA] 
V 
[(i_A)II(cA-9)'xKIIA 
+ AIl(Y'A-il)"XKIIA] 
< ((1-A)N+AN) VN=N. 
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Similarly, we find that IIrB - 9IIB < Al. Thus g is a better constrained H°°(Y) 
approximant to ¢A than g, which is a contradiction. Q 
A special case where all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.4 hold is when ¢_ 
OB = ¢, for some function 0E H°°(Y) + C(Y), and we have 0<f (111) < oo for 
a given 0< 11I < oo. Then all the hypotheses are satisfied when we take h=¢. 
In the following corollary to Theorem 4.4.4, we show how pointwise saturation 
of the constraints in the above way, leads to uniqueness of the solution to Problem 
4.4.1, under certain circumstances. 
Corollary 4.4.5 Let X, Y, JI " JJA, JI " JIB and ¢A, ¢ß E L°°(X) be given as in the 
statement of Theorem 4.,. 2. Let Al >0 and suppose that all the hypotheses of 
Theorem 4.4.4 hold for this bound ill. Suppose, additionally, that the seminorms 
I A(z, ") and lVB(z, ") are strictly convex or zero for almost all zET. Then there 
exists a unique solution gE H°°(Y) to Problem 4.4.1, with respect to the bound 
Al. 
Proof Let N=f (M), where the function f is defined as earlier. Suppose, 
for a contradition, that gl, g2 E H°° are two different solutions to Problem 4.4.1, 
with respect to the bound 11I. Then there is some measurable set KCT with 
µ(K) > 0, such that g1(z) 92(z) for all zEK. 
Let g3 = (91 +g2)/2. Then g3 is also a solution to Problem 4.4.1, with respect 
to the bound M. Now [i'A(z, (¢A - gk)(z)) <N for all zEK and k=1,2. So 
because gl(z) g2(z), 1V >0 and IVA(z, ") is strictly convex or zero, this implies 
that 1 VA (Z7 (¢A -g3)(z)) <N for all zEK. Similarly, i'VB(z) (¢B -g3)(z)) <M 
for all zEK. 
But this is in contradiction with Theorem 4.4.4, applied to the solution 93, 
which asserts that the inequalities, 
FH'A(z, BOA - 93)(z)) <N 
IV7B(z, (OB 
- 93)(z)) < 1117 
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may hold only for those z in some set of measure zero. Q 
4.5 Some applications 
In this section, we shall give an example of a more concrete H°° approximation 
problem which fits into the framework of the previous section, so that we can 
apply sonne of the earlier results. We shall start with the following setup: 
Let n, na EN and let X= C(C , 
C'), the space of nx in matrices equipped 
with the Hilbert space operator norm, together with its unique predual X. 
Let P, RE L°°(G((C")) and let Q, SE L°°(G(C"`)) With these matrix-valued 
functions P, Q, R, S, we define the sup-type seininorms 11 " 11A and 11 " 1lB by: 
IIIIIA = IIQIPIIco 
Ik'IIB = IISORII,,,, 
for all V1 E L-(X), where the above matrix products are taken pointwise over 
T. These correspond to the respective weights IVA, 1Vß :TxX -' [0, oo), where 
WWWA(z, T) = IIQ(z)TP(z)II and [VB(z, T) = JJS(z)TR(z)II for all points zE Ti 
and matrices TEX. It is easily seen that these weights satisfy the hypotheses of 
Proposition 4.3.9, and so 11 " ýIA and Jj " JIB are well defined sup-type seminorms, as 
claimed. Additionally, we shall suppose that the functions P, Q, R, S are chosen 
such that 11 " IJ, i V 11 " IIB is bounded below. 
For example, we could take Q=S= I!, the fit x rn identity matrix, and take 
P= w11I,, and R= WBln, where WA, 10B E Lp , are scalar weights. 
Then 11 " 11,1 
and 11 " JIB would be equal to 11 " 11111,1, A and 
II " JJ,,,, WB respectively. In this case, 
the condition that II ' IItu VII ' Its is bounded below is equivalent to the condition 
that the weight WA V WB has a bounded inverse. 
Let us now consider the following specific problem: 
Problem 4.5.1 Let X= G(C", C'n). Given 0E L°°(X), a bound M>0 and 
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the matrix-valued functions P, Q, R, S as above, let 
N= inf {IIQ(c - 9)PII,,, :gE H°°(X) with IIS(¢ - g)RII,,, < AI}, 
which we take to be oo if the above set is empty. Find go E H°°(X) such that 
IIQ(O - 9o)Pll,,, =N and IIS(¢ - 9o)R l< Al. 
By setting Y=X and &= ¢B = ¢, we find that the above problem is just 
a special case of Problem 4.4.1. So from the results of Section 4.4, it is possible 
to deduce the following facts concerning solutions to the above problem: 
1. By Theorem 4.4.2, a solution go does exist, provided N< oo. 
2. Unless N= inf{IIQ(c - 9)PII,,,, :gE H°°(X)}, then any solution go will 
satisfy JjS(¢-go)Tjj,, = Al. Indeed, N is , -. t convex and decreasing function 
of ill, and N approaches this infimtnn as Al " oo, by Theorem 4.4.2. This 
implies that any decrease in Al will cause an increase in N, unless N is 
equal to the infimum. 
Nov consider the case that ¢E H°°(X) + C(X) with N>0, and that there 
is a measurable set KCT such that the pointwise Kronecker product P®Q 
vanishes on KC and similarly the product R®S vanishes on K. Then we have 
the following additional facts: 
3. For any solution [go, we have IIQ(z)(¢ - go)(z)P(z)ll =N for almost all 
zEK and JjS(z)(¢-go)(z)R(z)jj =M for almost all zE Kc. This follows 
from Theorem 4.4.4. 
4. If n=1 or rya =1 then Corollary 4.4.5 applies, so the solution go is unique. 
One special case of Problem 4.5.1 is when P= XKI, R= XKCm and Q=S=I,,,, 
for some measurable subset KCT. This corresponds to the problem of finding 
the best uniform matrix-valued H°° approximant to a given matrix-valued L°° 
function ¢, where the approximation is restricted to a subset of the unit circle ¶, 
with a bound Al on the uniform norm of the error on the complementary subset. 
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This is a matrix version of the scalar H°° approximation problem considered in 
[2, sec. 1.2]. The above four facts provide a direct analogue to [2, Theorem 2], 
which describes the solutions to this problem. 
In particular, when K=T and n=m=1, we recover the standard Nehari 
problem of finding the best uniform scalar-valued H°° approximant to ¢EL. 
When 0E H°° + C, the last two facts above imply the well known result that the 
solution is unique and has a. e. constant modulus (c. f. [26, Theorem 1.4}). 
Chapter 5 
Miscellaneous results 
5.1 The matrix inequality: IIN*IllIIp C II11'IIIgII1'TIIr 
In this section, we establish the above matricial generalization to Hölder's in- 
equality, for all ill, NE £(C"). We shall do this (for p>1 and q, r< oo) by 
showing that for any given matrices Al, NE £((C'2), with (IJIIIIq =1 and With 
Al chosen to maximize II N*111II p, the matrix N must 
be diagonal whenever 111 is 
diagonal. The latter statement can always be made to hold by applying suitable 
unitary transformations to the domain and codomain of M. Then the result 
becomes a straightforward application of the usual (scalar) Hölder inequality. 
Note that this generalization is already known (which I later discovered), as 
referenced near the start of Chapter 1. In the book [4, ch. 11], a more conventional 
proof of the result is given using Horn inequalities, which are not described here. 
See the reference for details. 
Our method outlined above will depend crucially on the following result, 
which shows how IIIIIII p changes as we perturb Al E G((C'L): 
Lemma 5.1.1 Let 11I, NEL (CI) with ßl1 nonsingular, and let pE [1, oo). 
Then we have: 
lliI+eNlIp = lliiiII + p-ReTr((AAI*11I)p/2-111I*N) + o(E), 
119 
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as e -i 0. In the case p>1, the mapping 11I ý-4 (11I*11, I)r/2-1111* extends 
continuously to all Al E G((C"), and when this continuous limit is substituted 
into the above formula, it holds for all ill E G((Cn). 
Proof Suppose without loss of generality that 11i1I < 1. By definition, we 
have: 
llil'+eNIIý _ Zl((11I* +eN*)(11I +EN))P/2 
= 'I4(jJ*ýlI+E(t1I*N+N*lll)+e2N*N)pl2 
= Tr(I +X+ eY)p/2, 
where X= AI*AI -I and Y= MlI*N + N*MMI + eN*N. 
Nov 11I*11I is positive and nonsingular with JJ? f*11IJJ,,, < 1, and therefore 
IIXJJ,, < I. So we have the series expansion: 
JIM + ENII p= Tr(I + (X + CY))p/2 
=n+ 
(p/2)(p/2 - 1) ... (P/2 -k+ 1) 'Il (X + eY)k (5.1) 
k=1 
k! 
provided E is sufficiently small that IIXII,,, + EIIYIIOO < 1. Similarly, we have the 
series expansions: 
n+ 
(p/2) (p/2 - 1) ... (p/2 -k+ 1) TrXk (5.2) 
k=i 
00 
Tr((11I*lll)n/2-I Y) 11 Y+ 
(P/2 - 1)(p/2 ll 2) ... (p/2 - l) 
00 
_2 
[(P/2)(P/2_1). "(P/2_k+1) x 
k r. (Xk-1Y)] (5.3) 
with all the above series converging absolutely. 
For any natural number k>2, we have: 
(X + Ey)k = Xk + e(Xk-lY + Xk-2YX +"""+ YXk-1) + h. o. t. 1 
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and so: 
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, E'(X + Ey)k - Tr Xk - kE Tr(Xk-1Y) 
Icn [(IIXII. + EIIYIIOO)k 
Ilyllk 11 k-I 111,11", 
00 - 
kElIX 
co 
< (n621A2)(IIXIIOO +Allyll00)k, 
for any natural number k and any A>E. So from the series expansions (5.1), (5.2) 
and (5.3), we have: 
I11I + sNll - 11 AlJJ - (p-/2)Tr((1ll*IlI)p/2-ly) 
00 (p/2) (p/2 - 1) ... (p/2 -k+ 1) ITr(x + cy)k - Tr X-1' 
k=l 
- kETr(Xk-'Y) 
(p/2) (p/2 - 1) 
k! 
. (712 -k+ 1) (nE2/A2)(IIXIIOO + Allyllco)k 
k=1 
_ 
(net/A2) ((1 + IIXIIoo + AIlYlloo)P/2 - 1) , 
provided IIXII + AIIYII <1 and E<A. Choosing such a A, we find that: 
JIM + eNJIp = 11 IIIp + (p_/2)Tr((jlI*IlI)P/2-'Y) + o(e), 
for0<e < A. But now: 
'Iý((jl1*11I)v/2-1Y) _ T'((11I*Jlf)P/2-1(jlI*N+N*! ll)) + O(E) 
= 2ReTr((11I*III) p/2-111I*N)) + O(E), 
and by substituting this into the previous equation, the equation in the statement 
of the lemma follows. 
To show that the mapping Al (11I * M)pý2 -1111 * extends continuously to all 
fll E C((Cn), define the family of continuous functions: 
fp, n :L (C') -' G(C") 
fp'll 111 f-> (11I*1 11+77I)p/2-1M*, 
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for all 71 > 0, pE (1, oo). Then we have: 
fn, 771(11I) - fn, t12(11I)Iloo= 
11 [(AAI*11I +711I)P-2 - (11I*11I +71zl)p-2]I lI*11I11 
1/2 
00 
_ ýý9(11I*ilI)ýý00 
where g(x) = x((x + 771)p-2 - (x + 772)p-2) for x>0. In the case 0< 772 < X71, 
this function is dominated in modulus by: 
X+772 . 
1(x+q1)p-2 
- 
(x+ii2)p-2I 
< (x + 711)p-i - (x + 712)p-i + (17i - qa)(x + 7,1)p-2 
C (x + 111)P-1 - 
(x + 112)P-1 + (771 - 772)(P-1)IP(x + I71)(P-1)2/P 
A similar bound holds for 0<i< 772. Hence 
IfP>nt( lIl) -fP>7lz( l1l)llco - 
1(11 
11,111002 (Ill1lrllco+r%2)P-lI+IT%1-7121 
2 
J(P-1)/P 
. (II11IIIoo + %1 + ýl) 
(P-1)Z/P 
rh - 77 
o 
locally uniformly in ill E C(Cn), as 711,1) 0+. Therefore we obtain a continu- 
ous, local uniform limit: 
ff = lim fp,, l. (5.4) , jo+ 
Moreover, we find that fp(M) = (11I*iiI)p/2-1j1I* for all nonsingular ME C(C). 
Hence the function fp is the unique continuous extension to G((C") of the mapping 
11I (1lJ*llJ)p/2-li1l*, as required. 
Finally, to show that: 
JIM + ENJIp = II1lliIp + p- Re'I1(fp(ilI)N) + o(e), (5.5) 
as t --ý 0, for all 11I, NE £(C' ), observe that for Al nonsingular and A, pE I[8 
with µ 54 0, we have: 
(Al + ipN) + AN = (A + iit)11I (11I-i1V + (A + 
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and this is nonsingular provided -(A + i1c)-1 is not in the spectrum of ill-'N. 
Hence there are ji 0 arbitrary close to zero, such that the right hand side is 
nonsingular for all AER. This shows that for any ill, NE £(C ), there exist 
matrices i 
TI E £(C) arbitrarily close to ill, such that iiI + AN is nonsingular 
for all AER. For any such perturbation i TI of Al, we have: 
IIM+ANII = IIlilII +pfa ReTn(fp(MM+tN)N)dt, 0 
for all AER. Now observing that the functions 11 lip and fp are continuous, we 
find that both sides of the above equation converge as 11I --> Al for any fixed A, 
and so the above equation also holds for 1 17 = M. Hence equation (5.5) holds 
for all Al, NE £(C"), as required. 0 
Now we prove the main result of this section, before finally deducing the other 
crucial properties of the functions 11 " llp. 
Theorem 5.1.2 Let Al, NE £((C') and let p, q, rE [1, oo] be indices satisfying 
1/p = 1/q + 1/r. Then we have: 
I JV*il1Iln < lliliIIgllNllr . 
Proof Case q, r= oo. It is immediate from its definition that 11 " ýýý is a 
multiplicative norm. Now by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
IINIloo = sup{I (N2t, v)l : 21, vEC with 
11711121 Ilvll2 < 1} 
7 
from which it follows that IIN*11OQ = IINýI,,,,. This establishes the case q, r= co. 
Case p, q, r< oo. It suffices to show that: 
1INJIr = max{llN*itl! lp : II1llllq = 1}, (5.6) 
for any matrix NE £((Cn). Observe that since the set of jfE £(C') with 
llJlillq =1 is compact, the above maximum is always attained. Compactness of 
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this set also implies that the maximum is a continuous function of pE [1, q), so 
we may assume without loss of generality that p>1. 
Let Al E G((C") be chosen such that the maximum is attained, with IIMMMIIq _ 
1. We may choose unitary matrices U, 1, III E £((C") such that VIIIIV is positive 
and diagonal, and U*(N*M)lV is positive. Nov let: 
C= VNU, D=V11I[V. 
Then C*D = U*(N*ilI)V is positive with IIC*Dllp = JIN*MIIp. We shall show 
that C*D is in fact positive and diagonal, as well as D. 
Let PE £(C') be any matrix whose diagonal entries are zero. We obtain the 
following from Lemma 5.1.1: 
IID+EPIIý = IIDIIQ +q ReTr(Dq-1P) + o(E) 
=1+ o(E) , 
as E 0, since the diagonal entries of D'-1P are zero, and IlDlIq _ IIMllq = 1. 
We find by a similar application of Lemma 5.1.1 that: 
I C*(D + EP)II p= 
IIC*DIIP + p= ReTr((C*D)p-lC*P) + o(E), 
as e -+ 0. Now for any e sufficiently small, we may let D= (D+EP)/ IID+EPIIq 
and let A= V*DhV*. Then II111IIq =1 and we leave: 
JIN*H111 
p= 
IIC*(D+EP)IIp / IID+EPIIa 
_ IIC*DIIp + pý ReT"((C*D)1'-lC*P) + o(e) 
IIN*1llll: + pE ReTI((C*D)p-1C*P) + o(e). 
But JIN*Mllp is maximal for Al E £(C") with IIMlfIIq = 1. This implies that: 
ReTr((C*D)p-1C*P) = 0, 
since otherwise IIN*11Illp would be greater than JIN*1 111 for either sufficiently 
small positive 6 or sufficiently small negative e. 
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Since this is true for all PE C((Cn'With diagonal entries equal to zero, it 
shows that (C*D)P-1C* is diagonal. Hence (C*D)P-1C*D = (C*D)P is diagonal, 
and therefore also C*D as required. Furthermore, for any j, kE {1, ... , n} such 
that (C*D)jj 00 and j0k, we have (C*)jR = 0, since otherwise the diagonality 
of (C*D)P-1C* is contradicted. Similarly we have (C*), = 0, since otherwise 
the diagonality of C*D is contradicted. This implies that ((C*C)712)jk =0 for 
all such j and k, and hence: 
CjJ lrC IICllr 
, 
jES 
Where 
S= {j E {1,..., n} : (C*D)jj 34 0}. 
So by the diagonality of (C*D) we have: 
IIN*1l1IIP = IIC*DIIP = 
(ElCjjlPlDjjlP)Ilp 
jES 
1/p ((qjr)plr(EIDjjI7)Pl4 
jES jES 
IIC'IIrlIDII9 
= II1`uIIr . 
This shows that the maximum (5.6) is at most IINIIr. To show that the value 
JJJVJJr is actually attained, set Al = (frip(N))*/ IINII r/Q, where fr/p is defined 
as in equation (5.4) of the proof of Lemma 5.1.1. Then (fr/p(N))(fr/p(N))* = 
( fir*N)r/v and N*(fr/p(N))* = (N*1V)(r/P)/2, and so IIIIIIIq =1 and IIN*M11p = 
JI1 IIr, as required. 
Now this implies that equality holds throughout, in the above chain of in- 
equalities. Hence (C*)jk is nonzero only if j, kES with j=k. So we may deduce 
that the three matrices C, D and C*D are positive and diagonal, and that they 
share the same range. 
Case q= oo, r< oo. For any matrices X, YE £((C"), we may write X= UDV 
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for some matrices U, V unitary and D positive and diagonal, in £((C"). Hence 
ITr D(VY*U)I < IIYII,, (TrD) = IIXIIi IIYII. , 
(5.7) 
Therefore in since the diagonal entries of VY*U have modulus at most IIYII,, 
the case r>1, it follows frone relations (5.6) and (5.7) that: 
III'*iIIIIr = max {IIiJI*NLII1 : IILIIr/(r-1) <_ 1} 
= max {ITr ilI*(NL)I : IILIIr/(r_1) < 1} 
< max{IIIVLII, I1JIIII,, : IILIIr/(r-1) < 1} 
= IliliIIoo! I1' IIr 
In the case r=1, we have from inequality (5.7): 
ýýN*11Iýý1 = max {I'E N*AIUI :U unitary} 
= max {I'1%1lI*NU*l :U unitary} 
iii iii. ! I1vIII. 
This completes the proof for all cases of p, q and r. 0 
Observe that from the above proof of the case q= oo, r< oo, we obtain the 
duality relation: 
JINIln = max {lTr N*i1Il : Jj11IIIn/(1-n) <_ 11, 
for all NE £((C') and 1<p< oo. Therefore from the linearity of Tr and the fact 
that N*N is unitarily equivalent to NN*, Ave conclude that II " IIp is a *-invariant 
ilorin oll G(C"), for 1<p< oo. (The case p= oo has already been established 
in the first part of the proof of Theorem 5.1.2). 
We remark that, in addition to the fact that II ' IIn is a *-invariant norm for 
all pE [1, oo], one may also deduce the inequality: 
ITr11II < IIAII11 for all III E £((Cn), 
from the proof of Theorem 5.1.2. (It is just a special case of inequality (5.7)). 
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5.2 Smoothness of the predual of H°° 
In Chapter 4, we posed a constrained approximation problem on an arbitrary 
Banach space X in possession of a predual X. After proving the existence of a 
solution in Section 4.2, the setup was specialized by substituting a vector-valued 
function space L°°(X) for X, where we derived uniqueness and saturation results 
for the solution (constrained to lie in a vector-valued H°° space), under certain 
conditions. In particular, the uniqueness result depended on the assumption 
that the underlying space X is strictly convex. It was originally hoped that a 
similar strict convexity condition would guarantee uniqueness of the solution in 
the abstract setup of Section 4.2. However, neither of the spaces L°° or H°° 
are strictly convex, so it is unlikely that such a result would be of relevance to 
constrained H°° approximation. This suggests that we should try replacing the 
condition of strict convexity with the slightly weaker condition of smoothness of 
the predual, which motivates the result of this section. 
We shall prove that the quotient space L'/ Ho is smooth, where Hö is the 
space of H' functions f such that f (0) = 0. This quotient space may be naturally 
identified with the predual of H°°, since the annihilator of Hö in L°° is precisely 
H°°. That is, we have: 
(L'/ H1)* = (H1)° ={fE L°° :f fg d/i =0 for all gE Ho } 
111 JJJ 
= H°°. 
In order to establish this result, we shall begin with the following proposition, 
which shows that every function in L' has a best Ho approximant. First of all, 
recall that ACC is defined to be the algebra of those continuous functions on 
T which extend continuously to an analytic function on ID. 
Proposition 5.2.1 Let 0E L' and let a: A -> C be the continuous linear 
functional given by: 
a(f) =I f(z)O(z)di«(z) 
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for all fEA. Then we have: 
inf {III - gil' :gE Hö} = hall, (5.8) 
with the infimum attained by some go E H. 
Proof For any gE Hö, we have: 
II0 - gIIi > sup l 
If f (z)(0(z) - g(z))dp(z) :fEA with Il. f Il,,, < 1} ll 
= sup 
{ff(z)«z)d(z) (f 
EA with Il! II< 1} 
= Hall, 
since A lies in the annihilator of H. Hence the infimum (5.8) is at least Hall. It 
remains to show that the infimum is attained. 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, a has a continuous linear extension ß to the 
whole of C, such that 11011 = 11all. Now by the Riesz representation theorem, 
there is a unique complex Borel measure v on T such that: 
ß(f) = 
ffdv, 
for all fEC. Moreover, we have: 
Ilvll = IvI(T) = 11011 = Ilall 
Now observe that: 
ff (0d1i - dv) = a(f) - ß(f) = 0, 
for all fEA. In particular, for all integers n<0, the Fourier coefficients 
(¢ dµ - dv) (n) -J z-" (¢d/L - dv) (z) 
are all zero. Thus the measure ¢dµ-dv has an analytic extension to ID, vanishing 
at 0. Now the Riesz Brothers' theorem implies that there is a (unique) go E HO' 
such that: 
0dy- dv = go dli. 
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Hence dv = (¢ - go)dµ and furthermore, 110 - goill = lull _ 11aII, so the infinium 
(5.8) is attained by go, completing the proof. 0 
We are now ready to prove that L°°/ Hö is smooth, using the existence of 
a best Ho approximant g to any given L'. This is done by establishing a 
relationship between g and the unique support functional of [¢] on the quotient 
space L'/ HO. In addition to this, the following result shows that the best HO 
approximant to 0 is unique. 
Theorem 5.2.2 Let ¢E L' NHo. Then there is a function fE H°° of unit norm 
and a function gE Hö, which are both unique up to equality almost everywhere, 
such that: 
f 
f(z)c(z) d1i(z) = dist(¢, Hö) _ 1I¢ -gill . 
(5.9) 
Thus every L' function has a unique best Hol approjimant, and the quotient space 
Ll/ Ho is smooth. Furthermore, upon letting _¢-g, we find that f (z) _ 
'(z)/ I V(z)I for almost all zET such that O(z) is nonzero. 
Proof By Proposition 5.2.1, ¢ has a best Ho approximant g. Nov let V_¢-g 
and let fE H°° of unit norm be chosen to satisfy equation (5.9). Such a function 
f is guaranteed to exist by the Hahn-Banach theorem, applied to the quotient 
space L'/ H. Now we have: 
ff(z)(z)dii(z) 
= 
Jf(z)(z)d/L(z) 
= (5.10) 
since f annihilates g. But If III = 1, so we may deduce that f (z) =O(z)/ Iv(z)I 
for almost all zET such that cb(z) is nonzero, as claimed. Indeed, If (z)f <1 for 
almost all zET, and by equation (5.10) we have: 
J Re(I? 
(z)I -f (z)v(z)dpt(z) = 0. 
But the above integrand is a nonnegative real for almost all zET, so it must be 
zero for almost all zET. Therefore f (z)b(z) _ 10(z)I for almost all zET, as 
required. 
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Nov, to show that f is unique up to equality almost everywhere, suppose 
that f' E H°° is another function of unit norm, satisfying (5.9) in place of f. 
Then since ¢ý Ho, there is a subset KCT of nonzero measure such that V/ (z) 
is nonzero for all zEK. But f (z) = f'(z) = V(z)/ Ii'(z)I for almost all zEK, 
so f and f' agree on a set of nonzero measure. Hence f=f almost everywhere, 
as required. 
Finally, to show that g is unique up to equality almost everywhere, suppose 
that g' is another best Hö approximant to ¢. Then upon setting the new error 
i'=¢- g', we have: 
f(Z)0(Z) =1 vr(z)I 
f(z)b'(z) = Im'(z)I 
for almost all zET. But '-'= g' -gE H°°, so the mapping: 
for almost all zET, 
is both real and H°° and therefore a constant, say AE III, almost everywhere. 
Nov integrating the right Band side over T, we obtain III, /)Ill - ll 'll1 = A. But 
11 111 = lkb'II1 = dist(¢, Ho) and so A=0. Hence f (g' - g) =0 almost every- 
where. So g= g' almost everywhere, as required, since 0 y---- fEH. Q 
As a corollary to this uniqueness theorem, we obtain the following decompo- 
sition result for Ll : 
Corollary 5.2.3 Let E Ll N H. Then ¢ has a unique (up to equality almost 
everywhere) decomposition of the form: 
g+wf, (5.11) 
for some gE Ho, fE H°° with 11f 11,, = 1, and wE L' a. e. nonnegative real, with 
w(z) =0 for almost all zET such that If (z) I<1. Furthermore, f and g satisfy 
equation (5.9) of Theorem 5.2.2. 
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Proof Theorem 5.2.2 guarantees that such a decomposition of ¢ exists. Indeed, 
upon choosing f and g to satisfy equation (5.9), the theorem implies that f (z) = 
zfi(z)/ I v(z)I for almost all zET such that bi (z) is nonzero, where O_¢-g. 
Therefore, 
I0(Z)I f(Z) =0 ('z), 
for almost all zET. So there exists wE L' a. e. nonnegative real such that 
wf =0=0-g and w(z) =0 for almost all zET such that If (z)I < 1, as 
required. 
It remains to show that any decomposition of the form (5.11) gives rise to 
the choice of f and g which satisfy equation (5.9). Suppose we have such a 
decomposition. Then since If (z)I <1 for almost all zE¶ and f annihilates Hö, 
we hare: 
Re Jf (z)¢(z) dµ(z) < dist(¢, Hö) (5.12) ll 
But f0=fg+fwf=fg+w and by integrating this we obtain: 
ff(z)(z) 
d1i(z) = IiwIll = II- 9ui . 
(5.13) 
Therefore we have equality throughout (5.12), and since equation (5.13) implies 
that the left hand integral is real, we obtain equation (5.9), as required. Q 
The L1/ Hö smoothness result appears to be new. However, I was ultimately 
unable to use it in the constrained H°O approximation theory of Chapter 4, as 
was originally hoped. Instead, the more concrete approach of Section 4.4, to the 
question of solution uniqueness, was deemed to be more useful. 
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